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Regulatory Frameworks for Dam Safety was conceived and prepared in response

to growing concern over the safety of dams. Given the large number of dams

around the world, the safe operation of dams has significant social, econom-

ic, and environmental relevance. A dam failure can result in extremely ad-

verse impacts, including a large-scale loss of human life. For countries with

large stocks of dams, the issue of dam safety is critical.

The World Bank has long recognized the importance and relevance of this

issue. As early as 1977, it issued Operational Manual Statement (OMS) 3.80,

“Safety of Dams.” The OMS made it clear that failure of a dam as a result of

natural phenomena or of inadequate design can have disastrous conse-

quences and underscored the importance of dam safety. This OMS has been

revised and reissued twice since 1977 to reflect the evolving thinking on dam

safety issues. The current version of the Bank’s policy was issued in October

2001 (Operational Policy [OP] 4.37, together with Bank Procedure [BP] 4.37).

Its application now goes beyond water storage dams and extends to tailings,

slimes, and ash impoundment dams.

The Report of the World Commission on Dams, which was released in No-

vember 2000, highlighted, among other things, the importance of the safety

of dams. The standards already set by the Bank for the safety of dams under

its operational policy and procedure are no less stringent than those recom-

mended by the World Commission on Dams.

OP 4.37, on safety of dams, is one of the 10 World Bank “safeguard poli-

cies.” These policies require that potentially adverse environmental and select-

ed social impacts of Bank-financed projects be identified, and avoided, mini-

mized, to the extent feasible, or mitigated and monitored. As such, the

principal objective of the safeguard policies is that of “doing no harm.” At the

same time, application of, and scrupulous compliance with, the safeguard

Foreword



policies has demonstrated that their use can achieve much more than just

avoiding harm. Going beyond compliance, and making development objec-

tives the goal of the safeguard policies, is the Bank’s current endeavor.

In this context, OP 4.37 recommends, where appropriate, as part of the

policy dialogue with the borrowing countries, that Bank staff discuss any

measures necessary to strengthen the institutional, legislative, and regulato-

ry frameworks for dam safety programs in those countries.

Regulatory Frameworks for Dam Safety helps to achieve this overriding goal

by providing a better understanding of dam safety, thus working to ensure

compliance with the World Bank’s safeguard policies and, by extension, to

promote sustainable, equitable, and environmentally sound development.

The present study examines the dam safety regulatory frameworks of 22

countries. It draws comparisons and highlights similarities among the vari-

ous systems. Most important, it makes recommendations on how to improve

dam safety, thereby improving the quality of life for people throughout the

world.

The Legal Vice Presidency and the Environmentally and Socially Sustain-

able Development Network of the World Bank are pleased to offer this publi-

cation and hope it will serve as a useful guide for policymakers and technical

experts, as well as civil society organizations—indeed all those working to-

ward increased dam safety.

Ko-Yung Tung Ian Johnson

Vice President and General Counsel Vice President

Legal Vice Presidency Environmentally and Socially 

The World Bank Sustainable Development Network

The World Bank
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ix

This study is a comparative assessment of the regulatory frameworks applica-

ble to dam safety in 22 countries. It is divided into three parts. The first part

is a description of the dam safety regulatory framework in each of the 22

countries. The countries were selected based on the availability of informa-

tion about their dam safety regulatory frameworks. The second part of the

study is a comparative analysis of these regulatory frameworks. The analysis

attempts to highlight the main similarities and differences in the approaches

adopted by the countries discussed in the first part of the study. The third

part offers recommendations on what a regulatory framework for dam safety

should contain. It lists essential elements that should be included in all dam

safety regulatory frameworks, as well as elements that would be desirable to

include in such regulatory frameworks. This part also identifies and discusses

a number of emerging trends in dam safety. In this connection, this part of

the study can be seen as providing a tool kit that can be used in formulating

a regulatory framework for dam safety.

The study has seven appendices. Appendix IV contains a dam safety

statute; appendix V is a dam safety regulation; and appendix VI is a sample

operations, maintenance, and surveillance manual. These appendices are

provided as examples of dam safety regulations and management. There are

many other examples, and the inclusion of these particular samples in this

study should not be interpreted as an endorsement of these models over oth-

er models.

Abstract
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This study is a comparative assessment of the regulatory frameworks applica-

ble to dam safety in 22 countries.1 The purpose of the study is to provide in-

formation to policymakers and technical experts in countries that are plan-

ning to develop new or to modify existing regulatory frameworks for dam

safety. The study should also be of interest to two other groups. The first is

policymakers and technical experts who are interested in learning more

about current approaches to the regulation of dam safety around the world.

The second is that group of people who are trying to decide whether it is a

worthwhile exercise for their countries to design a regulatory framework for

dam safety.

The International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) estimated that by

the end of the last century there were over 45,000 large dams.2 More than

half of those dams are located in developing countries, and a number of those

countries are currently engaged in extensive dam-building programs. Thus,

the subject of dam safety becomes an important one for a number of reasons.

First and most obviously, it is essential that each dam owner be able to en-

sure that its dams are safe and do not pose an unacceptable risk to life, hu-

man health, property, or the environment. Second, dam safety directly influ-

ences the sustainability of dam projects and the extent of their potential

environmental and social impacts. Consequently, dam safety is an important

consideration at all stages of the dam’s life cycle. Third, dam safety is relevant

1

INTRODUCTION

1. Those 22 countries are: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Finland,
France, India, Ireland, Latvia, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Romania, the Russ-
ian Federation, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United
States.

2. See International Commission on Large Dams, World Register of Dams (ICOLD 1998)
(computer database). ICOLD defines a large dam as a dam (i) with a height of 15 meters
or more from the foundation, or (ii) with a height between 5 and 15 meters, with a reser-
voir volume of more than three million cubic meters.
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3. This definition is based on the definition used in World Bank, Operational Policies
and Bank Procedures: Safety of Dams (OP and BP 4.37, Oct. 2001) in The World Bank Opera-
tional Manual <http:wbln0018.worldbank.org/institutional/manuals/opmanual.nsf>. See
appendices I, II, and III of this study. It should be noted, however, that OP and BP 4.37
apply to tailings, slime, and ash impoundment dams. The scope of this study is confined
to water storage dams.

to a state’s ability to comply with its international obligations. A failure to

pay adequate attention to dam safety can cause a country to violate its obli-

gations under existing international treaties and conventions, such as those

relating to transboundary watercourses and the environment. It can also

have an adverse impact on the state’s ability to perform its international fi-

nancial obligations, thereby undermining its overall development strategy.

Another reason that dam safety is a matter of such importance is that in

many countries, there is now a substantial stock of dams whose failure could

have significantly adverse social, economic, and environmental consequences.

In these countries, the safety of existing dams is a matter of great concern. In

fact, it may be the most important issue related to dams in these countries be-

cause they are no longer building many new dams or because the state of the

existing dams poses a safety problem.

For the purposes of this study, “dams” refers to water storage dams used in

hydropower, water supply, irrigation, flood control, or multipurpose projects.3

Many of the points made in this study will be relevant to other dams, such as

tailings and slime dams for mine projects and ash impoundment dams used

with thermal power plants. However, in some countries different regulatory

regimes may be applicable to these other types of dams, and this study did not

focus on these different regimes. Consequently, the conclusions of this study

may not be directly applicable to these other types of dams.

“Dam safety,” as used in this study, can be understood as referring to the

factors that influence the safe operation of the structure of the dam and the

appurtenant structures, and the dam’s potential to adversely affect human

life, human health, property, and the environment surrounding it. This

means that dam safety is also concerned with the adequacy of the operations

and maintenance of the dam, as well as its plans for dealing with emergen-

cies and with limiting the adverse impact of existing dams on human life,

human health, property, and the environment.

This study is divided into three parts. The first part is a description of the

dam safety regulatory framework in each of 22 countries. The second part of

http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/institutional/manuals/opmanual.nsf
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the study is a comparative analysis of these regulatory frameworks. The third

part contains the recommendations of the study on what a regulatory frame-

work for dam safety could contain. These include the essential elements that

should be included in all dam safety regulatory frameworks, as well as ele-

ments that would be desirable to include in such a regulatory framework.

This part also describes and analyzes some emerging trends in the regulation

of dam safety.





This part of the study describes and analyzes the regulatory frameworks for safe-

ty of dams in 22 countries. It specifies the law, decree, or regulation that deals

with the matter and discusses the institutional arrangements for implementing

such a framework, as well as the enforcement procedures and mechanisms.

Argentina

The regulatory framework for dam safety in Argentina consists of an admin-

istrative decree, which creates the Organismo Regulador de Seguridad de Pre-

sas (ORSEP), or dam safety regulatory body. The ORSEP is an independent

regulatory agency within the Secretariat for Water Resources. It replaces the

ORSEP Comahue, which was established in 1993, and three transitional com-

missions on dam safety. The function of the ORSEP is to oversee dam safety

issues in the design, construction, maintenance, and operation of privatized

hydroelectric projects.

The ORSEP has police powers to deal with dam safety issues. This means

that the ORSEP has the power to develop norms and technical directives re-

lating to dam safety, to compile statistics on dams, to provide assistance to

government bodies that request its assistance, and to collaborate with other

bodies working on dam safety. It has the power to enforce the law relating to

dam safety and to intervene in legal and judicial proceedings relating to dam

safety. The ORSEP provides certificates of approval for works within its juris-

diction and is responsible for evaluating the performance of dam licensees

and concessionaires. It is also responsible for evaluating the performance of

dam licensees and concessionaires. The ORSEP finances its activities through

fees and monthly charges paid by the entities that it regulates.

Dam licensees’ contracts include obligations relating to dam safety. These

include developing and maintaining environmental assessment plans, regular

5

PA R T  O N E
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monitoring and evaluating of dam performance, and periodic inspections by

independent consultants. In addition, the owners of dams are required to

maintain a current emergency action plan. This plan must be approved by the

ORSEP. The owner must keep a copy of the plan.

The highest authority in the ORSEP is the Technical Council. This body

consists of the heads of the four regional offices of the ORSEP and a chair. The

president of Argentina appointed the first members of this council. However,

it is expected that in the future the members of the council will be chosen in

a competitive election. There are four regional offices under this council.

These offices have independent technical and institutional responsibilities.

Each is headed by a regional director, and there is a director for each province

subject to the jurisdiction of the regional office (there can be more than one

province per regional office). The ORSEP is required to provide an annual re-

port to the government on the structural and operational condition of the 32

privatized dams in Argentina.

It is important to note that there are an additional 70 nonprivatized dams

in Argentina. These dams belong to the provinces and are not subject to any

national or federal dam safety regulatory framework.

Australia

In Australia, dam safety is a state matter. This means that the relevant regula-

tion can be found at the state level. Currently, there are three states that have

dam safety regulations. These are New South Wales, Queensland, and Victo-

ria. The information on Australia is drawn from the laws in these three states

and the 1994 Australian National Committee on Large Dams (ANCOLD)

Guidelines on Dam Safety Management.

New South Wales

The Dams Safety Act (DSA) in New South Wales creates a Dams Safety Com-

mittee (DSC) that functions under the direction and control of the minister

responsible for administering the act. The DSC consists of eight part-time

members, seven of whom are experienced in dam engineering. Pursuant to

section 8 of the DSA, they are selected in the following manner: four are

nominated by statutory bodies dealing with water and power; one is nomi-

nated by the minister responsible for administering the Public Works Act;

one by the minister administering the Mining Act; and two persons are
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nominated by the Australian Institution of Engineers. The minister appoints

the chair of the DSC.

The functions of this committee are to maintain surveillance over “pre-

scribed dams” to ensure their safety; to investigate the location, design, con-

struction, reconstruction, extension, modification, operation, and maintenance

of prescribed dams; to obtain information and keep records relating to dam safe-

ty matters; to formulate measures to ensure safety; to make reports to the min-

ister on the safety of prescribed dams; and to make recommendations on adding

new dams to the list of prescribed dams. It should be noted that the “prescribed

dams” are all those dams listed in schedule 1 of the DSA. This schedule lists the

names and locations of all prescribed dams; it does not establish any criteria for

determining whether a dam is prescribed.

The DSC also regulates mining activities under or in the near vicinity of

dams and their reservoirs in order to ensure that such mining does not jeop-

ardize the safety of the dam or the security of the reservoir. In accordance

with the provisions of the Mining Act, the DSC enforces this regulation by

advising the minister responsible for administering the Mining Act on con-

ditions to be attached to the mining leases granted for mining under and

around dams and reservoirs.

The DSC has the power, by written notice, to require the owners of a pre-

scribed dam to make observations, take measurements, and keep records re-

garding the operation and maintenance of prescribed dams and their environ-

ment, and to provide this information and these records to the DSC. The DSC

has the power to undertake these activities itself if the owner fails to do so. It

can then recover the costs of its activities from the dam owner. Another pow-

er of the DSC is to authorize inspections of prescribed dams. The person un-

dertaking these inspections is authorized to enter the land where the dam is

located after giving reasonable notice to the dam owner. The owner must be

compensated for any damage caused in the course of the inspection. If the

DSC thinks a prescribed dam is unsafe or is in danger of becoming unsafe, it

may, by written notice, require the dam owner to take specific actions, or to

refrain from acting, so as to ensure the safety of the dam. In addition to those

inspections initiated by the DSC, the minister can direct the DSC to conduct

inquiries into any matter relating to the safety of a prescribed dam. In con-

ducting this inquiry, the committee, subcommittee, or person appointed to

conduct the inquiry can request all information, evidence, and records, and

can order people to attend the inquiry and produce information.
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The DSA also has provisions dealing with emergencies. These provide that

if there is a dam failure or the minister believes that a prescribed dam could

fail, the minister, whether or not on the DSC’s recommendation, can declare

a state of emergency in respect of the prescribed dam. This state of emer-

gency allows the DSC, acting with the approval of the minister, to take con-

trol of the dam, release water from the dam, carry out works on the dam, or

demolish and remove the dam. The DSC can recover the costs of these activ-

ities from the dam owner. According to sections 25 and 28, the DSC is em-

powered to appoint other public authorities or single members of the DSC to

act as its agents and carry out dam safety activities for prescribed dams. It can

also enter into agreements with other ministers of any state or of the Com-

monwealth, a university, or any other person or body to conduct investiga-

tions, studies, or research on dam safety issues. Violation of the act is an of-

fense that can lead to trial in local courts and the imposition of a penalty.

There is further legislation in New South Wales applying to dams owned

by local government authorities. The relevant provisions are found in the Lo-

cal Government Act and were first enacted in 1974. These provisions are

presently administered by the New South Wales Department of Land and

Water Conservation, acting on behalf of the responsible minister.

Queensland

In Queensland, the Water Resources Act of 1989 was superseded by the Wa-

ter Act of 2000. All “referable dams” are subject to the jurisdiction of the Wa-

ter Act and the chief executive (CE) of the state Department of Natural Re-

sources and Mines, who is the party responsible for the safety of referable

dams. Under the terms of the dam safety provisions of the Water Act, a dam

is referable if an accepted failure impact assessment demonstrates that there

will be a population at risk (PAR) in the event of dam failure.

Part 6 (sections 480–500) of the Water Act requires a person who proposes

to construct a dam that meets the specified size criteria to conduct a failure

impact assessment. The criteria are that the dam be more than eight meters

in height and have a storage capacity greater than 500,000 liters, or be more

than eight meters in height and have a storage capacity of at least 250,000

liters and a catchment area no more than three times its maximum surface

area at full supply level. If a dam is below these height and volume limits and

the CE reasonably believes the dam would be referable, the CE has the pow-

er to issue an order requiring the owner to assess the dam’s failure impact.
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4. Peter Allen, the director of the Dam Safety (Water Supply) Office in the Queensland
Department of Natural Resources and Mines, estimates that the new rating system will re-
duce the size of the Queensland referable dam portfolio from 1,500 to 300. However, he
expects that this will lead to improved management of the state dam portfolio. See Peter
Allen, A New Regulatory Framework for Dams in Queensland (paper prepared for NZSOLD/
ANCOLD 2001 Conference on Dams) (copy on file with authors).

A failure impact assessment is an assessment of the safety of the dam car-

ried out and certified by a registered professional engineer, in accordance

with guidelines issued by the CE. The purpose of the failure impact assess-

ment is to determine the population at risk if the dam fails. Dams that have

a PAR of fewer than two people will have no failure impact rating. Those that

have a PAR of 2 to 100 people will be rated as category 1, and those that have

a PAR of more than 100 people will have a category 2 failure rating.4 The fail-

ure impact assessment is submitted to the CE who can accept, reject, or re-

quire a review of the assessment. In the case of category 1 dams and non-

referable dams, the dam owner must repeat the failure impact assessment

every five years.

The owner must pay the cost for preparing and certifying the failure im-

pact assessment. However, if the CE has issued a notice requiring a failure im-

pact assessment and the assessment reveals that the dam has no PAR, the de-

partment will pay the reasonable costs of carrying out the assessment. In the

event that the dam has a PAR of more than two people, the dam owner must

pay for the assessment.

The CE has the power to impose dam safety conditions on referable dams.

Such conditions are designed to control the design, construction, alteration,

repair, maintenance, operation, abandonment, and removal of all referable

dams. They also typically require the preparation of an emergency action

plan for the dam to cover a range of potential failure events. These require-

ments are applied as conditions relating to dam safety of any resulting devel-

opment permit.

If the CE reasonably believes that it is in the interest of dam safety to do

so, he or she can reassess and change the safety requirements in light of sub-

sequent failure impact assessments. An example of the type of event that

might trigger such a reassessment is a change in the technique for estimat-

ing the probable maximum precipitation.

The CE has the power, by written notice, to order dam owners to carry out

emergency actions to prevent or minimize the impact of dam failure. Such
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5. This is only done in the case of major dams with significant capacity to vary flood
discharges.

6. There are also two other laws that are applicable to tailings and other dams related
to projects in the mining and extractive industries sectors. These statures are the Mineral
Resources Development Act of 1990, and the Extractive Industries Development Act of
1995.

notices also attach to the land and bind the owner and future owners of the

land. If these notices are not complied with, the CE has the power to perform

the work and recover the associated costs from the owner. The CE can also

require the owner to give information, plans, and reports on inspections and

other documents on the dam to the CE.

The CE “may from time to time” require that the preparation of designs,

plans, and specifications for initial construction or subsequent alteration, re-

pair, maintenance, operation, removal, or abandonment of a dam be under

the control and direction of a “suitably qualified person experienced in the

design and construction of dams.” The qualifications of the person must be

satisfactory to the CE. Under the Water Act, the requirements of the “suit-

ably qualified person” are drawn from the Professional Engineers Act of 1988.

Pursuant to section 496.1 of the Water Act, the dam owner must prepare

a flood mitigation manual, if so required.5 The manual must be submitted to

the CE for approval. The CE may request the advice of the advisory council

before approving the manual. The CE’s approval is valid for no more than

five years. Thereafter it must be reviewed by the owner and then resubmit-

ted for the CE’s approval.

Pursuant to section 500, the state and the CE are not liable for the conse-

quences of a failure that occurs in any dam which the CE has approved for

construction, operation, maintenance, alteration, repair, or abandonment.

This means that the dam owner always remains responsible for the safety of

the dam.

Victoria

The primary law applicable to dam safety in Victoria is the Water Act of

1989.6 The dam safety principles incorporated into the Water Act are that

dam owners are responsible and liable for damage caused by their dams and

that potentially hazardous dams need to be designed, constructed, operated,

and maintained according to appropriate standards and best practices relat-

ing to dam safety.
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Pursuant to sections 16 and 18 of the Water Act, the dam owner is liable

for any damage that results from water flow from the dam. Section 67 stipu-

lates that dam licenses, which are required to construct, alter, operate, re-

move, or abandon works on a waterway, can be made subject to a range of

conditions including dam safety requirements. The conditions that can be

attached to a license are set out in section 71 of the Water Act. According to

this section, conditions can include standards of construction, future opera-

tion and maintenance, and the qualifications of persons undertaking these

works. Section 78 allows the minister to issue ministerial directions that re-

quire an owner of a dam on a waterway to operate works in a particular way

or to alter the works.

The Water Act also grants the responsible minister the power to intervene

and issue directions relating to inspections and dam safety. Pursuant to sec-

tion 80 the minister can require dam owners to make specified improve-

ments or to take other measures to make a dam safe. If the dam owner fails

to comply with the minister’s directions, section 81 of the Water Act allows

the minister to carry out works and recover costs. The Water Act provides for

penalties for those who fail to comply with its provisions.

The Water Act requires owners of large dams to submit their designs, sur-

veillance plans, and emergency management plans, certified by a qualified

engineer, to the licensing authorities. The operating licenses for these dams,

for which private operators must pay a fee, are generally issued for a period

of five years. A qualified engineer must review the dam surveillance program

during the license renewal process. The Water Act also requires dam owners

to supply the emergency coordinating agency with a copy of their emergency

management plans.

It should be noted that in addition to the license issued pursuant to the

Water Act, the planning law in Victoria requires a prospective dam owner

to obtain a planning permit from a local government body before con-

structing a dam.

The Department of Natural Resources and Environment, which is not ded-

icated exclusively to dam safety issues, administers the minister’s powers un-

der the Water Act. This department maintains a comprehensive dams data-

base, which includes nearly all referable and large dams in the state.
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ANCOLD Guidelines on Dam Safety Management

The Australian National Committee on Large Dams (ANCOLD) issued its

Guidelines on Dam Safety Management in 1994. These guidelines apply only

to “referable dams,” which ANCOLD defines as dams that are either 10 me-

ters or greater in height and have a storage capacity of at least 20,000 cubic

meters, or that are more than 5 meters in height and have a storage capacity

of at least 50,000 cubic meters. The guidelines are not applicable to tailings

dams. They are useful in setting out some general considerations for dam

safety programs. According to ANCOLD, there are a number of key elements

in a dam safety program. The first is that the program should clearly identify

the responsibilities of the dam owners, the government, and the dam person-

nel. Second, it should make the public aware of dams and dam safety issues,

and the appropriate parties should consult with the public about its concerns

relating to dam safety. Third, the program should ensure that the parties in-

volved have the appropriate expertise. Fourth, the program should designate

someone as being responsible for maintaining information about the dam for

public reference and for use in future investigations, surveillance, and re-

views. Fifth, the program should include measures to train dam personnel in

the procedures for handling possible emergencies. Sixth, the program should

have a quality management program that covers all aspects of dam design,

construction, and operations. Seventh, the program should allow for period-

ic review and, if necessary, revision of dam safety policies and procedures.

ANCOLD suggests that the role of government is to enact legislation that

stipulates who has the regulatory authority and responsibility to ensure that

dam owners are taking appropriate actions with regard to dam safety. This

legislation should include the criteria for classifying dams. The regulatory au-

thority should also have the power to ensure that the dams are designed and

operated in accordance with currently accepted standards relating to dam op-

eration, maintenance, and surveillance. ANCOLD also suggests that the au-

thorities need to maintain a register of dams that includes information on

the size, type, purpose, location, hazard category, designer, owner, and year

of completion of the dam. Finally, ANCOLD contends that even though the

dam owner is primarily responsible for dam safety, there is a need to moni-

tor and audit dam safety to ensure it remains effective.

ANCOLD maintains that the dam owner is primarily responsible for the

safety of the dam. This means that the owner has a number of obligations.
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The first is to provide sufficient resources to meet the safety program require-

ments. Second, the owner must ensure that each dam is operated and main-

tained in a safe manner. Third, the owner must know the hazard category of

the dam and is responsible for having the classification regularly reviewed.

Fourth, the owner must implement an appropriate dam surveillance pro-

gram. Fifth, there should be dam emergency plans that include information

about warning systems and inundation maps. The plans should be made

available to the appropriate emergency authorities. These plans should be

tested annually by dam personnel, and at least every five years a drill should

be conducted that is coordinated with all relevant state and local officials.

The plan should also be reprinted and distributed to all parties at least every

five years. Sixth, the personnel engaged to work on and inspect dams during

all stages of their life cycle should have suitable qualifications and levels of

experience. Seventh, the owner should ensure that the regulators and other

relevant parties have the following information: the dam’s emergency plan,

operating procedures, operations and maintenance manuals, inspection and

evaluation reports as well as construction drawings of the dam, data books,

design reports, construction reports, and safety reviews. This means that they

should have sufficient information on the dam so that no further investiga-

tions are needed to resolve any technical issues that may arise. This informa-

tion should also be maintained in a permanent archive.

ANCOLD also suggests that in addition to dam owners, populations at

risk, owners of property at risk, and those with an interest in maintaining

community infrastructure facilities and the environment should also be in-

volved in dam safety. Thus, the public should be consulted about alterations

to dams and their operations.

ANCOLD makes a number of suggestions about the content of dam safety

programs. First, the scope of the program should be based on the size of the

dam and its storage capacity, hazard category, level of risk, and the value of

the dam to the owner. Second, dam surveillance should be based on inspec-

tions, monitoring, collection of information relating to dam performance,

and the evaluation and interpretation of observed data and surveillance re-

ports. There should also be an independent review of the surveillance pro-

gram. The dam safety evaluations should as far as possible be made by a dam

engineer who is familiar with the detailed history of the dam and its per-

formance to date.
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7. The information in this section is derived from Dam Legislation (European Club of
ICOLD Feb. 2001).

Austria

The relevant statute for dam safety in Austria is the Federal Water Law.7 Pur-

suant to this law, dams with a height greater than 30 meters or a volume

greater than 500,000 cubic meters, dams on the Danube, and dams that sig-

nificantly affect water affairs in other countries are subject to the jurisdiction

of the Supreme Water Authority in the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and

Forestry (FMAF). Other dams are subject to either provincial or district gov-

ernment regulation. The FMAF has a Federal Dam Supervisory Section

(FDSS), which examines the dam owner’s annual safety reports and carries

out inspections of dams subject to the jurisdiction of the FMAF. The FDSS is

assisted by the Austrian Commission on Dams, which provides background

information to the FDSS and passes judgment on, among other things, the

safety of dam projects.

The dam owner has the primary responsibility for dam safety. In the case

of dams subject to the jurisdiction of the FMAF, the dam owner must appoint

qualified civil engineers with sufficient authority to oversee dam safety.

Dams must comply with current engineering practices. The approval

process for dam projects involves a public hearing and, in the case of dams

subject to the jurisdiction of the FMAF, the approval of the Austrian Com-

mission on Dams. Since dam projects are expected to comply with the cur-

rent state of the art, there are very few technical standards included in the

applicable law.

The Water Authority (at the appropriate governmental level) supervises

construction of the dam. Before it will authorize the filling of the dam, the

Water Authority conducts a preliminary technical examination of the dam.

After some time, when sufficient data to make an informed judgment are

available, the Water Authority conducts a final examination, after which it

issues a final decree of acceptance. This decree allows for the normal opera-

tion of the dam.

The operational rules of the dam are defined in the preliminary and final

decrees of acceptance. The monitoring and surveillance of the dam involves

periodic visual inspections, regular measurements, and data collection. It also

involves annual inspections by the dam safety engineer. Every 10 years, the
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reservoir of the dam is drawn down, and there is a comprehensive inspection

of the dam’s safety. In the case of dams subject to the FMAF, the Dam Super-

visory Section conducts this overall safety assessment.

The law requires that experts with “sound engineering judgment” under-

take all inspections. The inspector should also be independent of the dam

owner. The dam safety engineer who is appointed by the dam owner must

report to the authorities after each annual inspection in the case of dams sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the FMAF. In the case of FMAF dams, the dam su-

pervisory officer conducts an annual review on behalf of the relevant provin-

cial governor. This is in addition to the 10-year inspection described above.

The relevant information on the design, construction, and operation of a

dam must be collected systematically. The dam safety engineer must be in-

formed of all extraordinary events. Most large dams have emergency plans

to deal with dam failures.

Brazil

Although there have been several attempts in the past to develop legislation

on dam safety, Brazil currently has no such legislation at either the federal or

the state level.8 However, in 1999, the São Paulo branch of the Brazilian Com-

mittee on Dams published a Basic Guide on Dam Safety based on the Dam Safe-

ty Guidelines published by the Canadian Dam Association. These guidelines

have become a general reference for dam owners and engineers in Brazil.

Recently, there have been some movements that may result in a Brazilian

dam safety statute. The Energy Regulatory Agency (ANEEL) has requested all

public and private utilities to provide it with updated and basic information

on the status and operations of dams associated with hydropower plants. In

addition, the new National Water Agency (ANA) has asked the Brazilian

Committee on Dams to work with it on a project that is expected to result in

a draft national dam safety law.

Canada

In Canada water resources management is a provincial responsibility. In the

absence of specific provincial legislation on dam safety, the Dam Safety

8. This section is based on information provided in a communication from G. V.
Canali to the authors.
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Guidelines, issued by the Canadian Dam Association (CDA) in January 1999,

are treated as evidence of best practice. The guidelines suggest that the re-

sponsibility for all aspects of dam safety must be clearly defined and the del-

egation of authority must be documented. They state that normally the dam

owner has responsibility for dam safety, which means that the owner is re-

sponsible for ensuring that dam safety reviews and all required safety im-

provements are carried out by knowledgeable and qualified people. This

means that the review should be carried out under the direction of a profes-

sional engineer who is qualified in the design, construction, performance

evaluation, and operation of dams. This person is responsible for providing

the results of the dam safety review in a dam safety report.

The owner is also responsible for preparing an emergency preparedness

plan. The CDA suggests that the dam owner should also inform the public

about safety and involve the public in resolving dam safety issues.

The CDA recommends that the safety review should identify reference

points against which comparisons can be made so that it is possible to test if

the dam’s actual performance complies with internal policies, CDA guide-

lines, and best practices.

The CDA proposes that the responsibilities of the regulatory agencies

should be clearly defined. These responsibilities can include maintaining an

inventory of dams, requiring dam owners to provide periodic dam safety re-

ports, adopting substantive standards for dam safety, requiring remedial ac-

tion based on the recommendations of the engineer who conducts the dam

safety review, establishing the timing of dam safety reviews, and inspecting

dams. The regulatory authority should also have the power to accept or re-

ject dam safety reports in written and reasoned statements.

The CDA also suggests that dams should be classified according to the

consequences of their failure, the physical characteristics of the dam, and the

perceived probability of their failure. This classification should provide the

basis for determining the level of surveillance activity.

The CDA also discusses the content of dam safety reviews. It argues that

these reviews should include the design, operation, maintenance, surveil-

lance, and emergency plans and should be intended to determine if they are

safe in all respects. If not, the review should seek to determine what safety

improvements are required. The first inspection should be made before the

initial filling of the dam in order to establish baseline data. There should be
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9. This OMS Manual is included as appendix VI to this study.

regular inspections thereafter. These include weekly or monthly inspections

conducted by the dam’s staff and annual or semiannual intermediate inspec-

tions performed by appropriate representatives of the owner. In addition,

there should be more comprehensive dam safety reviews, the first of which

should be completed within three years of filling. This review should include

an inspection of the dam structures, an assessment of its performance, and a

review of the original design and construction records to ensure they meet

current standards. A qualified engineer who was not involved in the design

or construction of the dam and is not involved in the normal inspections of

the dam should conduct this review. The level of detail of the review should

be consistent with the importance, design conservatism, and complexity of

the dam, as well as with the consequences of failure.

After this first review, comprehensive dam safety reviews should occur

every 5 to 10 years, depending on the consequences of dam failure. These re-

views should include site inspections, a review of the dam’s design and con-

struction to see if they meet current standards, a review of operations and

maintenance procedures, testing instrumentation for data collection, surveil-

lance and monitoring of the dam’s emergency preparedness, and checking

for compliance with the recommendations of previous reviews. At the con-

clusion of the review, the reviewing engineer should produce a report that

addresses all aspects of the review and identifies any additional actions re-

quired for safe operation, maintenance, and surveillance of the dam.

The guidelines also propose that each dam should have an Operations,

Maintenance, and Surveillance Manual (OMS Manual) that spells out the pro-

cedures for OMS.9 This manual should provide adequate information to allow

safe operation and to define the chain of operational responsibilities. The

OMS Manual should be reviewed annually. It should also ensure that adequate

records are kept on matters such as operations and operating conditions.

Finally, dams need emergency preparedness plans that include notifica-

tion processes. The plans, which should be in writing, should identify the

procedures and processes that dam operators should follow in case of emer-

gency. Normally, provincial or local governments would have the responsi-

bility to warn residents of hazardous situations based on information provid-

ed by the dam owner or operator. The dam owner is responsible for linking
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10. Regulations B. C. 44/00 (Feb. 11, 2000). These regulations are included as appen-
dix V to this study.

dam surveillance with emergency response procedures. These can include di-

rect warnings from the owner or operator to downstream communities. It is

important to note that the absence of government regulation or regulators

does not negate the owner’s responsibility for dam safety and emergency pre-

paredness. The level of detail in the emergency plan should be determined

by the degree of potential impact of the emergency. There should be period-

ic testing of the emergency preparedness plans.

Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario, and Quebec are the only Canadian

provinces with specific dam safety legislation.

Alberta

The applicable laws for dam safety in Alberta are the Dam and Canal Safety

Regulations of 1978, as revised in 1998; the Dam Safety Guidelines of 1975;

and the 1995 Dams Safety Guidelines of the CDA. There is a dam safety

branch in the Alberta Environmental Protection Agency that is responsible

for the regulation of dam safety. This branch reviews applications for new

dam licenses. It also compiles and updates the Inventory of Dams. The direc-

tor of this branch can require dam owners to prepare emergency prepared-

ness plans and OMS Manuals. The dam safety branch carries out audit in-

spections accompanied by the dam owner and related consultants. The

director of the branch can require that the dam owner have an independent

professional engineer carry out regular safety reviews. The owner conducts

its own routine inspections and data collection activities. In the case of ma-

jor dams and depending on the size of the dam, the dam safety branch, the

owner, and their consultants prepare a comprehensive independent dam

safety report. In the case of government-owned dams, the five-year review is

carried out by an external consultant. The Dam and Canal Safety Regulations

contain provisions that specify whom the owner must notify and the steps

that must be taken in the case of hazardous conditions.

British Columbia

In February 2000, the government of British Columbia issued its Dam Safety

Regulations.10 The regulations are applicable to all dams that are more than
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11. Ontario Dam Safety Guidelines Task Force, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources,
Summary Report (Aug. 23, 2000) <www.cda.ca/ontario/summary_report.html>.

one meter in height and have an impounding capacity of more than

1,000,000 cubic meters, or more than 2.5 meters in height, and have an im-

pounding capacity greater than 30,000 cubic meters, or are more than 7.5

meters in height. It also contains provisions applicable to low-capacity dams.

In the case of dams classified as high or very high consequence, the dam

owner must prepare and submit to the dam safety officer for approval both

an emergency preparedness plan and an OMS Manual. Low-hazard dams

only need to submit the OMS Manual.

The dam owner is responsible for carrying out regular inspections of the

dam and for installing the required equipment. The frequency of the inspec-

tions varies according to the classification of the dam. They can vary from

weekly site surveillance to reviews of the OMS plans every 7 to 10 years. The

owner must record the results of these inspections and submit them to the

dam safety officer, together with documentation relating to the design, con-

struction, or alteration of the dam. The dam safety officer can also request

information needed to evaluate the condition or hazard potential of a dam.

Professional engineers must conduct all dam safety reviews. The regula-

tions are silent about whether a professional engineer must be responsible for

other inspections. The regulations specify whom the dam owner must con-

tact in case of hazardous conditions and what actions the owner must take.

Ontario

Dam safety in Ontario is governed by the Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act

and the guidelines issued pursuant thereto. In 1977, the Ministry of Natural

Resources, which is responsible for administering this act, issued the Lakes

and Rivers Improvement Act Guidelines, which are applicable to dams in

Ontario. These guidelines address construction of dams, as well as opera-

tional and safety issues. In January 2000, the relevant branch of the min-

istry appointed a task force to help it develop dam safety guidelines. In Au-

gust 2000, the task force issued its report, which included a number of

conclusions.11 First, it concluded that there should be one standard for pub-

lic safety policy that is applicable to all dams. In the case of dams that can-

not meet this standard, the dam owners should be offered an opportunity

www.cda.ca/ontario/summary_report.html
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to develop acceptable risk management plans to demonstrate how they will

manage the increased risk to dam safety. Second, there should be one set of

safety standards for both new and existing dams. If existing dams cannot

meet these standards, they need to develop risk management plans to

demonstrate how they will manage the increased risk. Third, environmen-

tal criteria should be considered in determining the hazard classification of

the dam. Fourth, the risk management plans of dams that do not meet the

safety standards should be subjected to independent review. Dams that do

meet the safety standards should be subjected to independent review only if

the regulator so requires. Fifth, the inflow design flood should be based on

a simple approach that is linked to the hazard classification of the dam and

its height and storage capacity. Sixth, government oversight of dam safety

should be required in the case of dams that do not meet the current safety

requirements, and there should be a selective audit of only those that do

meet the current safety standards.

Quebec

Dam safety in Quebec is governed by the Dam Safety Act, which was adopted

by Parliament on May 23, 2000. The act is applicable to all “high-capacity”

dams, which are those that are more than one meter in height and have an

impounding capacity of more than 1,000,000 cubic meters, are more than 2.5

meters in height and have an impounding capacity greater than 30,000 cu-

bic meters, or are more than 7.5 meters in height. It also contains provisions

applicable to low-capacity dams. The construction, alteration, or removal of

a high-capacity dam requires the approval of the minister of the environ-

ment. The minister’s approval is based on a submitted application that must

contain the plans for the dam and be prepared by an engineer. The engineer

must certify that the plans conform with the government’s safety standards.

The minister classifies all high-capacity dams according to the risk that they

present to persons and property. Each high-capacity dam must undergo a

safety inspection by an engineer at regular intervals that cannot exceed five

years. The report on the safety review must be forwarded to the minister. If

the owner fails to conduct these periodic reviews, the minister can have the

review carried out at the owner’s expense. The owner must maintain a regis-

ter for the dam that contains the information from the safety reports. The

register must be available for inspection by the minister. The minister has the
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12. The information in this section is drawn from a secondary source, Gong Zhenghua
and others, Chinese Dam Safety: Philosophy and Practice in International Water Power and
Dam Construction 14–17 (Dec. 1999).

13. Other applicable laws and regulations include: Reservoir Dam Registration Regula-
tions (Ministry of Water Resources, December 28, 1995, and revised on December 26, 1997);
General Dispatching Guidelines on Multipurpose Reservoirs (Ministry of Water Resources,
December 1, 1993); Care and Maintenance Specifications of Embankment Dam (SL210-98,
December 23, 1998); Regulations of Data Compilation for Embankment Dam Safety Moni-
toring (SL169-96, January 1, 1997); Technical Criteria on Embankment Dam Safety Moni-
toring (SL 60-94, August 27, 1994). These laws and regulations are available only in Chi-
nese. This information was provided by Xiaokai Li of the World Bank office in Beijing.

power to set application fees for people seeking approval to construct or

modify dams, as well as annual fees for dam owners. The annual fees should

cover the cost of administering the act and regulations. The minister can

also impose fines that cannot exceed Can$500,000 for violators of these 

regulations.

China

China has a number of laws and regulations dealing with dam safety.12 The

Flood Control Law (August 29,1997) appears to impose on all units and in-

dividuals the duty to prevent floods. The Water Law (January 21, 1988) pro-

vides for inspections and administrative rules about water issues. The State

Council issued the Reservoir Dam Safety Regulations (July 2, 1991) and the

Flood Fighting Regulations (July 2, 1991). The Ministry of Water Resources

issued the Reservoir Dam Safety Certification Regulations (March 20, 1995).

The Ministry of Power Industries issued the Hydropower Station Dam Safety

Management Regulations (January 1997), while the Ministry of Energy has

issued the Detailed Rules on Hydropower Station Dam Safety Inspection

(August 1988).13

According to Gong Zhenghua and others, dams in China are divided into

those for water resources, which are under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of

Water Resources, and those for power generation, which are under the juris-

diction of the State Power Corporation. Both of these were previously under

the Ministry of Water Resources and Electric Power. In the provinces, the

electric power bureaus are responsible for the management of dams associat-

ed with their hydropower stations, while the power plants themselves are re-

sponsible for dam operation. This means that there are three levels for dam

safety management: ministry, province, and power plant.
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In addition, there are two committees with responsibility for dam safety.

These are the Large Dam Safety Supervision Center (LDSSC), which was set

up by the State Power Corporation in 1985, and the Dam Safety Management

Center, which was established by the Ministry of Water Resources. The

LDSSC has conducted two rounds of general inspections of dams construct-

ed before 1980, and some remedial action was taken. In 1997, the Guidelines

for a Register of Hydropower Stations were issued, and pursuant to them

LDSSC has classified about 110 dams, of which 100 are class A. In 1992, the

Ministry of Energy published the Dam Safety Monitoring Modification Pro-

gram for Hydropower Stations. The various regulatory efforts in dam safety

have resulted in standard criteria for monitoring technology for concrete

dams, embankment dams, national standards for monitoring instruments,

and the types of monitoring instruments to be used on concrete and em-

bankment dams.

The primary responsibility for dam safety lies with the owner of the dam.

The government has a supervisory function, which in 1999 it assigned to the

LDSSC for hydropower stations. LDSSC fulfills this function by providing ad-

vice on dam safety management to hydropower stations and by carrying out

its supervisory function for all dams within its jurisdiction.

Finland

Dam safety in Finland is governed by a number of laws, including the 1984

Dam Safety Act (DSA); the Dam Safety Decree 27.7.1984/574 (DSD); the 1985

Dam Safety Code of Practice (DSCP), which was last revised in 1997; and the

Water Act of 19.5.1961/1264. The DSA is supervised by the Regional Environ-

mental Centers (RECs) under the guidance of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Forestry. Rescue services fall under the Ministry of the Interior.

The Finnish regulatory framework applies to all dams that are no less

than three meters in height. Pursuant to article 2, the DSA also applies to

dams of less than three meters if the “volume of the substance in the basin

impounded by the dam is so large or if the substance in the basin is of such

a type that in the event of an accident it manifestly endangers human life,

or health or manifestly seriously endangers the environment or property.”

All dams covered by the DSA are classified on the basis of size and hazard

risk assessment. Dams are classified at the planning stage and checked at the

commissioning stage. The classifications are P dams (dangerous), N dams
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(smaller risk), O dams (minor hazard risk), and T dams (temporary dams).

The DSA does not apply to dams covered by the Mining Act, but the safety

requirements for dams covered by the Mining Act correspond to those in the

DSA. These mining dams are subject to supervision by the Safety Engineer-

ing Center of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, which uses the DSCP.

Before a dam is classified as a P dam, a hazard risk assessment must be

done. RECs can require that this assessment be done for other dams. The

main issues considered in this assessment are the facilities for organizing res-

cues and the measures needed to prevent or contain an accident. The results

of this assessment must be delivered to the REC, the provincial government,

and the regional and municipal fire centers. The REC classifies the dam on the

basis of this report, after consulting with the Finnish Environmental Institute.

The emphasis of the DSA is on accident prevention and effective reduc-

tion of hazards if accidents do occur. The basis for evaluating dam safety is

monitoring and inspection and, if necessary, investigations by the owner. If

the REC considers the person who assesses dam safety to be incompetent or

inexperienced, it can require the owner to do a new inspection.

Pursuant to the DSA, the dam owner, in the case of P dams, is responsible

for drawing up a dam safety monitoring program which must be approved

by the appropriate REC. The REC can only give its approval after obtaining

an expert opinion from the Finnish Environmental Institute. The monitor-

ing program can include both monitoring and inspections. The dam owner

must maintain documents related to dam safety in a special safety file that

must be kept in a readily available location. The contents of the dam safety

file are specified in section 5 of the DSA and section 2 of the DSD. In sum,

the DSCP indicates that the owner must keep the documents that a compe-

tent person considers essential for the preliminary assessment of dam safety.

The document should also include all the information drawn from the an-

nual inspections and monitoring that are required by the safety monitoring

program. These inspection reports should also be submitted in triplicate to

the REC and in the case of P dams to the provincial government. The owner

also has the responsibility to familiarize itself with the current dam safety re-

quirements. It can consult the REC and the Finnish Environmental Institute

about these requirements. The REC will also inform dam owners about rele-

vant changes in the law and regulations.
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The dam safety plan must be drafted by someone who has the same com-

petence as the designer of the corresponding structure. It may include guide-

lines for monitoring and regular inspections. It must be approved by the

REC. There should be annual inspections whose records are kept in the safe-

ty file. In addition a more comprehensive inspection should take place at

least every five years. The relevant authorities (i.e., the REC and the provin-

cial government) must be informed about this inspection and can, if they so

choose, participate in it.

The Water Act provides in chapter 21 that the supervisory authority is

obliged to take measures to ensure dam safety, and that it has the right to in-

spect dams and to undertake investigations. It can seek the assistance of the

Water Court and can recover costs for the state. The Water Act is also appli-

cable in cases of noncompliance with safety requirements. Pursuant to this

act, if the dam poses an immediate danger to public safety, then the provin-

cial government, the police authority, and the REC are empowered to take

the necessary measures to eliminate the danger.

Dam design, which must include dam safety monitoring devices, must be

directed by a competent and experienced person. The REC can evaluate the

person to see if he or she meets this standard. The ultimate decision to ap-

prove the design rests with the Water Court. However, the REC must be in-

formed of dam construction in sufficient time that it has time to study the

design documents before construction begins. Similarly, any dam modifica-

tions must take dam safety into account, and if dam safety is affected, the

modifications must be reviewed. This review is initiated with a written noti-

fication to the REC. It includes a review of the dam plans, a monitoring pro-

gram, and a field inspection. The REC can participate in the field inspection.

In the case of P dams, the provincial government, the fire authorities, and

the Finnish Environmental Institute also may participate. The owner organ-

izes the inspection.

France

The current French law dealing with dams dates back to the early 1960s, when

it was amended following a dam accident in 1959. It was revised in the law of

July 22, 1987, dealing with the prevention of major risks. Furthermore a gen-

eral law on water was adopted on January 3, 1992. In addition there is a cir-

cular, No. 70/15 of August 14, 1983, issued by the Ministries of Industrial and
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Scientific Development, Agriculture, and Public Works that deals with the “In-

spection and Surveillance of Dams Relevant to Public Safety.” While there

may be other decrees and circulars related to dams, this circular appears to be

the most relevant for dam safety. One of the additional decrees is the circular

of July 13, 1999, issued jointly by the Ministry of the Interior; the Director of

Defense and Civilian Security in the Ministry of Defense; the Director of Gas,

Electricity, and Coal in the Secretary of State for Industry in the Ministry of

Economy, Finance, and Industry; and the Director of Water in the Ministry

for Management of Land and the Environment (1999 Circular). There is an-

other applicable circular, which was issued by the Secretary of State for Indus-

try in the Ministry of Economy, Finance, and Industry on May 23, 1997, that

gives additional rules for medium-size hydroelectric dams. A decree of June

13, 1966, creates a Permanent Technical Committee on Dams. This commit-

tee supervises all dam projects with a height greater than 20 meters.

Circular 70/15 stipulates that the Chef des Services du Control (SERCON)

is involved in the regulation of dam safety. SERCON is responsible for main-

taining an inventory of dams that can affect public safety. For each of the

dams in this inventory, SERCON maintains a dossier with all relevant docu-

ments, descriptions of the actual work, and monitoring and inspection re-

ports. In addition, the owner or operator is expected to maintain a dossier

with all the relevant documents relating to the dam.

The circular offers general instructions on supervision that can then be

adapted to the specifics of each dam. It stipulates that the owners and opera-

tors of dams are responsible for maintaining the dam and for any accidents

that may happen. The circular requires that the first inspection occur in the

course of the first filling of the dam. Diverse methods for monitoring the

dam can be used in this inspection. However, the person who is in charge of

the dam’s construction must also supervise the execution and monitoring of

the first filling of the dam. The procedures to be followed must be approved

by SERCON. The frequency of the surveillance during the filling of the dam

is a function of the height of the dam. The owner of the dam must provide

SERCON with a copy of the report on the first filling within six months of

the filling of the dam.

After the filling of the dam, surveillance of the dam should include peri-

odic visual inspections, and measurements done by a qualified person. The

frequency of the visits and the measurements should vary according to the
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importance of the dam and should be increased if there are any abnormal sit-

uations. The visits should be at least once every two weeks. Measurements

should be taken at least once a month in the case of simple measurements

and once a year in the case of more complex measurements. A specialized en-

gineer should interpret the results of these inspections. In addition, a report

must be submitted annually to SERCON on the surveillance and monitoring

of the dam. SERCON agents will visit each dam at least once a year to conduct

their own examination of the dam. SERCON requires a more detailed report

every two years. Finally, SERCON will make a more comprehensive inspection

of the dam every 10 years, normally after a total emptying of the dam.

Pursuant to Decree 399/997 of September 15, 1992, which deals with “In-

tervention Plans for Hydraulic Installations,” dams that are more than 12

meters in height above ground level and have a storage capacity greater than

15 million cubic meters need to maintain an emergency plan.

The 1999 circular is designed to establish secure zones in the vicinity of

and downstream from dams and other hydraulic installations. To this end, it

establishes a system of concessions to which these installations are subject-

ed. The circular establishes an interagency working group to evaluate and im-

plement actions intended to achieve this objective. It also provides for con-

sultations with local authorities. Under the circular, any dam operator may

be required to sign an agreement with other users or local authorities that es-

tablishes the means for sharing information and warnings of problems. An

annex to the circular specifies that the dam operator must conform with any

rules relating to protection against floods and interventions in dam opera-

tions to avoid damage and risks to public health.

India

The information on India is derived from the draft Dam Safety Act of 2000

(DSA), which offers an interesting example of a dam safety statute.14 This

draft has not yet become law, so its provisions are not yet applicable in India

at either federal or state level. In addition to the draft act, the Dam Safety Or-

ganization of the Central Water Commission (CWC) issued in June 1987 the

Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for adoption by the states of India.15
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The DSA requires inspection of all large dams. A large dam is defined in

the DSA as any artificial barrier capable of impounding or diverting water

and which is above 15 meters in height, or which is between 10 and 15 me-

ters in height and satisfies at least one of the following conditions: the length

of the crest is no less than 500 meters, or the reservoir has a capacity of no

less than one million cubic meters, or the maximum discharge of the dam is

not less than 2,000 cubic meters per second, or the dam has special founda-

tion problems.

The DSA provides that each state or organization with responsibility over

dams should have a Dam Safety Organization (DSO) headed by an officer with

the rank of at least superintendent engineer. The DSO should have jurisdic-

tion over the dams in the state or organization. Dam owners have to file all

technical reports with the DSO. The DSO reports to the highest engineering

or technical authority for irrigation or water resources in the state. It must file

reports on all inspections with this authority. It also liaises with the DSO of

the CWC, which gives advice on safety. In addition, dam owners must file all

their technical documents with the relevant DSO. The DSO has the power to

conduct investigations, which must be carried out by someone with the rank

of executive engineer or higher. The timing of these inspections is specified

in the DSA. Primarily they should occur both pre- and post-monsoon as well

as at other times. The DSO must also evaluate or arrange for an independent

panel of engineers to evaluate all existing large dams at least every 10 years.

The DSO has the responsibility to pursue with the relevant project authorities

any remedial action arising from these periodic inspections.

The DSO has other responsibilities. It advises states and organizations on

the regulations for dam safety. It is responsible for pursuing any remedial ac-

tion arising from periodic inspections with project authorities. It provides an

annual report on dam safety to the state government or head of the organi-

zation and to the Central Water Commission. It must also provide the DSO

of the CWC with information on the status of dams and reports on any in-

quiries made by the DSO of the CWC. The DSO of the CWC prepares a con-

solidated annual report on dam safety for the Ministry of Water Resources.

The DSA also requires dam owners to file technical documents with the DSO.

Under the Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams16 the key responsibility

for dam safety is with the owner. Dam safety is not part of the current dam
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of permits for new dams.
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approval process for locally funded projects.17 In the case of internationally

funded dams or dam safety programs, dam safety assurances are usually re-

quired by the relevant international funding source. This was the case with

the dam safety project that was funded by the World Bank in India in 1991.18

The objective of the project was to improve the safety of selected dams in cer-

tain states in India (project states) through remedial works, installation of ba-

sic safety facilities, and strengthening of the DSO of the CWC and the Dam

Safety Committee (DSC). One assurance in this regard required each project

state to maintain the Dam Safety Review Panel during the implementation

of the project, with composition, functions, and terms of reference satisfac-

tory to the World Bank.19

In addition, India has the Indian Standards and a Code of Practice for all

waterworks, including dams. These documents address safety considerations.

They suggest that a dam safety review panel should review the safety of each

large dam each year. The documents establish a process according to which

all dams are subject to preliminary reviews and those with serious problems

to a secondary review. It should be noted that dam safety guidelines may ex-

ist within each organization responsible for operating dams, such as DSO,

but such guidelines are hard to obtain.20

It should be noted that currently the CWC encourages state governments

to conduct dam break analyses and to prepare inundation plans, emergency

action plans, and remedial plans to deal with safety-related deficiencies in

dams. In addition, India has a National Dam Safety Committee (NDSC) that

has advisory and recommendatory powers. The NDSC enables an exchange

of information on dam safety among experts, state governments, and bodies

that own large dams or significant numbers of dams. The NDSC is chaired by
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the chair of the CWC and has 12 other members, drawn from state govern-

ments and bodies that own large dams or large numbers of dams. The chief

engineer of the CWC is also a member of the NDSC and serves as its secre-

tary. The NDSC meets twice a year to exchange views and to discuss and

monitor whether dam owners are following the CWC’s dam safety guidelines.

Ireland

According to the 1994 World Bank study on the supervision of dams,21 the

chief engineer in Ireland is responsible for water regulations that deal with

the safe operation of dams. In addition, the chief civil engineer of the Elec-

tricity Supply Board (ESB) is designated as the person responsible for dam

safety issues relating to hydroelectric dams. The ESB conducts annual inspec-

tions through a subsidiary corporation. The chief engineer of ESB carries out

an inspection of ESB dams every five years. The ESB is also audited by an in-

dependent External Dam Safety Committee (EDSC) that carries out inspec-

tions, at varying levels of comprehensiveness, every year, 5 years, and 10

years. The 10-year report is formally presented to the ESB Board. The EDSC

consists of internationally recognized dam experts. The chief executive of the

ESB appoints the chair of the EDSC. The chief engineer of the hydro group

of ESB is responsible for issuing regulations and guidelines in the form of a

Structural Safety Surveillance Manual.

Latvia

In December 2000, Latvia adopted the Hydropower Plant Dam Safety Act.

The purpose of the act is to establish the legal grounds for determining the

responsibilities of hydropower dam owners. Paragraph 12 of the draft law

stipulates that the State Civil Engineering Inspection Board is responsible for

overseeing compliance with the law.22
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Paragraph 3 of the act classifies dams into three categories. Class A dams

are those that in the event of an accident would “manifestly” endanger hu-

man life and health or “seriously damage” legal or natural persons or the en-

vironment. Class B dams are those that, in the event of an accident, would

not create any danger for human life or health but would damage property

and the environment. Class C dams are those that, in the event of an acci-

dent, would not create any danger for human life or health but could cause

minor damage to property or the environment. The classification is made at

the design stage of the dam.

The owner or legal titleholder of the dam is responsible for the safety of

the dam. Pursuant to paragraph 4 of the act, the owner is required to take all

necessary steps to ensure that the dam is not a danger to human life, health,

property, or the environment. The owners of class A and B dams must insure

the dam against civil liability due to the potential damage caused by a dam

accident. The amount of the insurance is set by the cabinet of ministers.

Paragraph 5 of the act requires the dam owner to draft a dam safety mon-

itoring program that it must submit for approval to the State Civil Engineer-

ing Inspection Board. Paragraph 6 stipulates that owners of class A dams

must submit this program during construction of the dam. Owners of class B

and C dams must do so after the commissioning of the dam. In both cases,

according to paragraph 5, the program must conform to the standards estab-

lished by the Cabinet of Ministers, which also determines the procedures for

submission and approval of the program. The Cabinet of Ministers, accord-

ing to paragraph 7 of the act, also decides which measuring devices should

be used in the safety program.

Pursuant to paragraph 8, dams can only be operated when they have re-

ceived a certificate of safety from the State Civil Engineering Inspection

Board. The board has the authority to annul the certificate according to pro-

cedures established by the Cabinet of Ministers. According to the transition-

al regulations issued in conjunction with the act, the owners of dams that

were commissioned before the act entered into force were required to sub-

mit their safety programs to the authorities by December 31, 2001. They

must receive their certificates by March 31, 2003. The procedures to be fol-

lowed and the criteria that the State Construction Inspectorate should apply

in deciding whether to issue safety certificates are spelled out in Cabinet Reg-

ulation No. 351.
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According to paragraph 9, dam owners are required to submit reports de-

tailing the steps they have taken to comply with the safety program. The

contents of this report and the procedures governing their submissions are

established by the Cabinet of Ministers. These requirements are spelled out

in Cabinet Regulation No. 257.

Paragraphs 10 and 11 deal with dam failures and accidents. Paragraph 10

provides that when observations, monitoring data, and inspections indicate

that the continued operation of the dam is likely to lead to dam failure, the

owner of the hydropower dam has the right to lower the reservoir level after

giving notice to the operator of the transmission and distribution system and

to the state fire and rescue services in the potentially affected areas. The own-

er must also give notice to owners of downstream hydraulic structures. Para-

graph 11 of the act deals with the situation in which a dam fails. It provides

that the owners of the dam must give notice to the operator of the transmis-

sion and distribution system and to the state fire and rescue services in the

potentially affected areas. In addition, the owner must initiate the regional

alarm system in accordance with the Civil Defense Act.

Mexico

Dam safety in Mexico falls under the jurisdiction of the National Water Com-

mission (NWC), which is an administrative unit of the Secretariat for the En-

vironment and Natural Resources. The National Water Law, its implement-

ing regulations, and the internal regulations of the Secretariat establish the

powers and responsibilities of the NWC. It is responsible for studying, creat-

ing, and promulgating standards; monitoring; administrating; operating; and

rehabilitating the dams that belong to the federal government or that are op-

erated pursuant to concessions granted by the federal government.

Article 29 IV of the National Water Law stipulates that the owners and op-

erators of dams are responsible for operating, maintaining, and preserving

the works necessary for the stability and security of the dam, and other works

required in accordance with the hydraulic safety standards.

The NWC has a number of powers that are relevant to dam safety. Pur-

suant to article 29 IV of the National Water Law, it can require dam owners

and operators to provide the NWC with whatever information and docu-

mentation it requests. Pursuant to article 29 V, the owner and operator of

the dam must allow NWC personnel to inspect the hydraulic works, take
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measurements, verify the functioning of the measuring equipment, and

conduct other activities necessary to comply with the law. If the owner or

operator does not allow the NWC to inspect, take measurements, or moni-

tor the dam, article 26 of the law gives the NWC the authority to suspend

that owner’s or operator’s dam concession until the situation is corrected.

The corrections must be made within 15 days. In accordance with article 83

of the law, the NWC is also responsible for issuing standards and making

recommendations relating to flood control. Finally, chapter IV of the law

requires the NWC to maintain a public registry of water rights.

New Zealand

Dam safety in New Zealand is governed by the Resource Management Act of

1991 (RMA). Other relevant laws are the Building Act of 1991 and the Civil

Defense Act of 1983.

The RMA is premised on the principle of subsidiarity, according to which

decisionmaking is best left to those who are directly affected by the results

of the decision. Therefore it devolves authority to the most appropriate lev-

el, and as a result, local authorities are responsible for the day-to-day imple-

mentation of the RMA. District and city councils have jurisdiction over the

effects of land use and the effects of activities on the surface of lakes and

rivers. They are also expected to prepare district plans, issue resource con-

sents, take enforcement actions, and monitor actions in this regard. The re-

gional councils are responsible for controlling the taking, damming, and di-

version of water, and the discharge of contaminants into the environment.

This means that they are responsible for issuing consents for dams in their

area of jurisdiction. In issuing these consents they are required implicitly to

consider the potential effects of a dam failure, even though the RMA impos-

es no explicit obligation on them with regard to dam safety.23 They are also

expected to prepare regional plans and policy statements, issue resource con-

sents, take enforcement actions, and monitor actions related thereto. The

powers of the central and local governments are spelled out in part IV of the

RMA. The minister of the environment can issue national statements and na-

tional environmental standards, and maintains an oversight role over the
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implementation of the RMA. The Ministry of Conservation is responsible for

coastal marine areas, in partnership with regional councils.

Although the Building Act of 1991 does not have any specific provisions

dealing with dam safety, dams fall within the definition of a “building” con-

tained in the act. This means that a building consent is required for all dams

higher than three meters and capable of storing more than 20,000 cubic me-

ters of water. Building permits will only be issued if the dam complies with

the Building Code. It is interesting to note that the Building Code’s require-

ments are given in general terms and they do not have any specific provi-

sions dealing with dam safety. International methods and codes and the New

Zealand Society of Large Dams (NZSOLD) Dam Safety Guidelines are often

used in the absence of a specific New Zealand standard.24

District councils are responsible for the day-to-day administration of the

Building Act, and the Department of Internal Affairs is responsible for over-

all administration. The Building Act is currently being reviewed. Two of the

issues under review are the safety of large dam structures and the monitor-

ing of dam safety. Pursuant to section 36 of the RMA, local authorities can

charge applicants for the actual and reasonable costs of processing and mon-

itoring resource consents. The charges should be set to recover the authori-

ty’s actual and reasonable costs for these activities.

Article 330 of the RMA deals with emergencies. In cases of emergencies re-

lating to public works that can have an adverse effect on the environment or

that may lead to loss of life, injury, or serious damage to property, the RMA

provides that the local or consent authority can, without notice, enter the

place and take such action as is “immediately necessary and sufficient” to re-

move the cause of the emergency. Article 331 allows the responsible authori-

ty to obtain reimbursement for expenses from the consent holder when it in-

curs these expenses in dealing with emergencies that occur because of the

failure of any resource consent holder to comply with the applicable laws

and regulations. The law also allows any person who suffers damage because

of the authority’s action to seek compensation from the authority, provided

the authority’s action did not arise from any failure of the complaining par-

ty. The Civil Defense Act of 1983 may also be applicable to the case of dam
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failures. It provides for the declaration of local, regional, and national civil

emergencies by authorized personnel. Once an emergency is declared under

this act, the authorities can carry out or order the dam owners to carry out

work to deal with the emergency.25

Article 332 of the RMA allows an enforcement officer:

• to obtain written permission from the responsible authority to enter, at

all reasonable times, any place or structure (except a dwelling house);

• to inspect the place or structure;

• to conduct surveys;

• to carry out tests and measurements; and

• to prepare, change, or review a policy statement investigation.

Article 333 allows any enforcement officer to carry out surveys, investiga-

tions, and tests, or to take measurements and samples of air, water, soil, or

vegetation.

Norway

Norway recently revised its regulatory framework for dams. Its new Water Re-

sources Act entered into force on January 1, 2001. The act, which covers a

broader range of issues than dams, empowers the Norwegian Water Resources

and Energy Directorate (NVE) to oversee dams in Norway. It also grants the

NVE the power to issue regulations pertaining to dam safety. With regard to

dam safety, the new act places a greater emphasis on the operations phase of

the dam’s life cycle than did the previous regulatory regime.

The NVE, which had similar powers under the previous water law, issued

Regulations Governing the Safety and Supervision of Watercourse Structures (the

Regulations) on December 15, 2000. These regulations deal with safety con-

siderations at the planning, construction, operation, and decommissioning

phases of the dam’s life cycle. The NVE is also planning to issue detailed

guidelines that set out the specifications and technical requirements for is-

sues related to dam safety. It is anticipated that the NVE will have issued

25 such guidelines by the end of 2002. The NVE has also issued regulations
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detailing the qualifications required of those who plan, construct, and op-

erate dams. In brief, they are required to be well-trained engineers.

The Regulations classify dams into three categories based on the conse-

quences of the failure of the dam. Category 3 dams have the highest hazard

potential. The basis for the classification is the number of dwelling units that

could be affected by a dam failure. There is a special regulation that explains

how the numbers of dwelling units are determined, with the relevant criteria

being the number of people who live in a normal dwelling in Norway and

the period of occupancy. The Regulations are applicable to all category 2 and

3 dams, which are those dams that are at least four meters high, or have a

storage capacity of least 500,000 cubic meters, and all category 1 dams,

which are those dams that are more than six meters high, or have a storage

capacity of at least 500,000 cubic meters.

The Regulations specify that the dam owners must prepare an emergency

plan for the dam and must have internal quality controls to ensure that the

dam complies with the requirements of the Regulations. The Regulations

stipulate that the NVE must approve all plans for dams. They contain de-

tailed provisions on the technical requirements that the plans for dams must

satisfy. Section 8-1 of the Regulations stipulates that the watercourse author-

ity can compel the dam owner to take action in the case of “a special and an

unusual” hazardous situation.26

The regulations require each dam to have a program of inspection. The

program, which should indicate the frequency of the inspection, the scope

of the inspection, and the qualifications required for the inspectors, must be

approved by the NVE. It appears that these regular inspections should be con-

ducted annually.27 Section 7-3 of the Regulations states that a “reassessment,”

which is “a thorough examination and review. . . intended to clarify whether

the structure meets the safety requirements” set out in the Water Resources

Act and subsidiary regulations, should take place on a “regular basis.”28 It ap-

pears that these reassessments, which must be conducted by an independent
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but approved company, take place every five years.29 In addition, it appears

that there should be a total reassessment of each dam every 15 years. This re-

assessment should include a new design analysis in light of the then current

state-of-the-art safety criteria, updated estimates of hydrological conditions,

and changed conditions upstream and downstream from the dam.

The Regulations provide that the NVE can charge fees to cover the costs

of the inspection and license approvals. It appears, in fact, that the fees cov-

er approximately 80 percent of the NVE’s actual costs.30 The Regulations also

give the NVE the authority to levy fines on those who fail to comply with

the Regulations and other applicable regulations.

The Pollution Control Act (PCA) also seems to be applicable to dam safety.

Section 6 of the PCA defines pollution as “the introduction to air, water, or

ground of solid matter, fluid or gas . . . which causes or may cause damage . . . to

the environment.” Thus, the consequences of a dam failure could qualify as

“pollution” under the terms of the PCA. The PCA is administered by the “pol-

lution control authority,” which is defined in section 83 to include the Min-

istry of the Environment, the Pollution Control Council, and State Pollution

Control Authority, and their county and municipal equivalents.

Section 38 of the PCA stipulates that the owner of a facility that can cause

“acute pollution,” which is defined as “significant pollution which occurs

suddenly,” must have contingency plans. The pollution authorities must ap-

prove these plans, pursuant to sections 40 and 41 of the PCA. Section 39 of

the PCA requires owners to notify police authorities if acute pollution oc-

curs. However, it also gives the pollution control authority the power to im-

pose a more rigorous notification requirement. Sections 49–51 stipulate that

the pollution control authorities have the power of inspection and can re-

quire the owner to carry out inspections at its own expenses. They also im-

pose on owners an obligation to provide the pollution control authority, if

so requested, with information necessary for the authority to perform its du-

ties. The PCA also makes the owner liable for damages caused by pollution

from its facility (sections 53–64).

The PCA requires municipal and state governments to have their own

contingency systems to deal with acute pollution (sections 42–44). Section

45 of the PCA establishes a Governmental Action Command Group (GACG),
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whose members include representatives of concerned authorities and other

appointed persons, to deal with large-scale accidents. This group has the au-

thority to take over the operation of the facility from the owner in cases of

acute pollution (section 45).

Section 48 of the PCA stipulates that the pollution control authority must

monitor the pollution situation. The PCA grants the authority certain enforce-

ment powers in this regard. Pursuant to section 52a, the authority can require

applicants to pay fees for any permits it issues and inspections it undertakes.

Section 73 empowers the pollution control authority to levy fines on any li-

censee or permit holder who violates the PCA or the terms of the license. It

can also arrange for remedial action at the violator’s expense. The pollution

control authority can also levy fines and seek imprisonment in cases of willful

or negligent pollution.

Portugal

The regulations dealing with dam safety in Portugal were adopted by a de-

cree of law in 1990.31 The regulations are complemented by four codes that

define all the requirements and standards relating to the design, construc-

tion, operation, observation, and inspection of dams. One of these codes, The

Portuguese Code of Practice for Observation and Inspection of Dams, provides

methodologies for evaluating the safety of existing dams.

Dams in Portugal are classified into two categories. There are “high

dams,” which are higher than 15 meters, have a storage volume greater than

1,000,000 cubic meters, or pose an important risk to human life and eco-

nomic concerns. The second category consists of small dams and includes

all dams that do not meet the above criteria. In the four codes that comple-

ment the regulation, dams are classified into three groups on the basis of a

Global Risk Index. This index takes into account three factors: external and

environmental conditions, dam condition and reliability, and human-eco-

nomic hazards. Each of these factors contains a number of components,

which are evaluated by dam inspection. Based on this index, dams are clas-

sified into three classes according to their hazard and performance charac-

teristics. The index values are used to determine priorities in comprehensive-

ly evaluating and dealing with dam safety.
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Three government departments are involved in dam safety regulation.

They are the National Institute of Water (NIW) in the Ministry of Environ-

ment and Natural Resources, the National Department of Civil Defense

(NDCD), and the Commission for Safety of Dams (CSD). The NIW is respon-

sible for approving and supervising the construction and operation of dams.

However, it does not need to approve the engineers in charge of dam proj-

ects. When necessary, it will consult with the National Laboratory of Civil En-

gineering (NLEC). The NLEC also carries out studies for the owners of dams.

The NDCD is in charge of emergency plans. The CSD prepares standards and

gives opinions on issues presented to it by the NIW.

The regulatory framework in Portugal sets out general standards dealing

with specific aspects of dam structures, such as the foundation and spillways.

However, it does not include precise standards on these issues. The regula-

tions do stipulate what information needs to be included in the studies sub-

mitted to the NIW when seeking approval for the project.

Pursuant to the regulation, the NIW must approve the final design of the

dam and any modifications during construction. It is also empowered to re-

spect the project site. The NIW must also accept the dam at the end of the

construction phase and must approve the plan for the first filling of the dam.

At the end of the filling, the NIW carries out a detailed inspection of the

dam. During this period, the NLEC will also publish a final report about the

behavior of the dam.

During operation of the dam, the NIW, acting on the advice of the NLEC,

must approve the project monitoring system. The monitoring system must

be in accordance with the regulations in the Standards for Monitoring and Sur-

veillance of Dams. The regulations provide for three levels of surveillance:

continuous, special, and exceptional. The NIW in collaboration with the

NLEC, and in the presence of the owner, carries out periodic inspections of

the dam.

Each dam is required to have an emergency plan that is subject to period-

ic testing. The regulations require all important dams to have a permanent

communications system that connects the dam, the powerhouse building,

and the operation center of the dam. The dam must also have an alarm sys-

tem, paid for by the owner. In case of an emergency, the dam owner must

immediately contact the civil defense center.
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32. The information on Romania is taken from Dam Legislation, supra n. 7.

Romania

The National Commission for the Safety of Dams in Romania is responsible

for the regulation of dams.32 The National Commission is part of the Min-

istry of Water, Forest, and Protection of the Environment. All large dams are

owned by either the Romanian Electricity Authority or the Romanian Water

Authority. Each of these companies has its own dam safety commission,

which develops internal standards for the design, construction, operation,

and monitoring of dams.

All dam projects require formal approval. The State Standards stipulate the

technical criteria—for example, spillway capacity and earthquake resist-

ance—that dam projects must meet. During construction, the Ministry of

Public Works carries out inspections. During this stage the owner is expected

to keep an up-to-date description of the progress of the operations. This de-

scription is required for the final acceptance of the dam. The Commission of

Acceptance must give its approval before filling of the dam can commence.

The dam owner and operator is expected to keep a file with all the docu-

mentation about the construction of the dam and about its operation. The

two primary owners of dams each have their own inspection departments.

These departments establish the methods of surveillance and monitoring of

dams owned by each entity. The National Committee for the Safety of Dams

and Hydraulic Structures carries out periodic inspections of dams. There can

also be special inspections after exceptional events. There are regulations

dealing with the monitoring of dams.

All dams higher than 10 meters, with a reservoir capacity greater than

10,000,000 cubic meters and with inhabited areas closer than 10 kilometers

downstream must have an emergency plan. Furthermore, a 1992 regulation

requires all dam owners to install an alarm system that will alert the authori-

ties and the potentially affected population about any emergencies.

The Russian Federation

The relevant statute for dam safety in Russia is Federal Law 21.07.97, N117-

OC, adopted by the State Duma on June 23, 1997. This statute deals with the

safety of state-owned hydraulic structures. Pursuant to articles 5 and 6 of this
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33. South Africa, Act No. 36 (1998).
34. The Regulations are published in the Government Gazette, Vol. 253, No. 10366

(Jul. 25, 1986).
35. Chapter 12, sections 117–123. This chapter on dam safety is included as appendix

IV to this study.

law, the government of the Russian Federation designates a part of the feder-

al executive as responsible for the safety of all hydraulic structures, except

those that are owned by municipalities. Article 7 requires that the govern-

ment of the Russian Federation establish a register of hydraulic structures.

Article 8 of the law sets out the requirements for ensuring the safety of hy-

draulic structures. It requires the authorities to establish permissible levels of

risk for the failure of dams; to take actions to ensure the safety of hydraulic

structures, including specifying the criteria for dam safety and the technical

equipment for monitoring safety; to maintain local alarm systems for emer-

gencies; and to finance activities related to the construction, operation, and

decommissioning of hydraulic structures. Pursuant to article 10, the owner or

operating agency of the hydraulic structure must file a declaration of safety

with the relevant authorities. This declaration must contain information re-

lating to the compliance of the hydraulic structure with the applicable dam

safety criteria. The declaration must be made four months prior to the com-

mencement of dam operations. Thereafter it must be repeated every five years.

Article 16 provides that natural and legal persons are entitled to compen-

sation for harm caused by violations of dam safety legislation. Furthermore,

article 17 provides that the owner or the relevant operating agency is liable

for any damage caused by the failure of the hydraulic structure. However,

pursuant to article 18, the state may be liable for some damage if the amount

of the actual damage exceeds the amount specified as the amount of civil

damage due under article 17 of the law.

Republic of South Africa

The regulatory framework for dam safety in South Africa is spelled out in

the 1998 National Water Act33 as well as the 1986 Regulations.34 Although

these regulations were issued prior to the National Water Act, they must be

interpreted in a manner that conforms to the act, which includes a separate

chapter on dam safety.35 Pursuant to section 2 of the act, dam safety and the

management of floods and droughts are among the goals of the act. It

should be noted that the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF)
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36. In general, although the draft regulations are more detailed than the current regu-
lations, they are not substantially different in basic design. The most interesting differ-
ence is that the draft regulations take a more holistic approach to dam safety and require
much more information on the social and environmental impacts of the dam than is the
case under the current regulations.

has drafted dam safety regulations that would replace the 1986 Regula-

tions.36 DWAF will invite public comment on these draft regulations before

they enter into effect.

Pursuant to regulation 2.1 of the 1986 Regulations, all dams are classified

on the basis of size (based on wall height) and hazard potential (based on po-

tential loss of life and economic loss) into three categories. The higher the

classification, the greater the size and hazard potential of the dam and the

more extensive is the regulatory oversight of the dam. The classification is

made by the director general of the DWAF upon the completion of the dam

feasibility studies. The classification, which can be changed, affects require-

ments relating to the design, construction, putting into operation, operation,

maintenance, alteration, and decommissioning of the dam. The considera-

tions in making licensing decisions relating to dams include the operations

and maintenance manual, which must be developed by an approved engi-

neer, and the plans to communicate with local authorities and communities

about dam safety warnings.

In the case of the higher-category dams, the regulations require the dam

owner/operator to secure the services of a professional engineer. In addition,

before issuing a permit to proceed with the dam, the director general may re-

quire the owner to appoint an independent panel of experts—approved by

the director general—to review the dam’s proposed design, plans, or specifi-

cations. This typically will only occur in cases of unusual dams.

In general, the owner has the duty to regularly inspect its dam. This

means that the owner must conduct the first inspection within three years

of the dam becoming operational, and then every five years thereafter for

higher-category dams. In the case of Class II dams, the inspections must be

carried out by an approved professional engineer, and in the case of Class III

dams, by an approved team of professional engineers. The owners may be

able to obtain some government subsidies to cover the costs of these inspec-

tions. In addition, the owner must conduct an inspection as soon as a condi-

tion affecting the safety of the dam arises. The owner has an obligation to re-

port the results of the inspection to the director general within 60 days.
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In addition to these regular inspections, the director general may inspect

any dam with a safety risk or require the owner to provide information on

any matter affecting dam safety. The director general can also order modifi-

cations to the dam to correct problems. When so instructed, the owner must

also make additional reports to the director general. The owner is also re-

quired to report emergencies to the director general.

Another obligation of the owner is to keep comprehensive records on the

dam. These records and other relevant information must be provided to the

minister. An approved professional engineer is required to make the reports

about these dams and to see that any actions necessary to maintain the dam

and ensure its safety are taken. Violators of these regulations are subject to

fines or imprisonment.

The director general keeps a register of all dams with a safety risk. These

are defined as dams with wall height greater than five meters and storage ca-

pacity greater than 50,000 cubic meters or dams that in the opinion of the

Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry (MWAF) pose a risk to health and prop-

erty. Owners of dams with a safety risk require a permit from the MWAF in

order to begin construction, make alterations, or abandon the dams. The

MWAF can demand an inspection of dams with a safety risk. The owners of

such dams must keep comprehensive records and must conduct inspections.

There is a Dam Safety Advisory Committee, appointed by the MWAF, to ad-

vise the MWAF on dam safety issues.

Spain

The key regulations dealing with dam safety in Spain include the 1996 Tech-

nical Regulation about Reservoir and Dam Safety (TR); the Order of the Min-

37; and the 1994

Basic Directive for Civil Protection Planning Against Flood Risk. There is also

a national committee, the Commission on Norms for Large Dams, that is re-

sponsible for developing technical regulations related to dam safety.

37. This was apparently supplemented in 2000 by a new regulation titled “Standard
on the Safety of Dams and Reservoirs” that is applicable to dams under the jurisdiction of
the Ministries of Public Works, Transportation, and the Environment. It is important to
note that the 1967 Regulation is still applicable to all dams that are higher than 15 me-
ters, or that are higher than 10 meters and have a storage capacity greater than 100,000
cubic meters. See Dam Legislation, supra n.7.

Pro-the istry of Public Works of March 31, 1967, approving “Instruction for 

(MPW)Dams” ject, Construction, and  Large Operation of
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The TR is applicable to all publicly owned dams and to all private dams built

after 1996, including those that store industrial waste. Article 3 establishes clas-

sifications for dams based on their size, potential risk (hazard), and their form

of construction. It classifies all dams that are higher than 15 meters, or that are

10 to 15 meters in height and have a crest greater than 500 meters, a storage

capacity greater than 1 million cubic meters, or a discharge capacity greater

than 200 meters per second, as large dams covered by the regulatory frame-

work. Smaller dams that have special features can be subjected to the regulato-

ry framework. Its hazard classification divides dams into A dams, which can

cause serious material and environmental damage and loss of life; B dams,

which can cause “important” material and environmental damage and loss of

life; and C dams, which can cause “moderate” material and environmental

damage and “incidental” loss of life.

The TR also addresses all stages of a dam project. Article 7 stipulates that

the approval process for any new dam whose failure can affect people, prop-

erty, or the environment includes obtaining approval for its dam safety plan.

In addition, the project proposal must include an emergency safety plan that

deals with the negative social and environmental impacts of dam failure, and

contains information and warning systems. The emergency plan must be ap-

proved by the General Directorate for Hydraulic Works (which is an admin-

istrative unit in the Ministry of the Environment) in the case of dams situat-

ed in interregional basins38 after a preliminary report has been submitted by

the National Commission for Civil Protection. The dam owner must also co-

ordinate with the General Directorate on Civil Protection, which is a unit in

the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The licensing application must also include

technical solutions for all safety issues and a justification for the proposed

solution.

Pursuant to these regulations, the dam owner has the primary responsibili-

ty for dam safety. The regulations, however, set out the standards that the own-

er must take into account in developing the dam’s safety program, and in deal-

ing with the potential social and environmental risks associated with the dam.

Article 5 of the TR specifies the dam owner’s responsibility at all stages of

the dam’s life cycle. With regard to safety, this means that during the design

and construction phases the owner must conduct inspections and monitor

38. Interregional basins are water basins located in the territories of two or more au-
tonomous communities in Spain.
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activities to ensure that dam safety requirements are being met. During op-

erations, the owner must conduct periodic inspections, provide information

to the regulatory authorities and communicate with them about exceptional

or abnormal events, and take steps to study and repair problems. Article 34

of the TR requires that in cases of high-hazard dams (categories A and B) the

safety plans must be subjected to periodic testing. The TR also contains tech-

nical standards that the dam must meet.

Article 33 of the TR states that in addition to the owner’s inspections there

must be a compulsory inspection after extraordinary events such as earth-

quakes and large spills from the dam. If the owner fails to conduct this in-

spection, the Administration can do it. Article 33 also empowers the Admin-

istration to ask the owner for a report on the safety of the dam at any time.

This report is separate from the regular reports submitted by the owner.

Pursuant to article 5.5, the owner must maintain a technical archive for the

dam that includes information on the dam’s classification, studies done for

the dam, the results of tests and analyses done on the dam, and changes in

the dam project’s operation and maintenance activities. Article 25 stipulates

that the dam owner/operator has an obligation to arrange a technical team for

the project that is competent to develop and implement the dam safety plan.

The technical team is also responsible for developing the technical archive for

the dam. This team must be in existence at all stages of the project.

The dam owner is responsible for observing all dam safety regulations,

monitoring the dam, and conducting inspections. Article 30 of the TR states

that the owner is responsible for drawing up standards of operation that

must include dam safety provisions. These standards of operation must be

included in the technical archives. Pursuant to article 33 of the TR, these

standards of operation must include a plan for inspection and monitoring of

the dam, including timing of inspections, scope of data to be collected, and

specifications relating to the means of collecting and processing data. The

manager of the dam must prepare an annual report on the results of the in-

spections, detailing problems observed and proposed corrective action. This

becomes part of the technical archive. In the case of the most hazardous

dams (category A), a copy of this report must be sent to the Administration,

which can make observations and recommendations based on the report.

The administrative agency that grants the dam license is responsible for en-

suring that the dam is used for its intended purpose. The agency has the power
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to monitor compliance with dam safety regulations, conduct inspections, and

require modifications to the dam’s design and safety plans. The regulations re-

quire the regulatory authorities to maintain an inventory of all dams.

Switzerland

The applicable law for dam safety in Switzerland is the federal law regarding

supervision of hydraulic structures of 1877 (Bundesgesetz über die Wasserpolizei,

June 22, 1877) as amended. Article 3 of this act (introduced in 1953) provides

that the Federal Council must take steps to ensure dam safety with regard to

questions of dam maintenance and the effects of war. An executive decree of

December 7, 1998 (Verordnung über die Sicherheit von Stauanlagen, Stauanlagen-

verordnung, StAV), which became effective on January 1, 1999, superseded a

1957 Statutory Rule Concerning Dams, which addressed dam safety. The 1998

Decree redistributes supervisory authority between the federal and cantonal

authorities. It is applicable to all dams that are higher than 10 meters or dams

with a height of at least 5 meters and a minimum storage capacity of 50,000

cubic meters. Other dams that present specific safety concerns can also be

subjected to this decree and thereby made subject to its jurisdiction.

Pursuant to articles 21 and 22 of the 1998 Decree, all dams that have an

impounding head of at least 25 meters, or which have an impounding head

of more than 15 meters and minimum storage capacity of 50,000 cubic me-

ters, or which have an impounding head of more than 10 meters and a min-

imum storage capacity of 1,000,000 cubic meters or which have a storage ca-

pacity of more than 500,000 cubic meters are under the supervision of the

Swiss Federal Office for Water Management and Geology, which is the feder-

al supervisory authority. Dams that are smaller than these specifications and

are not explicitly subject to federal supervision are under the supervision of

the cantons.

The 1998 Decree relies on the following three principles with regard to

dam safety: structural safety, monitoring, and emergency planning. Articles

3–6 of the 1998 Decree deal with structural safety. These provisions provide

that the construction of new dams and the alteration of existing dams must

be approved by the authority in charge in each canton, the Aufsichtsbehorde

(supervising authority). There is also extensive opportunity for public com-

ment in the permit process. The licenses are only granted for a limited period

and renewals depend on a new analysis of the operating and environmental
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conditions. At the end of construction, the owners draw up a final report de-

tailing all aspects of the construction, including information on the geologi-

cal and geotechnical tests carried out on the dams.

Articles 7–11 deal with the operations of the dam. They provide that the

supervisory authority must approve the first filling of the dam. In addition,

the supervisory authority must approve the maintenance of the dam and any

modifications thereto.

Articles 12–16 of the 1998 Decree deal with dam monitoring. These arti-

cles provide that monitoring of dam safety must involve regular checks,

measurements, and operational tests of gates and valves. The dam owner, ex-

perienced engineers, and the supervising authority are all involved in sur-

veillance of the dam. The owner is responsible for controlling and measur-

ing the condition and behavior of the dam. The owner must also ensure that

the measurements (which are collected automatically) are manually checked

once a month by hand measurements. Article 13 states that the owner must

use experienced civil engineers to continuously monitor the dam and pre-

pare the annual report. These engineers must supplement their use of me-

chanical measurements with an annual visual inspection. Article 14 states

that dams with an impoundment head greater than 40 meters or a storage

capacity greater than 1,000,000 cubic meters must be monitored/inspected

at least every five years by special experts, who must be civil engineers and

geologists. Article 15 states that the dam owner must inform the authorities

of the identity of the persons chosen to do this five-year inspection. The au-

thorities can reject the engineers chosen by the owner. The owner must also

report all results of the five-year inspection to the authorities. Article 16 re-

quires the owner to maintain records and files on the dam. The authorities

have the right to inspect these records.

Article 17 of the 1998 Decree requires the owner to have plans for dealing

with emergencies. Pursuant to article 18, the owner must inform the super-

visory authority, the cantons, and the local government of these plans. The

state, the canton, and the local government can provide help to the owner

in developing and implementing these plans. Article 19 requires owners of

dams with a storage capacity greater than 2,000,000 cubic meters to main-

tain an alarm system near the dam. Article 20 requires the owner to sound

the alarm in any cases of abnormal behavior, natural disaster, or sabotage.
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United Kingdom

The most important statute with regard to dam safety in the United King-

dom is chapter 23 of the 1975 Reservoirs Act (RA), which entered into force

on December 1, 1991. The RA only applies to raised reservoirs for water.

Within the meaning of the RA, this refers to dams that have a holding capac-

ity greater than 25,000 cubic meters and do not fall within the scope of the

Mines and Quarries (Tip) Act of 1969.

Article 2 of the RA requires each local authority to keep a register of all

raised reservoirs in the area. Pursuant to article 3 of the RA, the local author-

ities must submit regular reports to the secretary of state detailing the steps

they have taken to ensure that undertakers (i.e., owners and operators) ob-

serve and comply with the requirements for all reservoirs in their area. If the

secretary of state is concerned that the local authority is not meeting its obli-

gations, he or she can order an inquiry into the matter.

Article 4 of the RA creates a panel of civil engineers that are deemed “qual-

ified engineers” within the meaning of the RA. Any engineer can apply to be

included in the panel. Appointments are for five years and are open to any-

one who meets the qualification standards set by the secretary of state. The

secretary of state consults with the Institution for Civil Engineers in setting

these standards. Article 6 of the RA stipulates that a reservoir cannot be con-

structed or modified unless a qualified engineer is employed to design and

supervise its construction.

The act spells out clear procedures for issuing the certificate to fill and

operate the dam. Pursuant to article 7 of the RA, when a qualified engineer

believes a dam under construction is ready for filling, the engineer issues a

preliminary certificate specifying the level to which the dam can be filled.

A final certificate is issued after three years if the engineer is satisfied that

the dam is sound and satisfactory and may safely be used for storing water.

An annex to the final certificate should detail the issues that the supervis-

ing engineer believes need to be watched in any inspection of the dam. If a

final certificate is not issued after five years, the engineer must provide a

written explanation. A qualified engineer must approve the abandonment

of reservoirs, according to articles 13 and 14 of the RA.

According to article 8 of the RA, if the enforcing authority believes that

there is no qualified engineer responsible for the reservoir, it may serve 
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notice on the dam undertakers, requiring them to appoint a qualified engi-

neer within 28 days. This engineer must inspect the dam and supervise it un-

til a final certificate can be issued.

Pursuant to Article 10 of the RA, the undertakers of a dam must have an

independent qualified engineer conduct periodic inspections on the dam

and obtain from him or her a report on the results of the inspection. In the

case of large reservoirs, if they are not under the supervision of a construc-

tion engineer, they must be under the supervision of a qualified civil engi-

neer who is employed to supervise the reservoir and advise the undertakers

on safety-related issues. Unless the dam is under the supervision of a con-

struction engineer, an inspection must be conducted within two years of the

final certificate being issued, as soon as practicable after alterations, whenev-

er the supervising engineer recommends an inspection, and within 10 years

of the last inspection. The inspection report should include any recommen-

dations for improving safety. These recommendations must be carried out. If

the owner fails to appoint such an engineer, the enforcing authority can or-

der the dam undertaker to appoint an inspecting engineer within 28 days.

Article 15 empowers the enforcement authority to appoint qualified engi-

neers if the undertakers fail to do this when so ordered.

Undertakers of dams are required to keep records on critical issues relat-

ing to the dam, such as its water level and leakages. They must also install in-

struments to measure these aspects of the dam’s functioning.

Pursuant to article 16 of the RA, if the enforcement authority decides that

a dam is unsafe and that immediate action is required to protect life and

property, the authorities can take such measures as they feel are necessary to

prevent harm. They must appoint a qualified engineer to make recommen-

dations in these situations. An engineer must also supervise the actions. The

costs of these actions are to be paid by the undertakers. Article 17 empowers

the person appointed by the enforcement authorities, at a reasonable time

and after giving seven days’ notice, to enter into the land of the dam to carry

out surveys or other operations, to see that the dam is being constructed or

altered as represented by the undertaker, and to see if the applicable recom-

mendations related to safety are being carried out. This right to enter can be

enforced by a justice of the peace. Article 18 provides that if third parties’ en-

joyment of their land is impaired or they suffer an injury because of the en-

forcement authority’s exercise of its powers under article 17, the third party
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can seek compensation from the enforcement authority. The authority, in

turn, can recover these costs from the dam undertaker.

The RA provides the undertaker with an opportunity to challenge the rec-

ommendations of the inspecting engineer. Pursuant to article 19, any under-

taker who disputes the recommendations of an inspecting engineer can refer

its complaint to a referee, who is an independent qualified engineer appoint-

ed by agreement between the undertaker and the inspecting engineer. The

undertaker must pay the costs for this process.

United States

There are both federal and state laws in the United States that deal with dam

safety. For the sake of clarity, these will be discussed separately.

Federal Law

The basic federal law is the National Dam Safety Program Act (NDSPA), passed

in 1972, revised in 1984, and incorporated as section 215 of the Water Re-

sources Development Act of 1996, PL104-303, October 12, 1996. This act es-

tablishes a National Dam Safety Review Board. It also establishes an intera-

gency Committee on Dam Safety, which includes representatives from the

Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Energy, Interior, and Labor; the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), which chairs the committee; the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); the Nuclear Regulatory Com-

mission; the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA); and the U.S. section of the In-

ternational Border Commission. The mandate of this committee is to encour-

age the establishment and maintenance of effective federal and state safety

programs, policies, and guidelines through the coordination of information

exchange among federal and state dam safety agencies, and among federal

agencies regarding the Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety (issued by FEMA).

The NDSPA authorizes the secretary of the army, through its chief of en-

gineers, to maintain an inventory of dams in the United States. In addition,

the NDSPA requires FEMA to establish, maintain, and administer a coordi-

nated national dam safety program. For these purposes, it should be noted

that the NDSPA defines a dam as any barrier capable of impounding water,

wastewater, or any liquidborne material that is greater than 25 feet in height

or has an impoundment capacity for maximum storage elevation of at least

50 acre-feet.
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The objectives of the program are to ensure that new and existing dams

are maintained in a safe condition through the development of technologi-

cally and economically feasible programs and procedures, encourage the es-

tablishment of state dam safety programs, enhance public awareness so that

there is increased support for state safety programs, and develop mecha-

nisms to provide technical assistance on dam safety to the non-federal dam

sector. The program must include both a federal and a non-federal compo-

nent. The federal component incorporates all the activities carried out by

federal agencies to implement the Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety. The non-

federal element includes the activities of states, local governments, and the

private sector to safely build, regulate, operate, and maintain dams. It also

includes all federal activities designed to encourage states to develop dam

safety programs.

The NDSPA requires FEMA to develop an implementation plan that will

set yearly targets (up to FY2002) to demonstrate dam safety improvements

and for providing assistance to dam safety programs. The NDSPA establishes

some requirements that states must meet before their dam safety programs

are eligible for assistance. The state programs must have the authority to re-

view and approve plans to construct or alter dams, and to undertake inspec-

tions at least every five years. In addition, state programs must require that

qualified and experienced professional engineers undertake dam inspections.

A state program must also require that the owner obtain state approval be-

fore operationalizing any constructed dam. Additional requirements are that

the state program have the authority to require the owner to make repairs to

the dam and to take remedial action if the owner is non-compliant, that

there be an emergency system for dealing with situations in which dam fail-

ure is either imminent or has actually occurred, and that the state has made

a budgetary allocation for dam safety. Finally, FEMA must have approved the

state plan. FEMA reviews each state program periodically and can revoke its

approval of a state program. Every two years, the director of FEMA is required

to submit a report on dam safety to Congress.

Federal law also requires the secretary of the army to carry out inspections

of all dams in the United States, except those under the jurisdiction of the Bu-

reau of Reclamation, the TVA, and the International Boundary Commission,

that are constructed pursuant to a permit issued under the Federal Power Act

or that are not deemed a threat to life and property. The secretary must share

the results of these inspections with the states.
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It is important to note that there is separate legislation dealing with the

safety of dams located on Indian reservations. These dams are under the ju-

risdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Interior.

State Law

Each of the states has its own laws on dam safety. These laws are summarized

in the Association of State Dam Safety Officials (ASDSO) Summary of State

Laws and Regulations on Dam Safety (2000). Since many of the programs are

similar to each other, this brief discussion of the state laws will merely at-

tempt to highlight certain features of the state programs without providing a

summary of each program.

The basic pattern of state regulatory schemes contains the following 

elements:

• A state regulatory agency, often the agency dealing with water or nat-

ural resources, has jurisdiction over dams, including dam safety. Any

person interested in constructing and operating dams is required to

obtain the permission of this agency before beginning construction

of a dam.

• The state regulatory scheme establishes a classification scheme for

dams. This scheme classifies dams according to one or more of the fol-

lowing factors: the dam’s hazard potential, size, or condition. Most

states have three categories of dams. The classification scheme deter-

mines the frequency of dam inspections, with dams having greater po-

tential to cause harm having a higher frequency of inspections and

more intensive scrutiny of dam safety. The frequency of inspections

usually will vary between about 1 and 10 years.

• The primary responsibility for dam safety rests with the dam owner.

This means that the owner must undertake dam safety inspections and

is responsible for monitoring dam operations. Many states require that

the inspections and dam design, construction, and operation be over-

seen by a suitably qualified person. The owner will usually be required

to report on dam inspections to the relevant supervisory authority.

• The regulatory agency has the power to enforce dam safety regulations

and to undertake its own inspections. The agency usually has the pow-

er to force the dam owner to undertake remedial action or to undertake

the actions itself and recoup the costs from the dam owner. As part of
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its enforcement powers, the regulatory agency can usually impose fines

on the dam owner. These fines can vary from a few hundred dollars a

day to a few thousand dollars a day. In addition, in some cases the

agency can arrange for the non-compliant owner’s imprisonment.

• In many states, the state authorities have immunity from liability for

any damages caused by the failure of the dams subject to their jurisdic-

tion or for which they issued the permits.

The following are some aspects of some individual state’s regulatory

frameworks that are noteworthy:

• In Arizona, there is limited state liability for damage arising from a

state’s inspection of a dam. Arizona also has created a dam repair fund

that is funded through state appropriations and the fees paid by dam

owners.

• The applicable California law establishes guidelines for the design and

construction of dams. In California, the state conducts annual inspec-

tions of certain dams at its own expense, but charges fees for applica-

tions for a new dam or an enlargement of an existing dam. Dam own-

ers must also pay an annual fee. The state has established a dam review

board with limited numbers of members. In addition, there is an inde-

pendent review board for state-owned dams.

• In Idaho, each dam is inspected by the state every two years at the state’s

expense. The owner is required to keep data, which it must provide to

the state, but is not required to conduct its own inspections. There is

state immunity for damage caused by a dam failure. The owner is respon-

sible for liabilities incident to the ownership and operation of the dam.

• Iowa requires the dam owner to post a performance bond as a condition

for obtaining the permit/approval order to construct or operate the dam.

• Kentucky requires permit applications to be drawn up by a licensed

professional engineer. The applications must bear his or her signature

and seal. The state carries out dam inspections. The law only requires

the owner to conduct inspections in case of renovations.

• Maine’s Department of Defense, Veterans, and Emergency Management

has jurisdiction over dam safety. The Maine Emergency Management

Agency actually exercises this authority. It inspects dams to determine

their hazard potential every six years. In addition it can conduct safety
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inspections, take control of dams in case of emergencies, set regulatory

standards for dam safety, appoint safety inspectors, and honor petitions

for inspection from third parties. It is also responsible for ensuring the

competent operations of dams and for giving approval for dam con-

struction and alteration permits. It should be noted that the Maine De-

partment of Environmental Protection has jurisdiction over water and

navigation matters.

• Michigan’s Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act has a

section on dam safety. The Department of Natural Resources is respon-

sible for dam safety. It regulates all aspects of construction and alter-

ation of dams, provides for inspections and the protection of natural

resources, and safeguarding the public trust. It is authorized to impose

remedies and penalties in cases of non-compliance and to take actions

to protect public safety. Owners cannot begin constructing dams with-

out permits from the department, and the statute establishes a fee

structure for permit applications. They may also be required to post a

performance bond to ensure completion of the project. Plans for dams

must be prepared by a licensed professional engineer. Dam owners are

required to submit inspection reports prepared by a licensed profes-

sional engineer to the department every three to five years, depending

on the hazard potential of the dam (this means that each year one-

fifth of all low hazard potential dams and one-third of all high hazard

potential dams are required to submit an inspection report). Owners

of all high and significant hazard potential dams must have emergency

plans that must be submitted to the department and the local emer-

gency services coordinator.

• Missouri’s Dam and Reservoir Safety Council is responsible for dam

safety. It has the authority to provide adequate protection for public

safety, life, and property; to make policy, rules, regulations, standards,

and guidelines; and to issue permits. The Department of Natural Re-

sources has the authority to administer and enforce the council’s poli-

cies and rules and regulations. In addition, the chief engineer of the

council is responsible for administering the laws for the council, in-

cluding carrying out inspections. Dam owners are required to obtain

three permits: one each for registration, construction, and safety. Dams

must be inspected by an experienced professional engineer before the

registration or safety permit will be issued or renewed (after five years).
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• Montana only requires the state to conduct inspections during dam

construction. The state is also required to resolve complaints and de-

termine a dam’s hazard classification. The law requires owners to have

a private-sector professional engineer conduct an inspection at the

owner’s expense at least every five years, but the state sets the frequen-

cy of the inspection. The owner is not liable for damage arising from

dam failures caused by floods that exceed the 100-year floodplain if

there is no evidence of negligence.

• New Hampshire requires all dams to pay an annual registration fee.

• Ohio requires the owner to pay an annual fee to the state with the fee

based on the classification and size of the dam. Each dam must have

an inspection manual that includes a program for periodic inspections

by the owner that are undertaken by a licensed professional engineer.

• Pennsylvania charges fees for permit applications. The state also re-

quires the owner to notify the state and the responsible authorities of

downstream communities of any condition that threatens the safety

of the dam and to take corrective action.

• In Puerto Rico, dam safety is overseen by the Dam Safety Unit of the

Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority. This unit is supervised by a seven-

member committee composed of the executive director of the Puerto

Rico Electric Power Authority, the secretary of Natural and Environ-

mental Resources, the president of the Puerto Rico Planning Board, the

chief of operations of the Puerto Rico Water Company, and three mem-

bers of the public sector named by the governor.

• Utah requires intensive inspections during construction and thereafter

once every five years for dams with significant hazard potential. The

inspections are conducted jointly by the dam owner and the state. The

state also sets minimum maintenance and operating standards. The

state waives immunity for all state employees except those who are in-

volved in “intervening during dam emergencies.”

• Washington State’s Department of Ecology has jurisdiction over dams

and is responsible for conducting inspections. It has issued seven vol-

umes of dam safety guidelines. The state inspections are conducted at

least every six years in the case of high and significant hazard dams.

In addition the owner is responsible for conducting its own regular in-

spections. The state charges the owner for the regular state inspections.
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The fees for the inspections are based on the actual cost to the state for

doing the inspection. In addition, the state charges for the permits it

issues. These fees can range up to $20,000.

• West Virginia’s Dam Control and Safety Act spells out in detail the re-

quirements for applying for dam permits. These requirements include

design requirements, geotechnical evaluation and stability require-

ments, special considerations for gravity structures and instrumenta-

tion, parameters for site development and construction, and rules for

the operation and maintenance of dams. The act requires the state to

conduct inspections during construction at the owner’s expense. It

also requires the owner to have a registered engineer conduct inspec-

tions at regular intervals that vary according to the stage in the life cy-

cle of the dam and its hazard classification. The owner must submit

the reports from these inspections to the state.

• Wisconsin requires the owner to post a performance bond with the

state equal to the estimated cost of restoring a reconstructed dam to a

safe condition when seeking a permit to construct or alter a dam. The

owner must also file proof of financial ability to operate and maintain

a dam in good condition. In addition, the state charges a fee for permit

applications.





The survey of the regulatory frameworks for dam safety in the first part of the

study identified a number of common issues addressed by those frameworks.

Such issues can be classified into four considerations. These considerations are

the legal form of the regulation, the institutional arrangements for regulating

dam safety, the powers of the regulating entity, and the contents of the regu-

latory scheme. The legal form of the regulation deals with issues such as

whether the regulatory framework consists only of a primary legal instrument,

like a statute, or also involves subsidiary instruments, such as regulations, de-

crees, or guidelines. The institutional arrangement addresses such issues as the

location of the regulatory authority within the governmental structure, the

relative independence of the regulators from the policymakers and those

whom they regulate, and their relationships with other governmental bodies.

The powers of the regulating entity refer to such issues as whether the func-

tions of the entity are purely advisory or its decisions are binding on the regu-

lated entity, the rule and policymaking powers of the agency, the ability of the

regulators to monitor and inspect the operations of the regulated entity, and

the enforcement powers of the regulators. The contents of the regulations re-

late to factors like the obligations of the regulated entities, the scope of the

regulations, and the consequences of non-compliance with the stipulated

obligations.

In this part of the study, the dam safety regulatory frameworks described

in part one are compared on the basis of these four considerations. Each con-

sideration is dealt with separately in this part of the study. It should be not-

ed that not all the regulatory schemes described in part one address all as-

pects of these issues.
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39. For the purposes of this comparative analysis, each regulatory scheme that was
specifically described in part one of this study has been counted separately in this section
of the study. This means that the regulatory scheme of each state/province within a coun-
try has been counted as a separate regulatory scheme except for the United States, which
in some cases is dealt with as one scheme.

40. All references to India in part two of this study are to the draft Dam Safety Act, 2000.

The Form of the Regulation

Fourteen of the regulatory schemes studied relied on specific dam safety leg-

islation. These are the schemes in the following jurisdictions:39 Argentina,

Australia (New South Wales), Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec),

Finland, France, India,40 Latvia, Portugal, South Africa (regulations), Russia,

and the United States (both federal and some state regulatory schemes).

Twelve jurisdictions deal with dam safety as one aspect in more general

legislation. The applicable legislation may deal more generally with water,

dams, energy, or natural resources. The jurisdictions in this group are Australia

(Queensland, Victoria), Austria, Canada (Ontario), China (general statute),

Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and

the United States (some state regulatory schemes).

The Institutional Arrangements

Eleven jurisdictions have designated a regulatory authority that is exclusive-

ly dedicated to dam safety. These jurisdictions are Argentina, Austria, Aus-

tralia (New South Wales), Canada (Alberta), China, France, India, Portugal,

Romania, and the United States (federal and some states). In some of these

countries the specifically designated regulatory authority may share jurisdic-

tion over certain aspects of dam safety with other regulatory bodies.

In 15 jurisdictions, the regulatory authority deals with dam safety as part

of broader regulatory responsibilities. These jurisdictions are Canada (On-

tario), China, Finland, Ireland, Latvia, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Rus-

sia, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the

United States (some states).

In Australia (Queensland), the regulatory framework identifies a specific

individual as being responsible for dam safety issues. Interestingly, the Cana-

dian Dam Association recommends that the regulatory framework identify a

specific officer as being responsible for dam safety.
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In three jurisdictions, the regulatory framework creates a specific commis-

sion with oversight or advisory responsibility for dam safety. These jurisdic-

tions are Australia (New South Wales), Ireland, and South Africa.

The Powers of the Regulating Authority

Power to Develop Norms and Standards

In 20 jurisdictions, the regulatory authority has the power, either explicitly or

implicitly, to develop norms and standards applicable to dam safety. These ju-

risdictions are Argentina, Australia (New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria),

Austria, Canada (Alberta, Ontario), China, Finland, France, Latvia, Mexico,

Norway, New Zealand, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain, and the United States

(federal and some states). In three other cases, South Africa, the United King-

dom, and Michigan, these standards are established in the legislation itself.

Power to Issue Licenses/Permits

In 17 jurisdictions the authority responsible for dam safety also plays some

role in the issuance of permits or licenses for the construction and operation

of dams. Usually this means that the dam safety regulator must approve the

applicant’s plans for dealing with dam safety. These jurisdictions are Argenti-

na, Australia (Queensland, Victoria), Austria, Canada (Alberta, British Colum-

bia, Quebec), Latvia, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Romania, South Africa,

Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States (some states).

In the case of the United Kingdom, the regulatory authorities base their de-

cisions on the recommendations of a qualified engineer who is involved in

the dam project.

Power to Monitor Inspections

In 15 jurisdictions, the regulatory authority has the power to monitor inspec-

tions by the dam owner and to accept or reject the owner’s reports on dam

safety. These jurisdictions are Argentina, Austria, Canada (Alberta, Ontario),

China, Finland, France, India, Mexico, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain,

the United Kingdom, and the United States (some states). The Australian

Committee on Large Dams and the Canadian Dam Association, in their re-

spective guidelines on dam safety, recommend that the regulatory authority

should have this power.
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Power to Conduct Inspections

In 14 jurisdictions, the regulatory authorities have the power to conduct

their own inspections. These jurisdictions are Australia (New South Wales,

Queensland), Austria, China, Finland, France, India, Norway, Portugal, Ro-

mania, South Africa, Spain, and the United States (federal and some states).

In most of these cases, it is the dam owner or operator, and not the regulato-

ry authority, that is the party primarily responsible for conducting safety in-

spections. However, in a small number of cases, for example, the states of

Kentucky and Washington in the United States, the regulatory authority has

the primary responsibility for conducting safety inspections.

Power to Approve Inspectors

In three jurisdictions, the regulatory authority has the explicit power to ap-

prove or reject the party selected by the dam owner or operator to conduct

the safety inspection. These jurisdictions are Mexico, Switzerland, and the

United Kingdom. In other cases, the regulatory authorities implicitly have

similar powers because of their ability to accept or reject the owners’ inspec-

tion reports and to conduct their own inspections.

Maintain Register/Inventory of Dams

Six jurisdictions require the regulatory authority to maintain a register or in-

ventory of all dams covered by the dam safety regulatory scheme. These ju-

risdictions are France, Russia, South Africa, Spain, the United Kingdom, and

the United States (federal). The ANCOLD and the CDA both recommend that

states maintain a registry of dams.

Advisory Responsibilities

China, Finland, and India all explicitly give the regulatory authorities some

role in advising dam owners on dam safety issues. They also require the reg-

ulatory authority to inform dam owners and other interested parties about

developments in dam safety issues and the applicable regulatory scheme.

Reporting Responsibilities

Five jurisdictions—Argentina, India, Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the

United States (federal)—require the dam safety authorities to issue periodic
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41. All dams that are higher than 25 meters, higher than 15 meters, and with a reser-
voir capacity greater than 50,000 cubic meters, or with a reservoir capacity greater than
500,000 cubic meters and which are under the supervision of the Swiss Office of Water
Management and Geology are subject to the federal regulatory framework. A second feder-
al decree is applicable to all dams higher than five meters and that have a storage capacity
greater than 50,000 cubic meters, and all other dams that present particular safety concerns.

reports on dam safety. These reports are public, although they may be is-

sued in the first instance to a higher regulatory authority.

Central Government—State/Local Government

A number of the countries studied have decentralized governmental struc-

tures in which relations between the central government and state or local

governments become an important issue. In these countries, the regulatory

scheme usually addresses the relationships between the different levels of

government. This is important both in order to accommodate the require-

ments of the governmental structure in the country and to avoid duplication

or ambiguity in the regulatory framework applicable to any particular dam.

In the case of Argentina, the regulatory authority, ORSEP, has four region-

al offices that have independent technical and institutional authority. If the

regional offices have jurisdiction over more than one province, the office will

have both a regional and a provincial director. Argentina’s goal, as part of its

attempt to privatize energy facilities, is to develop a uniform dam safety reg-

ulatory framework for the whole country. In this regard it is important to

note that ORSEP only has jurisdiction over privatized dams.

In India, the draft legislation would require dam safety offices to report to

the Central DSO, which then prepares a report on national dam safety. This

report is based on the various state reports plus the Central DSO’s evaluation

of safety at the dams for which it is responsible.

The Russian statute stipulates that all dams except those owned by mu-

nicipalities are subject to the jurisdiction of the federal government.

The Swiss regulatory framework stipulates that all dams larger than a spec-

ified size are subject to federal jurisdiction.41 All other dams are subject to

regulation by cantons.

In the United States, the federal government has its own dam safety regu-

latory scheme. As part of this scheme it sets standards for state dam safety reg-

ulatory schemes. It seeks to enforce these standards by withholding assistance

from any state that does not meet its basic requirements for dam safety.
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It should also be noted that in many countries, issues related to emer-

gency preparedness involve some regulatory action at the municipal level.

This means that dam safety in these countries will always involve some cen-

tral government–state/local government interaction.

New Zealand, which is a unitary state, has attempted to address the po-

tential problems that can arise from inadequate coordination between differ-

ent governmental levels in a regulatory scheme by stating in the applicable

law that the principle of subsidiarity is applicable to dam and resource man-

agement issues.

The Contents of the Regulatory Scheme

Dams Covered by Regulatory Scheme

The regulatory schemes in 18 jurisdictions include a specific definition of

the dams that are covered by the scheme. This definition will clarify such is-

sues as whether the regulations are applicable to all dams or only those that

involve water storage and the size and hazard characteristics of the dams

covered by the regulatory scheme. These jurisdictions are Argentina (only

privatized dams), Australia (New South Wales, Queensland), Canada (British

Columbia, Ontario, Quebec), Finland, France, India, Latvia, Norway, Portu-

gal, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United

States (federal and states). ANCOLD, CDA, and ICOLD all recommend that

the regulatory scheme should define which dams are covered by the scheme.

Some states take an innovative approach to defining which dams are

covered by the regulatory scheme. For example, Portugal uses two classifi-

cation systems. The first is based on size. The second is based on a global

risk index that develops a global risk profile for each dam based on three

criteria: external and environmental factors, the condition of the dam, and

the human and economic hazard potential of the dam. The global risk in-

dex is used to rank dams according to the urgency of their need for remedi-

al action and to establish a priority list of dams needing attention. Appar-

ently, Brazil is considering developing a dam classification system that

would classify dams according to their hazard potential based on numerical

weights and parameters that produce a hazard potential value for each dam.

This would allow similar prioritization for remedial action to what is possi-

ble under the Portuguese system.42

42. Communication from G. V. Canali to the authors.
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43. “Dwelling units” are defined in the Norwegian Water Act. See the section on Nor-
way in part one of this study.

44. See the section on Queensland, Australia, in part one of this study.
45. Communications from G. V. Canali and David Watson to the authors. Canali cites

the examples of HydroQuebec and dam owners in Brazil who are using ISO 14000 in their
dam operations. ISO 14000 is a series of standards for environmental management issued
under the auspices of the International Organization for Standardization. For more de-
tails on ISO 14000, see United Nations Development Programme, ISO 14000—Environmen-
tal Management Standards and Implications for Exporters to Developed Markets (UNDP 1996).

Norway focuses on the consequences of dam failure in classifying the

dams that are included in its regulatory scheme. It bases its classification

scheme on the number of dwelling units43 that could be affected by a dam

failure. Queensland in Australia utilizes a similar concept. It decides which

dams to include in its regulatory scheme on the basis of the population at

risk in the case of a dam failure.44 All dams whose failure places more than

two people at risk are covered by the regulatory scheme.

Scope of Regulatory Scheme

Finland’s regulatory scheme is limited to the issue of dam safety. In the case

of Australia (New South Wales, Victoria), France, and South Africa, the regu-

latory scheme explicitly addresses issues relating to dam construction, and

operation, maintenance, and surveillance, as part of the dam safety regulato-

ry framework. The CDA recommends that the dam safety regulatory frame-

work should cover construction, operations, maintenance, and surveillance.

It should be noted that South Africa is currently considering a revised set

of dam safety regulations. The new regulations are expected to pay more at-

tention to the social and environmental aspects of dam safety than the cur-

rent regulations do.

Another recent development is that a number of dam owners are utilizing

ISO 14000 as the basis for developing procedures for dealing with the envi-

ronmental aspects of dam operations.45 While this is currently occurring on

a voluntary basis, it is conceivable that these dam owners and South Africa

are indicators of a developing trend in dam safety regulation.

Primary Responsibility for Safety

In 13 jurisdictions, the regulatory framework explicitly imposes on the dam

owner the primary responsibility for dam safety and for conducting safety in-

spections. These jurisdictions are Canada (British Columbia), China, Finland,

France, India, Ireland, Mexico, Norway, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the
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United Kingdom, and the United States (some states). ANCOLD and CDA

both recommend making the owner responsible for dam safety, including

conducting inspections. In another eight jurisdictions, the regulatory frame-

work makes clear, through the obligations that it imposes on the owner, that

the dam owner bears the primary responsibility for dam safety. These juris-

dictions are Austria, Canada (Quebec), Finland, Latvia, Norway, Romania,

Russia, and the United States (some states).

One issue that is not directly addressed in any of the regulatory frame-

works, except for that of Argentina, is how responsibility for dam safety is

handled in cases in which there is a transfer of dam ownership, such as in

the case of privatized dams. In Argentina, the issue of dam safety is addressed

in the contractual arrangements that exist between the state and the private

dam owner. This issue is of particular importance in the case of older dams

that may require some work to bring them into compliance with the most

current dam safety standards. In these cases, it is important that the respec-

tive dam safety responsibilities of the old and new dam owners for bringing

the dam into compliance with current safety standards be clarified.

Standards and Specifications for Inspections

In most cases, the regulatory schemes do not contain explicit standards that

must be met in the inspections and surveillance activity related to dam safe-

ty. Instead the legislation leaves it to the regulatory authority to develop such

standards. For example, Washington State in the United States has published

seven volumes of guidelines on dam safety and operations. Even where these

guidelines are not legally binding, they will provide important evidence of

best practice and of the standards that dam owners should meet with regard

to dam safety.

In a few jurisdictions the regulations do contain certain standards or re-

quirements for dam safety activity. These jurisdictions are Switzerland and

the following states in the United States: Michigan (addresses all stages of

the dam’s life cycle), California, Utah (establishes minimum standards for

operations, maintenance, and surveillance), and West Virginia (establishes

requirements for design, construction, and issuance of permits). Another ju-

risdiction that has taken this approach is Italy.

It is interesting to note that some other countries, for example, the Nether-

lands, Norway, and Portugal, allow for risk assessment approaches in their

regulations. It should also be noted that most of the regulatory schemes that
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contain standards relating to dam safety do not contain standards applicable

to the operation and maintenance of the dam.

Qualifications of Inspectors

The legislation in 17 jurisdictions requires that suitably qualified engineers

conduct the safety inspections. The jurisdictions are Australia (Queensland),

Austria, Canada (Alberta, British Columbia), Finland, France, India, Norway,

South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States

(Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, and West Virginia). In the case of Nor-

way, the legislation stipulates that the dam licensee shall establish the quali-

fications of the inspector.

The legislation in the United Kingdom requires the creation of a panel of

qualified engineers. Any engineer with the requisite qualifications (which are

set by the regulatory authority in conjunction with the engineering profession)

can apply to be included in this panel. The legislation in the United Kingdom

allows any engineer included in the panel to conduct the inspections. Portu-

gal is an example of a country that does not explicitly require that a suitably

qualified engineer conduct the inspections undertaken by the dam owner.

Reporting Requirements

Eighteen jurisdictions require that dam owners or operators or those whom

they hire to conduct safety inspections file reports with the dam safety regu-

lators. These jurisdictions are Argentina, Australia (Queensland), Austria,

Canada (British Columbia, Quebec), Finland, France, India, Ireland, Latvia,

Mexico, Norway, Romania, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the United

Kingdom, and the United States (states). ANCOLD and the CDA both recom-

mend that dam safety regulations include a reporting requirement.

Timing of Inspections

The legislation in 18 jurisdictions specifies that inspections should take place

at regular intervals. These jurisdictions are Australia (Queensland), Austria,

Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec), Finland, France, India, Ireland,

Norway, Portugal, Romania, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, the

United Kingdom, and the United States (states). The CDA recommends that

the regulatory scheme specify how often inspections should take place.

The intervals specified for inspections in these different regulatory

schemes vary. In almost all cases, the frequency of the inspections varies 
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proportionately to the hazard classification of the dam, with more hazardous

dams having more frequent inspections. The one exception is the United King-

dom, which does not categorize dams according to their hazard potential.

Many of the regulatory schemes require close inspections of the dams

around the time of their first fillings or soon thereafter. Some also require rel-

atively close monitoring of the dam during construction. After the dam be-

comes operational, the frequency of the inspections can vary from 1 to 10

years, depending on the regulatory scheme and the hazard classification of

the dam. The dams with the greatest potential to cause harm tend to be in-

spected about once every 1 to 3 years.

In addition, some countries establish different inspection cycles for in-

spections by the owner and inspections by the regulators. For example, in

Washington State the owners are required to do annual inspections, while

the regulators inspect the dam every 6 years. In the case of Alberta, the regu-

latory framework establishes one schedule for dams that are privately owned

and another for dams that are owned by the state. In the former case, dams

are inspected every 1 to 10 years, depending on their classification. In the

latter case the inspections are carried out by an independent consultant

every 5 years.

The regulatory schemes may also require different levels of inspections.

For example, the Swiss authorities require the owner to check the measure-

ments on equipment monitoring dam safety monthly, to conduct an annual

visual inspection of the dam and (for certain dams) to organize a more com-

prehensive inspection, conducted by qualified engineers and geologists,

every 5 years. Similarly France requires the owner to visit the dam every two

weeks and to take simple measurements every month and more complex

measurements once a year. The owner is also required to submit a detailed

report on the dam to the regulatory authority every 2 years. The French reg-

ulatory authority supplements the owner’s safety investigation with its own

annual examination of the dam and a comprehensive examination of the

dam every 10 years. Portugal also establishes different levels of inspections,

which must be conducted with different frequencies.

Technical Archives/Records

Ten jurisdictions explicitly require that the dam owner maintain a complete

set of records on the dam. These records should include the dam’s design,
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construction records, operating records, maintenance records, records of all

inspections, and measurements taken from any monitoring equipment.

These jurisdictions are Australia (New South Wales), Canada (Quebec), Fin-

land, France, India, Romania, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, and the Unit-

ed Kingdom. There is some country variation regarding where the records

must be kept. Some countries require the owner to keep the records both at

the head office and at the dam site. Others require the owner to submit all

these records to the regulator.

In Austria, while the regulatory framework does not explicitly require that

the dam owner keep an archive, it does require the dam owner/operator to

“systematically” collect information on the design, construction, and opera-

tion of the dam.

Fees for Inspections and Permits

Ten jurisdictions require licensees to contribute some financing toward the

cost of the license. These jurisdictions are Argentina, Australia (Queensland),

Canada (Quebec), New Zealand, Norway, and the United States (Arizona, Cal-

ifornia, Michigan, New Hampshire, and Pennsylvania). In some cases the reg-

ulations require the licensee to pay an application fee. In other cases, for ex-

ample, California and New Hampshire, the dam owner is required to pay an

annual fee for the dam license. In the case of Arizona, the legislation provides

that the state will allocate the application fee and some other public funds

to a dam repair fund. Three states in the United States (Iowa, Michigan, and

Wisconsin) require the dam owner or operator to post a performance bond

as a condition for obtaining permission to construct or operate a dam. The

bond should be sufficient to cover the cost of any potential damage caused

by the failure of the dam.

The legislation in four jurisdictions provides that the state can charge for

any inspections that it conducts and for any remedial actions that it under-

takes. These jurisdictions are Australia (Queensland), New Zealand, the Unit-

ed Kingdom, and the United States (Washington). South Africa adopts a dif-

ferent approach. Its legislation provides that the state can subsidize the cost

of inspections for the owners of certain dams.

It is important to note that these provisions are the only discussion of the

budgetary implications of dam safety legislation. While it is not surprising

that dam safety legislation does not explicitly discuss the financing of the
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regulation of dam safety, it does expose a potential weakness in the regulato-

ry scheme. It suggests that in some cases the regulatory authority might not

have sufficient resources to adequately fulfill its responsibilities.

Emergency Plans

Fourteen jurisdictions require dam owners to prepare a plan for dealing with

dam emergencies. These jurisdictions are Argentina, Australia (New South

Wales, Queensland), Canada (Alberta, British Columbia), France, Latvia, New

Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Switzerland, and the United

States (Michigan). ANCOLD and CDA both recommend that dam owners be

required to prepare an emergency plan. It is important to note that in some

jurisdictions, emergency plans are only required for some dams—usually

those with higher hazard potentials.

Some jurisdictions require that the emergency plan be reviewed periodi-

cally and that the affected communities and other interested parties be in-

formed of the emergency plan. In some cases, it is suggested that the affect-

ed communities and other interested parties should be consulted about the

contents of the emergency plan.

It should be noted that, in some cases, the agency with primary responsi-

bility for handling emergencies is not the agency with primary responsibility

for dam safety. In these cases, the relevant agency, in addition to the dam

safety regulatory authority, must be informed about the emergency plans.

The regulatory framework in some of the jurisdictions that require emer-

gency plans do not provide extensive detail on what the plan should con-

tain. However, approval of the plan is usually a condition for obtaining ap-

proval to operate the dam. It is widely believed that the South African

regulatory framework is a good example in this regard. It provides useful and

cost-effective guidelines to dam owners on what information should be in-

cluded in the emergency plan.

Enforcement of the Dam Safety Regulations

Seven jurisdictions allow the regulators to impose fines on dam owners that

fail to meet their obligations under the regulatory framework. These jurisdic-

tions are Australia (New South Wales, Queensland), Canada (Quebec), New

Zealand, Norway, South Africa, and the United States (states). These fines can

vary from a few hundred dollars to several thousand dollars. The most severe

fine can be imposed by Quebec, where the fine can be up to Can$500,000.
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In some cases, the regulations treat each day that the owner remains out of

compliance as a separate infraction that is subject to a separate fine.

Eight jurisdictions empower the regulators to take action to deal with the

problems caused by owners who fail to meet their obligations under the dam

safety regulatory scheme. These regulators may be empowered to take reme-

dial action and then charge the owner for the cost of these actions. Alterna-

tively, the regulators may be empowered to seek judicial assistance to force

the owner to take remedial action or to seek criminal sanctions against a

non-complying owner. These jurisdictions are Argentina, Australia (New

South Wales, Queensland, Victoria), Finland, Latvia, New Zealand, and the

United States (some states).

Liability for Dam Failures

In general, it can be assumed that dam owners and operators are liable for the

consequences of dam failures. There is some variation in their legal liability.

The common law rule is that dam owners may be strictly liable for injuries

to downstream communities and property caused by water escaping from the

dam. However, this rule has so many exceptions that it cannot safely be as-

sumed that dam owners will be liable in the absence of negligence on their

part. Australian case law, Burnie Port Authority v. General Jones Pty. Ltd.,46 holds

that there is a negligence standard applicable to the dam owner’s liability for

dam failures. In Montana the regulatory framework specifically provides that

dam owners will not be liable in the absence of negligence in the case of dam

failures caused by floods that exceed the 100-year flood plain.

Civil law systems appear to treat dam owners more strictly. Norway’s leg-

islation stipulates that dam owners are liable for the damage resulting from

the pollution they cause. The definition of pollution used in the legislation

appears to include water that escapes because of a dam failure. Sweden, 

46. 68 ALJR 331 (High Court of Australia, 1994). The case dealt with an owner/occupi-
er’s liability for damage caused by the escape from its property of materials that were be-
ing maintained on the property in a dangerous or non-natural way. It held that the tradi-
tional common law rule, which was close to strict liability, had been absorbed into the
general principles of ordinary negligence. As such, the owner/occupier only was liable if
the owner/occupier was negligent in allowing the material to escape. It should be noted
that a dam is viewed as a non-natural use of water. It is worth noting that the traditional
rule of strict liability spelled out in the English case of Rylands v. Fletcher, 1866 LR 1 EX
265; affd (1868) LR 3 HL 330, is still applicable in England, although subsequent cases
have qualified the rule.
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47. P. Hjorth, Operating, Monitoring and Decommissioning of Dams 64 (paper prepared
for Thematic Review IV.5: Operation, Monitoring and Decommissioning of Dams [World
Commission on Dams]). Available at <www.dams.org>.

48. Communication from G. V. Canali to the authors.

according to Hjorth,47 has introduced a strict liability standard. He claims

that this has had a positive effect on dam safety.

There is another issue related to liability. This is the question of the state’s

responsibility for the harm that may result from its failure to adequately im-

plement its dam safety responsibilities. In the United States, some states have

explicitly claimed immunity from such responsibility. The United Kingdom

has explicitly recognized that the state may be liable to third parties for the

injuries caused by the consequences of the state entering into the property

of the dam owner. The state can seek compensation for these expenses from

the dam owner. New Zealand has taken another approach. Under its regula-

tory scheme, the state may be held liable for any harm caused by the acts of

its regulatory authorities. Russia also appears to allow for some state liability

in certain circumstances—where the state may have some responsibilities if

the total damages exceed a certain amount.

An interesting issue that is not directly addressed in the regulatory frame-

works examined is the issue of liability for dam failure in the case of privatized

dams. It has been pointed out that problems can arise if the state was previ-

ously responsible for the maintenance and safety of the now privatized dam.48

This is particularly a concern in cases involving dams that require updating

to bring them into compliance with the latest safety standards. It also raises a

question of whether there may not be certain situations in which the owner

may be able to claim a liability waiver on the grounds of state negligence.

www.dams.org


Based on the lessons learned from the survey and comparative analysis of the

regulatory frameworks for dam safety discussed in the first two parts of this

study, this part will offer some recommendations on the elements that should

be addressed in any dam safety regulatory framework. Such recommendations

will be related to the same four groups identified in part two of the study,

namely the form of the regulation, the institutional arrangements of the regu-

lating entity, the powers of the regulating entity, and the contents of the reg-

ulatory scheme. The recommendations are divided into three sections. These

sections are the essential elements in a dam safety regulatory scheme, ele-

ments that would be desirable to include in a regulatory scheme, and emerg-

ing trends in dam safety regulation. The last section is designed to highlight

elements that could become important dam safety issues in the future.

The recommendations contained in this section have purposefully been

stated at a relatively general level. This is intended to facilitate the adapta-

tion of these suggestions to the legal and administrative situation in each

country. This is necessary because each country has its own legal and admin-

istrative traditions and will have to design a dam safety regulatory framework

that is consistent with these traditions.

There are three issues that the drafters of any dam safety regulatory

scheme must consider in designing their regulatory scheme.

First, the regulatory scheme must address two closely related but different

aspects of dam safety:

1. the safety of the dam and the appurtenant structures; and

2. public safety, particularly the safety of the population living in the

vicinity of or downstream from the dam.
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Both aspects involve technical and “non-technical” issues. The technical

issues include which instruments to use in measuring the performance of the

dam, or in determining the adequacy of the dam structure and spillway sys-

tem. While these technical issues are not without controversy, they are best

decided by those with the technical expertise required to make such deci-

sions. The “non-technical” issues are those that depend more on the judg-

ment of the decisionmakers than on objective criteria. They include deter-

mining the acceptable level of risk that should be associated with a particular

dam or category of dams, determining the appropriate safety-cost tradeoffs

for each dam or category of dams, and determining how to address the envi-

ronmental and social aspects of dam safety.

The second issue is whether the regulatory scheme should set different

safety requirements for different categories of dam owners. This is particular-

ly relevant in cases where the government is considering privatizing dams. It

is also relevant in cases where the government itself is the owner or operator

of the dam. Government ownership of the dam can affect questions of lia-

bility for dam failure and the independence of the dam safety activities of

the regulatory authority with regard to the government-owned dam.

Third, the drafters of the regulatory scheme must decide if they want their

regulatory scheme to cover all dams or only those that exceed certain size or

hazard criteria. They will also need to decide if they want to have one set of

requirements that is applicable to all dams or to establish different require-

ments for different categories of dams.

As explained above, these recommendations are divided into three parts:

those that relate to the essential elements in a regulatory framework, those

that would be desirable to include in a regulatory scheme, and the emerging

trends in dam safety regulations.

The Essential Elements of a Regulatory Scheme

The essential elements of a regulatory scheme refer to those elements that

any regulatory scheme needs if it is to be capable of performing the most es-

sential functions with regard to dam safety. In this regard it is important to

note that the general principle underlying dam safety is that the owner is re-

sponsible for making the dam safe and for operating and maintaining it in a

safe condition. The regulator is responsible for protecting the safety of the

public by establishing the dam safety standards with which the dam owner
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must comply and by monitoring compliance with these standards. This sug-

gests that the essential elements of the regulatory framework are intended to

achieve three basic objectives. The first is to clarify that the dam owner is re-

sponsible for dam safety and the regulators are responsible for monitoring

the owner’s performance in this regard. The second is to specify the owner’s

responsibilities with regard to the operation and maintenance of the dam

and how the owner should review the safety of the dam. The third is to ex-

plain the ways in which the regulatory authority can perform its monitoring

functions, which can include conducting its own inspections, and what pow-

ers it has to deal with non-complying dam owners and dams.

The following constitute the essential elements of any dam safety regula-

tory scheme:

1) The Form of the Regulation

The regulatory framework should be clearly spelled out in publicly available

documents. The precise form of the legal instruments used in the regulatory

framework will vary depending on the specific characteristics of the legal and

administrative traditions in each country. Such variations can be summarized

in the following:

• In many cases the regulatory framework will consist of more than one

legal instrument.

• The first of these instruments will be a statute or law that is passed by the

legislative branch of government. Since changing such an instrument re-

quires legislative approval, it should be kept relatively simple and should

contain only the objectives of and the general principles governing the

regulatory framework. In some jurisdictions, such as Argentina, Australia

(New South Wales), Canada (Quebec), Finland, France, Latvia, Portugal,

Switzerland, and the United States (federal and some states), the statute

deals exclusively with dam safety. In other cases—such as Australia

(Queensland, Victoria), Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario),

Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Spain, and the United

Kingdom, for example—dam safety is only one of the topics addressed

in a more general statute. Usually the more general statute deals with

dams, energy, or the management of water or natural resources. If dam

safety is dealt with in a more general statute, it is helpful for the statute
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to contain a specific section that deals exclusively with dam safety.

• The statute should stipulate in clear terms the responsibilities of all

parties involved with dams, the identity of the regulatory authority re-

sponsible for dam safety, and the authority responsible for handling

any emergencies that are caused by dam failure.

• The details of the regulatory scheme should be contained in legal in-

struments, such as regulations and decrees, that are relatively easy to

change. In some cases, for example, Canada (Alberta, British Colum-

bia), China, France, Portugal, Spain, and South Africa, these regula-

tions deal only with dam safety. In other cases, such as some states in

the United States, dam safety is one aspect of more general regulations

dealing with such issues as water and environmental management.

• The regulations may also be supplemented by non-binding guidelines.

This is the case, for example, in New Zealand, Norway, and Washing-

ton State in the United States.

2) The Institutional Arrangements

The institutional arrangements of the regulating entity should address the

following:

a) The regulatory authority that is responsible for dam safety should be

identified, and its powers and responsibilities should be clearly spelled

out in the regulatory framework. Since this is an aspect of the regula-

tory framework that should not be easily changed, it should be ad-

dressed in the primary statute or legislation. The authority must be in-

dependent from all those who make decisions about whether to build

dams and all those who are involved in the ownership and operation

of dams.

• In some cases, for example, Argentina, Australia (New South Wales),

Canada (Alberta), and France, the regulatory authority is exclusive-

ly dedicated to dam safety.

• In other cases, for example, Canada (Ontario), Finland, France,

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, and South Africa, the regula-

tory authority deals with dam safety as part of broader regulatory

responsibilities. These broader responsibilities usually include
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dams, water, or environmental management more generally. In

some of these cases, for example, Canada (Ontario) and South

Africa, the regulatory authority may be assisted by a specific dam

safety advisory body.

b) The regulatory authority must be provided with adequate human and

financial resources to perform its functions.

• In some countries it may be possible to achieve this objective by

having the authority raise a significant portion of its financing

through charging fees for issuing licenses, permits, or annual fees

that are paid by dam owners. This is the case, for example, in Ar-

gentina, Canada (Quebec), New Zealand, Norway, and some states

in the United States.

• In other cases, for example, South Africa, the budgetary rules in the

country may mean that the regulatory authority cannot retain the

funds it obtains from charging fees. In these cases, the government

will have to fund the regulatory authority through its normal budg-

etary allocation procedures.

3) The Powers of the Regulating Entity

The powers of the regulatory authority should include:

a) The power to identify and develop norms, standards, and guidelines

dealing with dam safety.

• In many countries, for example, Argentina, Austria, Canada (Alber-

ta, Ontario), Latvia, France, Mexico, Norway, Portugal, Spain, and

the United States (Washington State), the regulatory authorities are

granted explicit powers to create such norms and standards. Nor-

mally, these norms and standards supplement the general standards

relating to dam safety stipulated in the applicable legislation.

b) A voice in decisions to issue permits or grant licenses for the construc-

tion and operation of dams.
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• This means that the regulatory agency should be able to review the

dam safety plans of the dam owner/operator and ensure that they

comply with all applicable dam safety requirements. While the dam

safety regulatory authority does not need to have the final decision

on granting the license or permit, it should have sufficient authori-

ty to ensure that licenses or permits are not issued to applicants who

fail to meet the applicable dam safety standards.

• Countries where the regulatory authority plays some role in deci-

sions relating to permission to construct and operate dams include

Argentina, Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec), Latvia, Nor-

way, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, and Switzerland.

• One way of dealing with this issue is to require, as a precondition to

obtaining the relevant dam permits, that the dam safety regulator

approve the applicant’s dam safety plans.

c) The power to monitor inspections conducted by others and the power

to reject the findings of the inspection either because the inspector is

not qualified to conduct the inspection or because the report of the in-

spection is inadequate.

• This power is particularly important because the regulators rely on it

to ensure that dam owners are complying with their responsibilities.

• Examples of jurisdictions where the regulatory authorities have such

monitoring powers include Argentina, Austria, Canada (Alberta, On-

tario, Quebec), Finland, France, Mexico, and Portugal.

d) The power to conduct its own inspections when it deems it necessary

to do so.

• The regulatory authority needs this power both to monitor the own-

er’s compliance with its safety responsibilities and to deal with the

consequences of non-complying owners.

• Examples of jurisdictions where the regulatory authorities have the

power to conduct their own inspections include Australia (New

South Wales), Canada (Alberta), Finland, France, Mexico, Portugal,

South Africa, Spain, and the United States (federal and some states).
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e) The power to approve the party selected by the dam owner or opera-

tor to conduct the required safety inspections.

• The regulatory authority needs this power in order to ensure that the

dam owner is fulfilling its responsibilities in a competent manner.

• Examples of jurisdictions where the regulatory authority has this

power are Argentina, Mexico, Spain, Switzerland, and the United

Kingdom.

• In some cases the regulatory authority, in effect, can monitor the

qualifications and competence of the person conducting the inspec-

tion through its power to accept or reject the report of the inspec-

tor. This approach, however, requires the regulatory authority to

have a greater level of technical capability than if it has the power

to approve the inspector. The reason is that in the former case it

must have the capacity to evaluate the performance of the inspec-

tor rather than just his or her qualifications.

f) The responsibility to maintain an inventory/register of all dams in the

country that are covered by the regulatory scheme.

• The inventory/register will assist the regulators and the public in

monitoring the safety of the country’s stock of dams and in under-

standing the scope of the regulatory authority’s responsibilities.

• Examples of jurisdictions that require such inventories are Finland,

France, South Africa, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United

States (federal level).

g) The responsibility to advise dam owners and other interested parties,

such as affected communities and industry, about dam safety issues

and developments in the regulatory framework.

• In order to ensure that dam owners and these other interested par-

ties know about the latest developments relating to dam safety and

the regulatory framework, it may be helpful for the authority to

conduct seminars and issue publications about dam safety issues.
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• In fulfilling this responsibility, the regulatory authority may need

to pay careful attention to the multilingual nature and level of liter-

acy of its target audiences.

• Examples of jurisdictions where the regulators have this responsibil-

ity are China and Finland.

h) The responsibility to make periodic and publicly available reports on

dam safety issues to both higher authorities in the executive branch of

government and the legislature and to advise government on dam

safety issues.

• The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that policymakers know

about the level of safety of the dams within their jurisdiction. This

helps promote safe dams and regulatory frameworks that are up-to-

date and responsive to the needs of the country, and that have ade-

quate resources. In addition, it is a mechanism for holding the regula-

tory authority accountable for its performance of its responsibilities.

• Such reporting is required in jurisdictions like Argentina, Portugal,

the United Kingdom, and at the federal level in the United States.

i) The power to enforce the dam safety regulatory framework.

• This includes the power to undertake all necessary actions relating

to dam safety in the event of the owner’s failure to fulfill its respon-

sibilities, to impose significant fines on non-compliant dam own-

ers, and to suspend or annul the dam owner/operator’s permit to

operate the dam.

• In order to avoid the possibility of the regulator abusing its powers,

its decisions should be subject to appeal to a higher authority or the

courts. For example, in the United Kingdom, a dam owner who dis-

putes the recommendations of an inspecting engineer can appeal to

a referee at its own expense.

• Another way to make regulators accountable is to hold them liable

for the adverse consequences of their actions and decisions. For ex-

ample, in the United Kingdom, a third party can seek damages for in-

juries caused by state inspectors to the third party’s land. The danger
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of relying on this means of accountability is that it creates a disincen-

tive for the regulators, who feel that they will be punished for being

creative and too diligent in the performance of their responsibilities.

For this reason, the regulators should only be liable for damage that

results from their negligent supervision (or lack of supervision), and

for their grossly negligent acts and omissions. The liability of the reg-

ulators should not be interpreted as meaning any reduction in the

owner’s responsibility for the consequences of the failure of its dam.

New Zealand is another example of a jurisdiction in which the regu-

latory authority can be held liable for any harm caused by its acts.

Russia provides that the state can be held liable if the damage caused

by a dam failure exceeds a certain specified amount.

• In a number of other cases, for example, the United States (Arizona,

California, Montana, Utah), the state has claimed immunity from

such responsibility.

• Examples of jurisdictions in which the regulatory authority has the

power to impose fines or take other punitive steps in order to en-

force the regulatory framework include Australia (Queensland),

Canada (Quebec), Latvia, Mexico, Norway, South Africa, and the

United States (some states). Some jurisdictions, for example, Ar-

gentina, Australia (Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria),

Finland, and Norway (under the Pollution Control Act) allow for

criminal sanction against non-complying owners.

4) The Content of the Regulatory Scheme

The regulatory scheme should include the following:

a) Establishment of clear and easily applied criteria for determining

which dams are covered by the regulatory scheme. It is not essential

that all dams be included in the scheme, but those that are excluded

should be easily identified and should be too insignificant to cause

harm to anyone other than the owner if they fail.

• The most common criteria used in identifying which dams are cov-

ered by the regulatory framework are the size and hazards caused by

the dam. Examples of countries that use these bases for classifying
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49. See supra n. 3 at footnote 1. This operational policy is included as appendix I of
this publication.

dams are Argentina, Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario,

and Quebec), Finland, France, Latvia, Norway, Portugal (uses both a

size and hazard and a risk classification scheme), South Africa,

Switzerland, and the United States (some states).

• In these cases, the size criteria relate to the height of the dam and

to the size of the reservoir created by the dam.

b) Definition of the scope of the regulatory scheme. It should address

dam safety issues at all stages of the dam life cycle. Thus it should ad-

dress dam safety considerations that arise during the design, construc-

tion, first filling, operation, alteration, and decommissioning stages of

the dam’s life.

• This life-cycle approach to dam safety is important because it makes

it more likely that dam safety considerations will be given adequate

attention and that, as a result, adequate resources will be allocated

to dam safety at all times.

• Examples of jurisdictions that address dam safety at all these stages

are Argentina, Australia (New South Wales), France, Spain, South

Africa, and the United States (West Virginia).

c) Clarification that it is the owner that has the primary responsibility

for dam safety and can be held liable for any damage that results from

a dam failure.

• For these purposes it is important to define the “owner” of the

dam. World Bank Operational Policy (OP) 4.37, on the safety of

dams, states that an “owner” can be “a national or local govern-

ment, a parastatal, a private company or a consortium of enti-

ties.”49 It adds that “If an entity other than the one with legal title

to the dam site, dam, and/or reservoir holds a license to operate the

dam and responsibility for its safety, the term ‘owner’ includes such

an entity.” Under this definition, it is possible that a particular dam
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can have more than one owner and therefore more than one party

responsible for its safety.

• The case of dams owned by the state can be particularly difficult for

the regulatory authority. The reason is that in these cases the regu-

latory authority, in effect, is part of the owner of the dam. Some ju-

risdictions handle this problem by requiring the state to hire out-

side independent experts to conduct regular inspections of the dams

to evaluate its safety and its compliance with the applicable dam

safety standards.

• In some jurisdictions, for example, Sweden, dam owners can be

held strictly liable for any harm caused by the failure of the dam.

The benefit of this approach is that it gives the owner a strong in-

centive to pay close attention to safety issues. However, the value

of this incentive depends on the credence the owners will give to

the threat to hold them strictly liable. If they believe that the rele-

vant judicial system moves very slowly and is easily manipulated,

they will not find this threat credible and may fail to respond to the

intended incentive.

• It may not be possible in some jurisdictions to adopt a strict liabili-

ty standard because of the existing constitutional, statutory, and

case law applicable to the issue of dam owner liability for the conse-

quences of dam failure.

• Other approaches to liability that may be useful include joint and

several liability and proportional liability according to which a

number of parties involved in dam safety can be held fully or par-

tially responsible for the harm caused by dam failure.

• Another means for increasing the incentive for the dam owners to

pay adequate attention to dam safety is to make the owners respon-

sible in both criminal and civil cases for dam failures. Examples of

jurisdictions where the possibility of criminal liability exists are

Australia (New South Wales, Victoria), Finland, New Zealand, Nor-

way (under the Pollution Control Act), and the United States (some

states).

• An important issue that needs to be addressed, particularly in

countries in which privatization of dams is a possibility, is how re-

sponsibility for dam safety will move in cases of transfers of title to
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the dam. This is particularly relevant in cases of transferring own-

ership of dams that are currently not complying with applicable

dam safety requirements.

d) Stipulation of the dam safety standards and specifications with which

the owner is expected to comply.

• The regulatory authority can exercise its powers to develop its own

safety norms, standards or guidelines or it can require dams subject

to its jurisdiction to comply with the standards issued by a recog-

nized body such as ICOLD, CDA, or ANCOLD.

• Examples of jurisdictions which have issued their own standards or

guidelines are Norway and Washington State in the United States.

e) Establishment of the qualifications required of the person who does

the safety evaluations for the owner.

• These qualifications should relate to the technical expertise of the

person and his or her experience. Usually the person is required to

be a suitably qualified engineer.

• In the case of important inspections and events in the life of the

dam, the safety evaluator should be able to demonstrate his or her

independence from the dam owner/operator and the regulator.

• Examples of jurisdictions that establish qualifications for safety in-

spectors in their regulatory frameworks are Australia (Queensland),

Finland, France, Norway, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, and the

United States (some states). The United Kingdom has established a

panel of qualified engineers on which any engineer with the requi-

site qualifications can be included. Dam owners are free to choose

any member of this panel to conduct their inspections.

f) Stipulation that the owners/operators of the dam must make periodic

reports to the regulators on the results of their reviews, inspections,

and monitoring of the dam’s safety.
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• These reports should be prepared by a qualified person and should

be designed to demonstrate how the dam is complying with all ap-

plicable dam safety standards.

• Examples of jurisdictions that require such reports are Argentina,

Austria, Canada (British Columbia), Finland, Latvia, Mexico, Por-

tugal, South Africa, Spain, and the United States (Michigan and

West Virginia).

g) Stipulation of the frequency with which the dam owner/operator

should conduct dam safety inspections and reviews.

• The regulatory authority can require inspections of different aspects

of dam safety and inspections or reviews of differing levels of inten-

sity at different intervals over the life of the dam. Thus certain rela-

tively superficial inspections may take place with greater frequency

than more rigorous inspections.

• Examples of jurisdictions in which the frequency with which in-

spections must take place over the life of the dam are specified in

the regulatory framework include Australia (Queensland), Finland,

France, Norway, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United

States (some states).

h) Stipulation that the owner/operator must maintain complete records

on the dam at a convenient location.

• These records should include all information relating to the con-

struction and operation of the dam, as well as to all safety inspec-

tions. They should also include information on all unusual events

in the life of the dam.

• These records can be very helpful to the regulators and the dam

owners in protecting the safety of the dam and in developing plans

for dealing with any dam-related emergencies.

• Examples of jurisdictions that require dam owners to keep such

records include Canada (British Columbia, Quebec), France, South

Africa, Spain, and the United Kingdom.
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50. Appendix VI of this book contains a sample operations, maintenance, and surveil-
lance manual.

i) Requirement of all dams to have an operations, maintenance, and su-

pervision manual,50 and an adequate budget for operation, mainte-

nance, and supervision.

• The regulatory authority should be required to review the dam own-

er/operator’s operations, maintenance, and surveillance manual to

ensure that it remains consistent with current dam safety practices

and procedures.

• The regulatory authority should review the sufficiency of the dam’s

operations, maintenance, and surveillance budget when it reviews

the safety reports of the dams subject to its jurisdiction.

• Examples of jurisdictions in which the dam safety authority requires

dam owners to have an operations, maintenance, and surveillance

manual are Canada (Alberta, British Columbia) and South Africa.

j) Imposition of fees that dam owners/operators must pay to the regula-

tory authority.

• These fees can include both an application fee for any applicable li-

cense or permit and an annual fee.

• The purpose of these fees is to cover the costs related to the dam

safety activities of the regulatory authority.

• The revenues may also be used to ensure that the regulatory author-

ity has the funds to deal with non-complying dams.

• In cases where it is not feasible for the regulatory authorities to

charge fees and allocate those funds to dam safety activities, they

may wish to consider requiring the dam owners to post a perform-

ance bond as a condition for obtaining permission to construct or

operate a dam. This is done in Iowa, Michigan, and Wisconsin in

the United States. Other possibilities include creating trust funds

and requiring dam owners to maintain certain levels of insurance to

deal with dam safety issues. Latvia is an example of a jurisdiction

that requires dam owners to maintain a certain level of insurance

for their dam.
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• Examples of jurisdictions that charge fees for licenses and permits

include Argentina, New Zealand, Norway, and some states in the

United States.

k) Requirement of dams with the greatest hazard potential to have an

emergency plan that is provided to the regulatory authority and to all

other relevant authorities and downstream communities that could be

affected by a dam failure. The regulatory authorities should provide

dam owners with guidance on the issues to be addressed in the emer-

gency plan.

• If it is feasible, the regulatory framework should require all dams

subject to their regulations to have an emergency action plan.

The reason is that dam owners should always be prepared for dam

failures, and regulators should be monitoring to ensure that they

are prepared.

• It would be useful for the regulatory framework to explain how the

dam safety regulatory authority must interact with the local and na-

tional authorities responsible for dealing with emergencies. In the

event that dam emergencies fall within the primary jurisdiction of

the emergency management authorities rather than the dam safety

authorities, the emergency management authorities should have a

dam advisory board. The function of this board would be to advise

the emergency management authorities about specific issues related

to dam emergencies.

• Examples of jurisdictions that require at least dams with the great-

est hazard potential to have emergency action plans are Argentina,

Australia (New South Wales, Queensland), Canada (Alberta, British

Columbia), Finland, France, Latvia, Portugal, New Zealand, Norway,

and the United States (Michigan).

Elements That Would Be Desirable to Include in a 

Regulatory Scheme

The elements listed in this section are those elements, in addition to the es-

sential elements described above, that would be desirable to include in the

regulatory framework.
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These desirable elements are:

1) Institutional Arrangements

a) The dam safety regulatory authority is exclusively devoted to dam safety.

• An authority exclusively devoted to dam safety will find it easier to

develop its expertise in dam safety and to remain informed of new

developments in dam safety than one that has responsibilities in ad-

dition to dam safety.

b) Regulatory authorities appoint a dam safety advisory committee. The

function of this committee would be to advise the authority on dam

safety issues.

• The committee membership should include technical experts and

representatives of affected local authorities and communities. Such

a structure can allow for some public consultation on dam safety 

issues.

2) The Powers of the Regulating Entity

a) The dam safety regulatory authority is empowered, where appropriate,

to coordinate dam safety regulation among all the agencies at the lo-

cal, regional, and national levels that are involved in or affected by the

regulation of dam safety.

3) The Content of the Regulatory Scheme

a) Stipulation that the regulatory authority may make its own periodic

inspections of all dams that have high hazard classifications. These 

inspections would be in addition to those conducted by the owner/op-

erator of the dam.

• These inspections can be less frequent than the owner/operator’s in-

spection as their purpose is to verify that the condition of the dam
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conforms to the representations made about the dam by its own-

er/operator rather than to be the primary means of determining the

safety of the dam.

b) Stipulation that the regulatory authority be provided with a copy of

the dam’s technical archives/records and, for the highest hazard cate-

gory dams, be required to review these records in its periodic inspec-

tions of the dam.

c) Stipulation that, as part of a process for obtaining a dam license, prospec-

tive dam owners are required to conduct a failure impact assessment.

This is an effort to determine the likely impacts of a dam failure on the

potentially affected communities, property, and environment. The is-

suance of the license would be contingent on the regulator’s approval

of the assessment. Once the dam becomes operational, the dam owner

would be required periodically to repeat this impact assessment and sub-

mit it for reapproval to the regulatory authority.

• The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that the owner and

the regulators have a good understanding of the consequences of

the dam failure and of the measures they need to take to avoid this

happening.

d) The dam safety regulatory framework should establish a series of

benchmarks that can be used to measure dam safety at all dams.

• These benchmarks should take into account all structural, environ-

mental, social, health, and economic factors that make up the gen-

eral concept of dam safety.

• The purpose of these benchmarks is to determine the dam safety stan-

dards and procedures that are applicable to each category of dams.

• Owners of dams that do not comply with the applicable standard

should be required to develop a risk management plan acceptable

to the regulatory authority. The plan must indicate how the dam

owner/operator will deal with the higher level of risk associated

with the dam.
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e) The regulatory authority requires the dam owner to conduct periodic

safety reviews of all dams.

• These reviews should be designed to test each dam’s compliance

with a set of dam safety standards that are based on the regulatory

scheme and current best practices.

• The dam safety regulatory authority should have the ability, when

necessary, to conduct these reviews itself.

f) The regulatory authority is required to issue annual reports on the safe-

ty of the dams subject to its jurisdiction.

• These reports should be publicly available and should be submitted

both to higher authorities in the executive branch of the govern-

ment and to the legislature.

• The reports should discuss, for each dam, whether the owners are

meeting all their safety-related obligations; whether dam safety re-

views have been completed at all dams, and whether deficiencies

have been identified. The report should also detail how any defi-

ciencies will be corrected and the steps that have been taken to

deal with non-complying dam owners and dams.

g) The regulatory authority undertakes activities designed to educate the

public about dam safety.

Emerging Trends in Dam Safety Regulation

Dam safety is a dynamic concept. It evolves as our understanding of the safe-

ty implications of the technical characteristics of dams evolves and as our

understanding of the social, economic, and environmental implications of

dam safety develops. In light of this fact, it is useful to identify a number of

emerging trends in dam safety. It is important to stress that the identified

trends are currently reflected in dam safety regulatory frameworks to varying

degrees. However, the trends are sufficiently strong that it is reasonable to

expect that they will be become more prominent features of dam safety reg-

ulatory frameworks in the coming years.
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The following are the emerging trends identified in this study:

Institutional Arrangements

a) There is a general trend toward making the owners responsible for

monitoring dam safety and for conducting all the necessary inspec-

tions. This is linked to a trend toward limiting the regulatory authori-

ty to developing standards and norms and to monitoring the dam

owner’s performance.

• A consequence of this development is that there is a trend toward

reducing the size of the regulatory authority. The reason is that the

authority does not need large numbers of people if its responsibili-

ties are limited to monitoring the performance of the dam owner.

• Another consequence is that it will become more important for the

regulators to ensure that they are obtaining full and adequate infor-

mation from the dam owners. This means that protection for

whistleblowers (that is, employees of the dam owner who are will-

ing to provide the regulators with important information about the

dam owner’s performance of its obligations that the owner itself has

failed to reveal to the regulators) will become a more important is-

sue. In some countries, such as the United States, there are specific

legal protections given to whistleblowers.

• This trend is likely to be strengthened if there is more privatization

of dams around the world. On the other hand, it may be weakened

if dam ownership by the state grows.

• As the trend discussed becomes stronger, it will highlight the need

for the regulators to have effective mechanisms for enforcing the

regulatory requirements in cases of non-complying owners and

dams. This in turn will increase the need for more effective means

for holding the regulators accountable for the manner in which

they exercise their authority. Thus, it is likely that over time dam

safety regulatory frameworks will include new mechanisms for hold-

ing the regulatory authorities accountable and for resolving disputes

between the authorities and dam owners.
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The Contents of the Regulatory Scheme

a) There is a trend toward taking a life cycle approach to dam safety. This

means that the dam owner is required to incorporate dam safety issues

into its plans for the design, construction, operation, maintenance, al-

teration, and decommissioning of the dam. One consequence of this

trend is that more attention is likely to be given to the funding of dam

safety monitoring and maintenance during the dam licensing process

and during the operational phase of a dam’s life.

b) There is a trend toward requiring dam owners to pay more attention

to the funding of dam rehabilitation and maintenance. The funding

mechanisms that can be used for these purposes include trust funds,

bonds, insurance, and sinking funds.

c) There is a clear trend toward paying more attention to the social impli-

cations of dam safety, including health and environmental implica-

tions. This trend is likely to be strengthened, given the critical impor-

tance of social and environmental factors for sustainable development.

It is also likely to be strengthened as our understanding of how these

factors interact with the efficient operation and sustainability of infra-

structure projects like dams develops. One potential consequence of this

trend is that there is likely to be a growing role for all stakeholders in

dam safety matters.

d) There is a significant trend toward using risk analysis in dam safety. At

present this trend is focused on qualitative, as opposed to quantitative,

risk analysis. The purpose of this risk analysis is to develop a relative

ranking of the priorities that should be attached to specific dam safety–

related issues and to identify those dams that are most in need of re-

medial action. The factors looked at in these risk analyses include the

structural aspects of the dam and its appurtenant structures, the

strengths and weaknesses in the owner’s internal control systems, the

priorities attached to specific proposed remedial and rehabilitation

measures, and the owner’s emergency action plans. They also include

populations at risk, risk of loss of life, social and environmental risks,
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and economic impacts, including property and community damage.

Consistent with the trend toward making the owner responsible for

dam safety monitoring, there also appears to be a trend toward having

the dam owner conduct the risk analysis, and having the regulator ap-

prove the owner’s analysis and the conclusions it derives therefrom.
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The world’s population has more than tripled in the last century, presenting

a major challenge to governments, particularly in the water sector. Urbaniza-

tion and environmental degradation compound this challenge, pushing the

need to rethink water resources management to the top of the global agen-

da. During the second half of the last century, dams emerged as the single

most elaborate mechanism for managing and controlling fresh water re-

sources. Dams have been built to provide water for irrigation; for domestic,

municipal, and industrial purposes; for generation of electricity; and for con-

trolling floods. The debate on the costs and benefits of dams has been height-

ened in recent years, particularly after the release of the report of the World

Commission on Dams. This debate has, by necessity, been extended to the

issue of dam safety and how best to ensure it.

The purpose of this study is to provide policymakers and technical ex-

perts, as well as civil society organizations, with a “tool kit” of the issues re-

lated to the regulatory framework for dam safety. Based on the survey and

analysis of the regulatory frameworks for dam safety in 22 countries, both

industrial and developing, the study has highlighted what it considers the

four most important considerations in this field. These considerations are the

legal form of the regulation, the institutional arrangements, the powers of

the regulatory entity, and the contents of the regulatory scheme. Based on

the lessons learned from the survey and analysis of these four considerations

in the 22 countries, the study offers some suggestions regarding the elements

to be addressed in any regulatory framework for dam safety. Those sugges-

tions are classified in three sections, the first of which contains the elements

we consider essential, the second those elements that we consider desirable,

and the third section the emerging trends in this field.

CONCLUSION
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One point mentioned earlier that needs to be emphasized is that dam

safety is a dynamic, evolving concept, and should be viewed and treated ac-

cordingly. Our understanding of the technical characteristics and economic,

financial, environmental, and social considerations concerning dams is in a

constant state of evolution. This fact in turn would have to be reflected in

our thinking and handling of the single most important issue concerning

dams—that is, their safety. As such we caution against a “straitjacket” or “one

size fits all” approach to regulatory frameworks for dam safety.

Another point needs to be emphasized. Although the regulatory frame-

work for dam safety will not, by itself, resolve the problems associated with

dam safety, it is difficult to imagine any effective dam safety program that is

not eventually translated into a binding and enforceable framework.
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1. For the life of any dam, the owner1 is responsible for ensuring that ap-

propriate measures are taken and sufficient resources provided for the

safety of the dam, irrespective of its funding sources or construction

status. Because there are serious consequences if a dam does not func-

tion properly or fails, the Bank2 is concerned about the safety of new

dams it finances and existing dams on which a Bank-financed project

is directly dependent.

New Dams

2. When the Bank finances a project that includes the construction of a

new dam,3 it requires that the dam be designed and its construction
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World Bank: Operational Policy 4.37 on the Safety of Dams

1. The owner may be a national or local government, a parastatal, a private company,
or a consortium of entities. If an entity other than the one with legal title to the dam site,
dam, and/or reservoir holds a license to operate the dam, and has responsibility for its
safety, the term “owner” includes such other entity.

2. “Bank” includes the International Development Association (IDA), and “loans” in-
clude credits.

3. For example, a water storage dam for a hydropower, water supply, irrigation, flood
control, or multipurpose project; a tailings or a slimes dam for a mine project; or an ash
impoundment dam for a thermal power plant.

THE WORLD BANK OPERATIONAL MANUAL

Operational Policies
These policies were prepared for use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a com-
plete treatment of the subject.

Safety of Dams

Note: OP and BP 4.37 replace the versions dated September 1996. Other Bank poli-
cies that may apply to projects that involve dams include the following: OP/BP 4.01,
Environmental Assessment; OP/BP 4.04, Natural Habitats; OP 4.11, Cultural Property;
OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples; OD 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement; and OP/BP 7.50,
Projects on International Waterways. Questions on dam safety should be addressed to
the Director, Rural Development Department (RDV).

OP 4.37
October 2001
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4. When the owner is not the borrower, the borrower ensures that the obligations of
the borrower under this OP are properly assumed by the owner under arrangements ac-
ceptable to the Bank.

5. The definition of “large dams” is based on the criteria used to compile the list of
large dams in the World Register of Dams, published by the International Commission on
Large Dams.

6. BP 4.37, Annex A, sets out the content of these plans and the timetable for prepar-
ing and finalizing them. In the dam safety practice of several countries, the operation and
maintenance plan includes both the instrumentation plan and the emergency prepared-
ness plan as specific sections. This practice is acceptable to the Bank, provided the relevant
sections are prepared and finalized according to the timetable set out in BP 4.37, Annex A.

supervised by experienced and competent professionals. It also re-

quires that the borrower4 adopt and implement certain dam safety

measures for the design, bid tendering, construction, operation, and

maintenance of the dam and associated works.

3. The Bank distinguishes between small and large dams.

a) Small dams are normally less than 15 meters in height. This catego-

ry includes, for example, farm ponds, local silt retention dams, and

low embankment tanks.

b) Large dams are 15 meters or more in height. Dams that are between

10 and 15 meters in height are treated as large dams if they present

special design complexities—for example, an unusually large flood-

handling requirement, location in a zone of high seismicity, foun-

dations that are complex and difficult to prepare, or retention of

toxic materials.5 Dams under 10 meters in height are treated as large

dams if they are expected to become large dams during the opera-

tion of the facility.

4. For small dams, generic dam safety measures designed by qualified en-

gineers are usually adequate. For large dams, the Bank requires

a) reviews by an independent panel of experts (the Panel) of the investi-

gation, design, and construction of the dam and the start of operations;

b) preparation and implementation of detailed plans: a plan for con-

struction supervision and quality assurance, an instrumentation

plan, an operation and maintenance plan, and an emergency pre-

paredness plan;6
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c) prequalification of bidders during procurement and bid tendering;7

and

d) periodic safety inspections of the dam after completion.

5. The Panel consists of three or more experts, appointed by the borrower

and acceptable to the Bank, with expertise in the various technical fields

relevant to the safety aspects of the particular dam.8 The primary pur-

pose of the Panel is to review and advise the borrower on matters rela-

tive to dam safety and other critical aspects of the dam, its appurtenant

structures, the catchment area, the area surrounding the reservoir, and

downstream areas. However, the borrower normally extends the Panel’s

composition and terms of reference beyond dam safety to cover such

areas as project formulation; technical design; construction procedures;

and, for water storage dams, associated works such as power facilities,

river diversion during construction, shiplifts, and fish ladders.

6. The borrower contracts the services of the Panel and provides admin-

istrative support for the Panel’s activities. Beginning as early in project

preparation as possible, the borrower arranges for periodic Panel meet-

ings and reviews, which continue through the investigation, design,

construction, and initial filling and start-up phases of the dam.9 The

borrower informs the Bank in advance of the Panel meetings, and the

Bank normally sends an observer to these meetings. After each meet-

ing, the Panel provides the borrower a written report of its conclusions

and recommendations, signed by each participating member; the bor-

rower provides a copy of that report to the Bank. Following the filling

of the reservoir and start-up of the dam, the Bank reviews the Panel’s

findings and recommendations. If no significant difficulties are en-

countered in the filling and start-up of the dam, the borrower may dis-

band the Panel.

7. See Guidelines: Procurement under IBRD Loans and IDA.
8. The number, professional breadth, technical expertise, and experience of Panel

members are appropriate to the size, complexity, and hazard potential of the dam under
consideration. For high-hazard dams, in particular, the Panel members should be interna-
tionally known experts in their field.

9. If the Bank’s involvement begins at a later stage than project preparation, the Panel
is constituted as soon as possible and reviews any aspects of the project that have already
been carried out.
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Existing Dams and Dams under Construction

7. The Bank may finance the following types of projects that do not in-

clude a new dam but will rely on the performance of an existing dam

or a dam under construction (DUC): power stations or water supply

systems that draw directly from a reservoir controlled by an existing

dam or a DUC; diversion dams or hydraulic structures downstream

from an existing dam or a DUC, where failure of the upstream dam

could cause extensive damage to or failure of the new Bank-funded

structure; and irrigation or water supply projects that will depend on

the storage and operation of an existing dam or a DUC for their sup-

ply of water and could not function if the dam failed. Projects in this

category also include operations that require increases in the capacity

of an existing dam, or changes in the characteristics of the impound-

ed materials, where failure of the existing dam could cause extensive

damage to or failure of the Bank-funded facilities.

8. If such a project, as described in para. 7, involves an existing dam or

DUC in the borrower’s territory, the Bank requires that the borrower

arrange for one or more independent dam specialists to (a) inspect and

evaluate the safety status of the existing dam or DUC, its appurtenances,

and its performance history; (b) review and evaluate the owner’s opera-

tion and maintenance procedures; and (c) provide a written report of

findings and recommendations for any remedial work or safety-related

measures necessary to upgrade the existing dam or DUC to an accept-

able standard of safety.

9. The Bank may accept previous assessments of dam safety or recom-

mendations of improvements needed in the existing dam or DUC if

the borrower provides evidence that (a) an effective dam safety pro-

gram is already in operation, and (b) full-level inspections and dam

safety assessments of the existing dam or DUC, which are satisfactory

to the Bank, have already been conducted and documented.

10. Necessary additional dam safety measures or remedial work may be fi-

nanced under the proposed project. When substantial remedial work is

needed, the Bank requires that (a) the work be designed and supervised
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by competent professionals, and (b) the same reports and plans as for a

new Bank-financed dam (see para. 4[b]) be prepared and implemented.

For high-hazard cases involving significant and complex remedial

work, the Bank also requires that a panel of independent experts be em-

ployed on the same basis as for a new Bank-financed dam (see paras.

4[a] and 5).

11. When the owner of the existing dam or DUC is an entity other than

the borrower, the borrower enters into agreements or arrangements

providing for the measures set out in paras. 8–10 to be undertaken by

the owner.

Policy Dialogue

12. Where appropriate, as part of policy dialogue with the country, Bank

staff discuss any measures necessary to strengthen the institutional,

legislative, and regulatory frameworks for dam safety programs in the

country.





Project Processing

1. When the Bank1 begins processing a project that includes a dam, the

processing team includes individuals who have relevant experience in

dam engineering and in preparation and supervision of previous Bank-

funded projects that have included dams. If such individuals are not

available within the Region, the task team (TT) consults the Rural De-

velopment Department for referral to appropriate specialists inside or

outside the Bank.

2. Bank projects involving dams are processed according to the proce-

dures set forth in BP10.00, Investment Lending: Identification to Board

Presentation.

3. As soon as a project involving a dam is identified, the TT discusses

with the borrower the Bank’s policy on dam safety (OP 4.37).
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World Bank: Bank Procedure 4.37 on the Safety of Dams

1. “Bank” includes IDA, and “loans” includes credits.

THE WORLD BANK OPERATIONAL MANUAL

Bank Procedures
These procedures were prepared for use by World Bank staff and are not necessarily a
complete treatment of the subject. 

Safety of Dams

Note: OP and BP 4.37 replace the versions dated September 1996. Other Bank poli-
cies that may apply to projects that involve dams include the following: OP/BP 4.01,
Environmental Assessment; OP/BP 4.04, Natural Habitats; OP 4.11, Cultural Property;
OD 4.20, Indigenous Peoples; OD 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement; and OP/BP 7.50,
Projects on International Waterways. Questions on dam safety should be addressed to
the Director, Rural Development Department (RDV).

BP 4.37
October 2001
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Preparation

4. The TT ensures that the borrower’s terms of reference (TOR) for tech-

nical services to investigate the site and design the dam, supervise new

or remedial construction, advise on initial reservoir filling and start-up

operations, and perform inspections and safety assessments, as well as

the qualifications of the professionals (e.g., engineers, geologists, or

hydrologists) to be employed by the borrower are adequate to the com-

plexity of the particular dam.

5. If an independent panel of experts (the Panel) is required, the TT ad-

vises borrower staff, as necessary, on the preparation of the TOR. The

TT reviews and clears the TOR and the Panel members proposed by the

borrower. Once the Panel is in place, TT staff normally attend Panel

meetings as observers.

6. The TT reviews all reports relating to dam safety prepared by the bor-

rower, the Panel, the independent specialists who assess an existing

dam or a dam under construction, and the professionals hired by the

borrower to design, construct, fill, and start up the dam.

7. The TT monitors the borrower’s preparation of the plans for construc-

tion supervision and quality assurance, instrumentation, operation

and maintenance, and emergency preparedness (see OP 4.37, para. 4,

and BP 4.37, Annex A).

Appraisal

8. The appraisal team reviews all project information relevant to dam

safety, including cost estimates; construction schedules; procurement

procedures; technical assistance arrangements; environmental assess-

ments; and the plans for construction supervision and quality assur-

ance, instrumentation, operation and maintenance, and emergency

preparedness. The team also reviews the project proposal, technical as-

pects, inspection reports, Panel reports, and all other borrower action

plans relating to dam safety. If a Panel has been required, the team ver-

ifies that the borrower has taken the Panel’s recommendations into
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consideration and, if necessary, assists the borrower in identifying

sources for dam safety training or technical assistance.

9. The TT and the assigned Bank lawyer ensure that the legal agreements

between the Bank and the borrower require the borrower

(a) if a Panel has been required, to convene Panel meetings periodical-

ly during project implementation and retain the Panel through the

start-up of a new dam;

(b) to implement the required plans (see Annex A) and raise to the re-

quired standard any that have not been adequately developed; and

(c) after filling and start-up of a new dam, to have periodic dam safety

inspections performed by independent qualified professionals who

have not been involved with the investigation, design, construc-

tion, or operation of the dam.

Supervision

10. During implementation, the TT monitors all activities relating to the

dam safety provisions in the Loan Agreement, using technical staff

and, as appropriate, consultants to assess the borrower’s performance.

If performance in regard to dam safety is found to be unsatisfactory,

the TT promptly informs the borrower that the deficiencies must be

remedied.

11. During the latter stages of project implementation, the TT discusses

post-project operational procedures with the borrower, stressing the

importance of ensuring that written instructions for flood operations

and emergency preparedness are retained at the dam at all times. The

TT also points out that the advent of new technology or new informa-

tion (e.g., from floods, seismic events, or discovery of new regional or

local geologic features) may in the future require the borrower to mod-

ify the technical criteria for evaluating dam safety; the TT urges the

borrower to make such modifications and then apply the revised crite-

ria to the project dam and, as necessary, to other dams under the bor-

rower’s jurisdiction.
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12. To ensure that completed dams are inspected and maintained satisfac-

torily, Regional staff may carry out supervision beyond the closing date

of the project, either during work on follow-up projects or during spe-

cially scheduled supervision missions.2

2. See OP/BP 13.05, Project Supervision.



1. Plan for construction supervision and quality assurance. This plan is pro-

vided to the Bank by appraisal. It covers the organization, staffing lev-

els, procedures, equipment, and qualifications for supervision of the

construction of a new dam or of remedial work on an existing dam.

For a dam other than a water storage dam,1 this plan takes into ac-

count the usual long construction period, covering the supervision re-

quirements as the dam grows in height—with any accompanying

changes in construction materials or the characteristics of the im-

pounded material—over a period of years. The task team uses the plan

to assess the need to fund components under the loan to ensure that

dam-safety-related elements of the design are implemented during

construction.

2. Instrumentation plan. This is a detailed plan for the installation of in-

struments to monitor and record dam behavior and the related hy-

drometeorological, structural, and seismic factors. It is provided to an

independent panel of experts (the Panel) and the Bank during the de-

sign stage, before bid tendering.

3. Operation and maintenance (O&M) plan. This detailed plan covers orga-

nizational structure, staffing, technical expertise, and training required;
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October 2001
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2. In the dam safety practice of several countries, the operation and maintenance plan
includes both the instrumentation plan and the emergency preparedness plan as specific
sections. This practice is acceptable to the Bank, provided the relevant sections are pre-
pared and finalized according to the timetable set out in this Annex.

equipment and facilities needed to operate and maintain the dam;

O&M procedures; and arrangements for funding O&M, including long-

term maintenance and safety inspections. The O&M plan for a dam

other than a water storage dam, in particular, reflects changes in the

dam’s structure or in the nature of the impounded material that may be

expected over a period of years. A preliminary plan is provided to the

Bank for use at appraisal. The plan is refined and completed during proj-

ect implementation; the final plan is due not less than six months pri-

or to the initial filling of the reservoir. Elements required to finalize the

plan and initiate operations are normally financed under the project.2

4. Emergency preparedness plan. This plan specifies the roles of responsible

parties when dam failure is considered imminent, or when expected

operational flow release threatens downstream life, property, or eco-

nomic operations that depend on river flow levels. It includes the fol-

lowing items: clear statements on the responsibility for dam opera-

tions decision making and for the related emergency communications;

maps outlining inundation levels for various emergency conditions;

flood warning system characteristics; and procedures for evacuating

threatened areas and mobilizing emergency forces and equipment. The

broad framework plan and an estimate of funds needed to prepare the

plan in detail are provided to the Bank prior to appraisal. The plan it-

self is prepared during implementation and is provided to the Panel

and Bank for review not later than one year before the projected date

of initial filling of the reservoir.



NOTE: This appendix is provided merely as an example of a statute that con-

tains specific provisions on dam safety. There are many other examples of

such statutes and the inclusion of this example in this report should not be

interpreted as an endorsement of this statutory model over other models.

(English text signed by the President)

(Assented to 20 August 1998)

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

NATIONAL WATER ACT

Act No. 36 of 1998

ACT

To provide for fundamental reform of the law relating to water

resources; to repeal certain laws; and to provide for matters con-

nected therewith.

PREAMBLE

Recognising that water is a scarce and unevenly distributed national resource

which occurs in many different forms which are all part of a unitary, inter-

dependent cycle;

Recognising that while water is a natural resource that belongs to all people,

the discriminatory laws and practices of the past have prevented equal access

to water, and use of water resources;

Acknowledging the National Government’s overall responsibility for and au-

thority over the nation’s water resources and their use, including the equi-

table allocation of water for beneficial use, the redistribution of water, and

international water matters;
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Recognising that the ultimate aim of water resource management is to

achieve the sustainable use of water for the benefit of all users;

Recognising that the protection of the quality of water resources is necessary

to ensure sustainability of the nation’s water resources in the interests of all

water users; and

Recognising the need for the integrated management of all aspects of water

resources and, where appropriate, the delegation of management functions

to a regional or catchment level so as to enable everyone to participate;

BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of South Africa, as follows:

CHAPTER 1: INTERPRETATION AND FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

1. Definitions and interpretation

2. Purpose of Act

3. Public trusteeship of nation’s water resources

4. Entitlement to water use

CHAPTER 2: WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Part 1: National water resource strategy

5. Establishment of national water resource strategy

6. Contents of national water resource strategy

7. Giving effect to national water resource strategy

Part 2: Catchment management strategies

8. Establishment of catchment management strategies

9. Contents of catchment management strategy

10. Guidelines for and consultation on catchment management strategies

11. Giving effect to catchment management strategies

CHAPTER 3: PROTECTION OF WATER RESOURCES

Part 1: Classification system for water resources

12. Prescription of classification system

Part 2: Classification of water resources and resource 

quality objectives

13. Determination of class of water resources and resource quality objectives

14. Preliminary determination of class or resource quality objectives
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15. Giving effect to determination of class of water resource and resource

quality objectives

Part 3: The Reserve

16. Determination of Reserve

17. Preliminary determinations of Reserve

18. Giving effect to Reserve

Part 4: Pollution prevention

19. Prevention and remedying effects of pollution

Part 5: Emergency incidents

20. Control of emergency incidents

CHAPTER 4: USE OF WATER

Part 1: General principles

21. Water use

22. Permissible water use

23. Determination of quantity of water which may be allocated by respon-

sible authority

24. Licences for use of water found underground on property of another

person

25. Transfer of water use authorisations

26. Regulations on the use of water

Part 2: Considerations, conditions and essential requirements of

general authorisations and licences

27. Considerations for issue of general authorisations and licences

28. Essential requirements of licences

29. Conditions for issue of general authorisations and licences

30. Security by applicant

31. Issue of licence no guarantee of supply

Part 3: Existing lawful water uses

32. Definition of existing lawful water use

33. Declaration of water use as existing lawful water use

34. Authority to continue with existing lawful water use

35. Verification of existing water uses
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Part 4: Stream flow reduction activities

36. Declaration of stream flow reduction activities

Part 5: Controlled activities

37. Controlled activity

38. Declaration of certain activities as controlled activities

Part 6: General authorisations

39. General authorisations to use water

Part 7: Individual applications for licences

40. Application for licence

41. Procedure for licence applications

42. Reasons for decisions

Part 8: Compulsory licences for water use in respect of 

specific resource

43. Compulsory licence applications

44. Late applications

45. Proposed allocation schedules

46. Preliminary allocation schedule

47. Final allocation schedules

48. Licences replace previous entitlements

Part 9: Review and renewal of licences, and amendment and

substitution of conditions of licences

49. Review and amendment of licences

50. Formal amendment of licences

51. Successors-in-title

52. Procedure for earlier renewal or amendment of licences

Part 10: Contravention of or failure to comply with authorisations

53. Rectification of contraventions

54. Suspension or withdrawal of entitlements to use water

55. Surrender of licence

CHAPTER 5: FINANCIAL PROVISIONS

Part 1: Water use charges

56. Pricing strategy for water use charges

57. Application of pricing strategy
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58. Recovery of water use charges

59. Liability for water use charges

60. Water use charges are charges on land

Part 2: Financial assistance

61. Financial assistance by Minister

62. Regulations on financial assistance

CHAPTER 6: GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF 

MINISTER AND DIRECTOR-GENERAL

Part 1: Delegation, directives, expropriation, condonation and

additional powers

63. Delegation of powers and duties by Minister

64. Expropriation of property

65. Expropriation for rehabilitation and other remedial work

66. Condonation of failure to comply with time period

67. Dispensing with certain requirements of Act

68. Intervention in litigation

Part 2: General provisions regarding regulations

69. Making of regulations

70. Consideration of regulations

71. Rejected regulations

Part 3: Powers relating to catchment management agencies

72. Powers and duties of catchment management agencies vest in Minis-

ter in certain circumstances

73. Assignment of powers and duties to catchment management agencies

74. Directives to water management institutions

Part 4: Powers of Director-General

75. Delegation of powers by Director-General

76. Appointment of persons on contract

CHAPTER 7: CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT AGENCIES

Part 1: Establishment and powers of catchment 

management agencies

77. Proposal for establishment of catchment management agency

78. Procedure for establishment of catchment management agencies
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79. General powers and duties of catchment management agencies

80. Initial functions of catchment management agencies

Part 2: Governing board of catchment management agencies

81. Appointment of governing board of catchment management agency

82. Chairperson, deputy chairperson, chief executive officer and commit-

tees of catchment management agency

83. Removal of members from governing board

Part 3: Operation of catchment management agencies

84. Funding of catchment management agencies

85. Documents relating to litigation

86. Delegation of powers by catchment management agency

Part 4: Intervention, disestablishment or change of water

management areas of catchment management agencies

87. Intervention by Minister

88. Disestablishment of catchment management agency

89. Transfer of assets and liabilities after change of water management area

or disestablishment

90. Regulations on catchment management agencies

CHAPTER 8: WATER USER ASSOCIATIONS

91. Proposal for establishment of water user association

92. Procedure for establishment of water user association

93. Constitution of water user association

94. Powers of water user association

95. Directives to water user association

96. Disestablishment of water user association

97. Winding up affairs of disestablished water user association

98. Transitional provisions for certain existing organisations

CHAPTER 9: ADVISORY COMMITTEES

99. Establishment of advisory committees

100. Regulations regarding advisory committees

101. Transitional provisions relating to advisory committees
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CHAPTER 10: INTERNATIONAL WATER MANAGEMENT

102. Establishment of bodies to implement international agreements

103. Governance and functions of bodies

104. Powers of bodies

105. Bodies must manage different functions as separate units

106. Reports on performance of functions

107. Investigation of affairs or financial position of bodies

108. Transitional provisions relating to existing bodies

CHAPTER 11: GOVERNMENT WATERWORKS

109. Acquisition, construction, alteration, repair, operation and control of

government waterworks

110. Consultation and environmental impact assessment

111. Financing of government waterworks

112. Water from government waterworks

113. Access to and use of government waterworks for recreational purposes

114. Government waterworks constructed before commencement of Act

115. Disposal of government waterworks

116. Regulations regarding government waterworks

CHAPTER 12: SAFETY OF DAMS

117. Definitions

118. Control measures for dam with safety risk

119. Responsibilities of approved professional persons

120. Registration of dam with safety risk

121. Factors to be considered in declaring dam or category of dams with

safety risk

122. Exemptions

123. Regulations regarding dam safety

CHAPTER 13: ACCESS TO AND RIGHTS OVER LAND

Part 1: Entry and inspection

124. Appointment of authorised persons

125. Powers and duties of authorised persons
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Part 2: Servitudes

126. Definitions

127. Acquisition of servitudes

128. Rights and duties of servitude holders and landowners

129. Procedure for acquisition and amendment of servitudes

130. Powers of High Court in respect of claim for servitude

131. Compensation payable for granting of servitudes

132. Noting of servitude and amendment by endorsement against title deed

133. Cancellation of servitude

134. Joint waterwork involving servitude

Part 3: Waterworks and personal servitudes

135. Ownership of waterworks on land belonging to another

136. Transfer of personal servitudes

CHAPTER 14: MONITORING, ASSESSMENT AND INFORMATION

Part 1: National monitoring systems

137. Establishment of national monitoring systems

138. Establishment of mechanisms to co-ordinate monitoring of water re-

sources

Part 2: National information systems on water resources

139. Establishment of national information systems

140. Objectives of national information systems

141. Provision of information

142. Access to information

143. Regulations for monitoring, assessment and information

Part 3: Information on floodlines, floods and droughts

144. Floodlines on plans for establishment of townships

145. Duty to make information available to public

CHAPTER 15: APPEALS AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

146. Establishment of Water Tribunal

147. Operation of Water Tribunal

148. Appeals to Water Tribunal

149. Appeals from decisions of Water Tribunal

150. Mediation
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CHAPTER 16: OFFENCES AND REMEDIES

151. Offences

152. Enquiry in respect of compensation for harm, loss or damage suffered

153. Award of damages

154. Offences in relation to employer and employee relationships

155. Interdict or other order by High Court

CHAPTER 17: GENERAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Part 1: Liability

156. State bound

157. Limitation of liability

158. Amendment or substitution of instruments

159. Effect of delegation

Part 2: Powers and authorisations

160. Documents deemed to be properly authorised and issued

161. Documents and steps valid under certain circumstances

162. Service of documents

163. Repeal of laws and savings

164. Short title and commencement

CHAPTER 12

SAFETY OF DAMS

This Chapter contains measures aimed at improving the safety of new and existing

dams with a safety risk so as to reduce the potential for harm to the public, dam-

age to property or to resource quality. To reduce the risk of a dam failure, control

measures require an owner to comply with certain directives and regulations, such

as to submit a report on the safety of a dam, to repair or alter a dam, or to appoint

an approved professional person to undertake these tasks. These measures are in

addition to the owners’ common law responsibility to ensure the safety of their

dams. An approved professional person has a statutory duty of care towards the

State and the general public and must fulfil, amongst other things, defined respon-

sibilities when acting under this Chapter. Not all dams are subject to regulation un-

der this Chapter, and the Minister may exempt certain persons from its require-

ments. Only dams of a defined size, dams which have been declared to be dams

with a safety risk, or dams falling into a prescribed category are affected. All dams

with a safety risk must be registered. Compliance with any directive or regulation
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under this Chapter does not exempt an owner from complying with any other pro-

vision of this Act, such as the requirement for a licence or other authorisation for

water use in respect of the dam.

Definitions

117. In this Chapter –

(a) “approved professional person’’ means a person registered in terms

of the Engineering Profession of South Africa Act, 1990 (Act No.

114 of 1990), and approved by the Minister after consultation with

the Engineering Council of South Africa (established by section 2

of that Act);

(b) “dam’’ includes any existing or proposed structure which is capa-

ble of containing, storing or impounding water (including tempo-

rary impoundment or storage), whether that water contains any

substance or not;

(c) “Dam with a safety risk” means any dam –

(i) which can contain, store or dam more than 50 000 cubic me-

ters of water;

(ii) belonging to a category of dams declared under section 118(2)

to be dams with a safety risk; or

(iii) declared under section 118(iii)(a) to be a dam with a safety risk;

(d) “owner of a dam” or “owner of a dam with a safety risk” includes

the person in control of that dam; and 

(e) “task” includes a task relating to designing, constructing, altering,

repairing, impounding water in, operating, evaluating the safety of,

maintaining, monitoring or abandoning a dam with a safety risk.

Control measures for dam with safety risk

118. (1) The owner of a dam must

(a) within the period specified, provide the Minister with any in-

formation, drawings, specifications, design assumptions, calcu-

lations, documents and test results requested by the Minister;

or

(b) give any person authorised by the Minister access to that dam,

to enable the Minister to determine whether

(i) that dam is a dam with a safety risk;

(ii) that dam should be declared to be a dam with a safety risk;
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(iii) a directive should be issued for specific repairs or alter-

ations to that dam; or

(iv) the owner has complied with any provisions of this Act ap-

plicable to that dam.

(2) The Minister may by notice in the Gazette declare a category of

dams to be dams with a safety risk.

(3) The Minister may

(a) by written notice to the owner of a dam, declare that dam to be

a dam with a safety risk;

(b) direct the owner of a dam with a safety risk to submit, at the

owner’s cost, and within a period specified by the Minister, a re-

port by an approved professional person regarding the safety of

that dam; or

(c) direct the owner of a dam with a safety risk to undertake, at the

owner’s cost, and within a period specified by the Minister, any

specific repairs or alterations to that dam which are necessary

to protect the public, property or the resource quality from a

risk of failure of the dam.

(4) If the owner of the dam fails to comply with the directive contem-

plated in subsection (3)(c) within the period specified, the Minister

may undertake the repairs or alterations and recover the costs from

the owner.

(5) Before issuing a directive, the Minister must

(a) be satisfied that the repairs or alterations directed are necessary,

adequate, effective and appropriate to reduce the risk to an ac-

ceptable level; and

(b) consider the impact on public safety, property, the resource

quality and socio-economic aspects if the dam fails.

Responsibilities of approved professional persons

119. (1) When carrying out a task in terms of this Chapter, an approved

professional person also has a duty of care towards the State and

the general public.

(2) An approved professional person appointed to carry out a task on

a dam must

(a) ensure that the task is carried out according to acceptable dam

engineering practices;
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(b) keep the prescribed records;

(c) compile the prescribed reports; and

(d) where the task includes constructing, altering or repairing a

dam, issue a completion certificate to the owner of the dam to

the effect that the task on that dam has been carried out accord-

ing to the applicable design, drawings and specifications.

(3) An approved professional person appointed to carry out a dam

safety evaluation must –

(a) consider whether the safety norms pertaining to the design,

construction, monitoring, operation, performance and mainte-

nance of the dam satisfy acceptable dam engineering practices;

and

(b) compile a report on the matters contemplated in paragraph (a)

according to the prescribed requirements and submit the signed

and dated report to the owner of the dam within the prescribed

period.

Registration of dam with safety risk

120. (1) The owner of a dam with a safety risk must register that dam.

(2) An application for registration must be made within 120 days

(a) after the date on which the dam with a safety risk becomes ca-

pable of containing, storing or impounding water;

(b) after the date on which an already completed dam is declared

to be a dam with a safety risk; or

(c) after publication of a notice declaring a category of dams to be

dams with a safety risk, as the case may be.

(3) A successor-in-title to an owner of a dam with a safety risk must

promptly inform the Director-General of the succession, for the

substitution of the name of the owner.

Factors to be considered in declaring dam or category of 

dams with safety risk

121. In declaring a category of dams or a dam to be a category of dams or a

dam with a safety risk, the Minister must consider

(a) the need to protect the public, property and the resource quality

against the potential hazard posed by the dam or category of dams;
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(b) the extent of potential loss or harm involved;

(c) the cost of any prescribed measures and whether they are reason-

ably achievable;

(d) the socio-economic impact if such a dam fails; and

(e) in the case of a particular dam, also

(i) the manner in which that dam is designed, constructed, al-

tered, repaired, operated, inspected, maintained or abandoned;

(ii) the person by whom that dam is designed, constructed, al-

tered, repaired, operated, inspected, maintained or abandoned;

and

(iii) the manner in which the water is contained, stored or im-

pounded in that dam.

Exemptions

122. (1) The Minister may exempt owners of dams belonging to certain cat-

egories, by notice in the Gazette, from compliance with any provi-

sion of this Chapter or any regulation made under this Chapter, on

conditions determined by the Minister.

(2) The Minister may in writing exempt an owner of a dam belonging

to a certain category from compliance with any provision of this

Chapter on conditions determined by the Minister.

(3) The Minister may withdraw the exemption or impose further or

new conditions in respect of the exemption.

(4) Before deciding on an exemption, the Minister must consider

(a) the degree of risk or potential risk posed by the dam or catego-

ry of dams to public safety, property and the resource quality;

(b) the manner of design, construction, alteration, repair, im-

poundment of water in, operation or abandonment of the dam

or category of dams;

(c) the supervision involved in the dam or category of dams;

(d) alternative measures proposed for regulating the design, con-

struction, alteration, repair, operation, maintenance, impound-

ment of water in, inspection or abandonment of the dam or

category of dams and the effectiveness of these measures;

(e) the knowledge and expertise of the persons involved in any

task relating to the dam or category of dams;
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(f) the costs relating to the dam or category of dams;

(g) any security provided or intended to be provided for any dam-

age which could be caused by the dam or category of dams; and

(h) whether the dam or category of dams are permitted in terms of

a licence or any other authorisation issued by or under any oth-

er Act.

Regulations regarding dam safety

123. (1) The Minister may make regulations

(a) for the establishment of a register of approved professional per-

sons for dealing with dams with a safety risk

(i) providing for

(aa) different classes of approved professional persons;

(bb) the tasks or category of tasks which each class of ap-

proved professional persons may perform; and

(cc) the conditions under which each class of approved

professional persons may perform any task or category

of tasks;

(ii) concerning the requirements for admission to each class;

(iii) setting out, in respect of each class, the procedure for

(aa) approval;

(bb) withdrawal of an approval; and

(cc) suspension of an approval; and

(iv) providing for a processing fee for an approval;

(b) regulating the approval of a person as an approved professional

person for a specific task

(i) setting out the procedure for approval;

(ii) setting out the procedure for cancelling an approval;

(iii) requiring that the approved person be assisted in the task

by another person or group of persons with specific experi-

ence and qualifications; and

(iv) providing for a processing fee for an approval;

(c) in respect of dams with a safety risk

(i) classifying such dams into categories;

(ii) requiring the owner of a dam of a specific category to ap-

point an approved professional person to
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(aa) design that dam or any repair, alteration or abandon-

ment of the dam;

(bb) ensure that a task is carried out according to the appli-

cable design, drawings and specifications; and

(cc) carry out dam safety evaluations on the dam;

(iii) requiring that licences be issued by the Minister before any

task relating to a specific category of dams may commence,

and the conditions, requirements and procedure to obtain

any specific licence;

(iv) laying down licence conditions and requirements that

must be met when carrying out a task on a specific catego-

ry of dams;

(v) requiring an approved professional person, appointed for a

dam of a specific category, to keep records of information

and drawings, and to compile reports;

(vi) requiring

(aa) an owner of a dam belonging to a specific category of

dams; and

(bb) an approved professional person appointed for a spe-

cific task for a specific dam, to submit information,

drawings, reports and manuals;

(vii) determining the duties of

(aa) an owner of a dam belonging to a specific category of

dams; and

(bb) an approved professional person appointed for a spe-

cific task for a specific dam;

(d) requiring the owner of a dam with a safety risk to accomplish

regular monitoring of the dam, to the extent and manner pre-

scribed;

(e) requiring the registration of a specific dam with a safety risk,

and setting out the procedure and the processing fee payable

for registration; and

(f) specifying time periods that must be complied with.

(2) In making regulations under subsection (1)(a), the Minister must

consider
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(a) the expertise required for the effective design, construction, al-

teration, repair, operation, maintenance and abandonment of a

dam in the category concerned; and

(b) the qualifications and experience needed to provide the expert-

ise for a particular category of tasks.

(3) Before making regulations under subsection (1), the Minister must

consult the Engineering Council of South Africa, established by

section 2 of the Engineering Profession of South Africa Act, 1990

(Act No. 114 of 1990), and any other appropriate statutory profes-

sional bodies.
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Definitions

1. In this regulation:

“Act” means the Water Act

“dam” means

(a) a barrier constructed across a stream, or

(b) a barrier constructed off stream and supplied by diversion of water

from a stream for the purpose of enabling the storage or diversion

of water, and includes all works which are incidental to or neces-

sary for the barriers; 

“dam owner” means with respect to a dam, any or all of the following:

(a) the person who holds the current license or is required to hold a li-

cense for the dam;

(b) the person who last held a license for the dam including a license

that has been suspended, cancelled, abandoned and or terminated;

(c) if there is no person whom paragraph (a) or (b) applies, the owner

of the land on which the dam is located or the person who had the

dam constructed;

“dam safety officer” means an engineer or officer, designated in

writing by the comptroller as a dam safety officer;

“emergency preparedness plan” means a plan prepared by a dam

owner under section 3 (2) (a) that describes the actions the dam own-

er proposes to take in the event of an emergency at a dam;

“height” means the vertical distance to the top (crest) of a dam

measured,

(a) in the case of a dam across a stream, from the natural bed of the

stream at the downstream outside limit of the dam, or

(b) in the case of a dam that is not across a stream, from the lowest el-

evation at the outside limit of the dam;

“Instrumentation” means, but is not limited to, survey monuments

and stations, inclinometers, extensometers, piezometers or measuring

weirs;
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“maintain” or “maintenance” means the performance of those

tasks required to keep the dam in a good operating condition;

“operation, maintenance and surveillance manual” means a

manual prepared by a dam owner under section 3 (2) (b) that describes

the dam owner’s operation, maintenance and surveillance procedures

for the dam;

“professional engineer” means a person registered, and in good

standing, as a professional engineer under the Engineers and Geosci-

entists Act;

“volume of water” means the total storage volume of the reservoir

at full supply level measured in accordance with one of the following:

(a) between the natural bed of the stream and the spillway crest;

(b) between the upstream outside limit of the dam and the spillway crest;

(c) if a low level outlet is excavated to an elevation lower than the gen-

eral foundation of the dam, between the bottom of that outlet and

the spillway crest.

Application

2. (1) This regulation applies to all of the following:

(a) a dam 1 meter or more in height that is capable of impounding

a volume of water greater than 1,000,000 m3;

(b) a dam 2.5 meters or more in height that is capable of impound-

ing a volume of water greater than 30,000 m3;

(c) a dam 7.5 meters or more in height;

(d) a dam that does not meet the criteria under paragraph (a), (b)

or (c) but has a downstream consequence classification under

Schedule 1 of low, high or very high.

(2) This regulation does not relieve a dam owner from any other re-

quirements that may be imposed under the Act, the Water Regula-

tion or any other applicable enactment.

Operation and maintenance of a dam

3. (1) A dam owner must operate and maintain a dam in accordance

with all of the following:
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(a) this regulation;

(b) any applicable license or approval;

(c) any order that is made under the Act;

(d) the emergency preparedness plan that has been prepared and

accepted in accordance with subsection (2) (a);

(e) the operation, maintenance and surveillance manual that has

been prepared and accepted in accordance with subsection (2) (b)

(2) A dam owner must, in the form and manner and within the time

period specified by the comptroller or regional water manager, pre-

pare and submit to dam safety officer, for acceptance by the dam

safety officer, the following:

(a) if the downstream consequence classification under Schedule 1

is high or very high, an emergency preparedness plan;

(b) if the downstream consequence classification under Schedule 1

is low, high or very high, an operation, maintenance and sur-

veillance manual.

(3) Subsection (2) applies whether there is a term or condition in an

approval granted or license issued that requires the preparation of

such a plan or manual for the dam.

(4) A dam owner must ensure the dam is adequately safeguarded to

prevent unauthorized operation of the dam by someone other

than the dam owner or an agent of the dam owner.

Alteration of dam

4. (1) Any alteration, improvement or replacement to all or any part of a

dam must be authorized by an approval, license or order.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to an alteration, improvement or re-

placement for the purpose of

(a) maintaining the dam as authorized under section 3, or

(b) addressing a hazardous condition as specified in section 8.

(3) A dam owner must submit to a dam safety officer, on completion

of the alteration, improvement or replacement, a report on the

work and the manner in which any such alteration, improvement

or replacement to all or any part of the dam was performed.

Inspection

5. A dam owner must do all of the following:
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(a) carry out an inspection of a dam on the frequency applicable to the

downstream consequences classification for the dam as set out in

Schedule 2 in order to assess the condition of the dam during the

construction, operation or alteration of the dam;

(b) record the results of every inspection performed under paragraph (a);

(c) repair any safety hazards revealed by an inspection, if authorized

to do so by an approval, license or order or as authorized under this

regulation.

Reporting

6. (1) A dam owner must, when an inspection is carried out under sec-

tion 5 or when any other inspection is carried out with respect to

a dam,

(a) submit to a dam safety officer, in the form and manner and

within the time period specified by the dam safety officer,

(i) the record of inspection required by section 5(b), and

(ii) the results and analysis of any test or measurement taken

including, but not limited to,

a) instrumentation readings and analysis,

b) visual records or observations,

c) drawings,

d) soil, aggregate and concrete test results, and

e) any other test results, and

(b) promptly submit to a dam safety officer the record of inspection

required by section 5 (b) if the inspection reveals a potential

safety hazard.

(2) A dam owner must submit to a dam safety officer, if requested by

the dam safety officer, the original or clear copies of the following

documentation required for the design, construction or alteration

of the dam:

(a) all design notes, drawings and specifications;

(b) hydraulic, hydrologic, geological and geotechnical data;

(c) reports and other similar documentation.

Dam safety review

7. (1) If required by Schedule 2, a dam owner must have a professional

engineer, experienced in dam safety analysis, do a dam safety 
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review and prepare, in the form and manner and within the time

period specified by the comptroller or regional water manager, a

dam safety report.

(2) The dam owner must submit to a dam safety officer a copy of the

dam safety report prepared by the professional engineer who car-

ried out the dam safety review under subsection (1).

Hazardous conditions at a dam

8. If conditions are, or may likely be, hazardous to a dam, or conditions

may reasonably be anticipated to cause a dam, or any part of a dam, or

any operation or action at or in connection with a dam, to be or be-

come potentially hazardous to public safety, the infrastructure or

works, other property or the environment, a dam owner must prompt-

ly do all of the following:

(a) if an emergency preparedness plan exists, modify the operation of

the dam, or any part of the dam, in accordance with the emergency

preparedness plan;

(b) if an emergency preparedness plan does not exist, operate the dam

in a manner, and initiate any remedial actions, that will

(i) safeguard the public,

(ii) minimize damage to the infrastructure or works or to other

property, including that not owned by the dam owner, and

(iii) minimize damage to the environment;

(c) contact the Provisional Emergency Program contained under the

Emergency Program Act;

(d) notify a dam safety officer, or the comptroller or regional water

manager, of

(i) the nature of existing or anticipated conditions,

(ii) all things done by the dam owner to rectify the conditions, and

(iii) the time and exact nature of any information or warning of ex-

isting or anticipated conditions issued to any person under this

section;

(e) inform local authorities, and persons who may be in immediate

danger from the potential failure of the dam, of the nature of the

existing or anticipated conditions and, if necessary, advise those

persons who may be in immediate danger to vacate and remove

any property from the endangered area;
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(f) modify the operation of the dam to minimize or prevent damage

which may be caused by the failure of the dam, and undertake any

other hazard response activity if required by a dam safety officer or

engineer or by the comptroller or regional water manager.

Suspension of normal operation or removal of dam

9. (1) A dam owner must give the comptroller or regional water manager

at least 60 days written notice before undertaking any of the fol-

lowing activities:

(a) removing all or a significant part of a dam;

(b) decommissioning or abandoning a dam;

(c) stopping the normal operation of a dam for a period of time

longer than one year.

(2) The dam owner must prepare, and submit to a dam safety officer

for approval,

(a) a plan respecting an activity under subsection (1) (a) or (b), or

(b) if required by the dam safety officer, a plan respecting an activi-

ty under subsection (1) (c).

(3) The dam owner must, at least 14 days before the date on which the

work is expected to commence, notify a dam safety officer before

commencing any work under the approved plan.

(4) The dam owner must submit to a dam safety officer, on the com-

pletion of the work performed under the approved plan, a report

on the work and the manner in which it was performed.

(5) The dam owner must undertake any further actions that the comp-

troller or regional water manager requires to alleviate any adverse

consequences to any person, the infrastructure or works, other

property or the environment that may be affected by any work per-

formed on the dam.

(6) An approval under subsection (2) respecting the decommissioning

of a dam is subject to the Environmental Assessment Act and to ap-

provals, if any, required under the Act.

Information and evaluation

10. (1) A dam owner must, if requested by a dam safety officer, provide the

following information in order to evaluate the condition or hazard

potential of a dam:
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(a) information with respect to the dam including, but not limited to,

(i) foundation investigation results,

(ii) design details and as-built plans,

(iii) construction records,

(iv) operation manuals,

(v) records of instrumentation,

(vi) inspection reports,

(vii) safety reports, and

(viii) inundation studies and emergency preparedness plans;

(b) information with respect to the nature of the land and the

stream, and the use of the land and the stream, downstream

from or adjacent to the dam or reservoir, including the hy-

draulic, hydrologic, geological and geotechnical characteristics

and the uses of the land and stream;

(c) information with respect to the watershed upstream of the

dam.

(2) The information requested under subsection (1) must be submitted

to a dam safety officer, in the form and manner and within the time

period specified by the comptroller or regional water manager.

(3) The dam owner must conduct any inspection, investigation, sur-

vey or test that is necessary to provide the information required by

subsection (1).

Instrumentation

11. A dam owner must do all of the following:

(a) install any instrumentation necessary to adequately monitor the

performance of a dam;

(b) monitor, maintain or replace instrumentation installed at a dam to

ensure continuity of readings;

(c) submit instrumentation readings and evaluations to a dam safety

officer, in the form and manner and within the time period speci-

fied by the dam safety officer;

(d) submit, to a dam safety officer for approval by the dam safety officer,

(i) notice of any planned modifications to, changes to or removal

of the instrumentation at least 60 days before the proposed

modification, change or removal, or
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(ii) an annual plan outlining intended changes to the instrumen-

tation.

Expert opinion

12. (1) If, based on information submitted in respected of a dam or relat-

ed works, the comptroller or regional water manager considers that

a question has arisen as to what is proper practice for resolving an

issue involving a dam or related works, the comptroller or regional

water manager may require a dam owner to retain an expert, satis-

factory to the comptroller or regional water manager, with qualifi-

cations and experience as follows:

(a) In the case of a dam, in dam design, construction and analysis;

(b) In the case of related works, in hydraulic, hydrological, geologi-

cal, geotechnical, mechanical or structural engineering or other

appropriate disciplines.

(2) The expert retained under subsection (1) must provide a report to

the comptroller or regional water manager on the issue.
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S C H E D U L E  1 (Sections 2[1][d] and 3[2])

Downstream Consequence Classification Guide

Rating Loss of Life Economic and Social Loss Environmental and Cultural Loss

VERY HIGH

HIGH

LOW

Large potential for multiple loss of life involv-
ing residents and working, traveling, and/or
recreating public. Development within inunda-
tion area (the area that could be flooded if the
dam fails) typically includes communities, ex-
tensive commercial and work areas, main
highways, railways, and locations of concen-
trated recreational activity. Estimated fatalities
could exceed 100.

Some potential for multiple loss of life involving
residents, and working, traveling, and/or recre-
ating public. Development within inundation
area typically includes highways and railways,
commercial and work areas, locations of con-
centrated recreational activity and scattered
residences. Estimated fatalities less than 100.

Low potential for multiple loss of life. Inunda-
tion area is typically underdeveloped except
for minor roads, temporarily inhabited or non-
residential farms and rural activities. There 

Very high economic losses affecting infrastruc-
ture, public and commercial facilities in and be-
yond inundation area. Typically includes de-
struction of or extensive damage to large
residential areas, concentrated commercial
land uses, highways, railways, power lines,
pipe lines, and other utilities. Estimated direct
and indirect (interruption of service) costs
could exceed $100 million.

Substantial economic losses affecting infra-
structure, public and commercial facilities in
and beyond inundation area. Typically includes
destruction of or extensive damage to concen-
trated commercial land uses, highways, rail-
ways, power lines, pipelines, and other utili-
ties. Scattered residences may be destroyed
or severely damaged. Estimated direct and in-
direct (interruption of service) costs could ex-
ceed $1 million.

Low economic losses to limited infrastructure,
public and commercial activities. Estimated di-
rect and indirect (interruption of service) costs
could exceed $100,000.

Loss or significant deterioration of nationally or
provincially important fisheries habitat (including
water quality), wildlife habitat, rare and/or endan-
gered species, unique landscapes or sites of cul-
tural significance. Feasibility and/or practicality of
restoration and/or compensation is low.

Loss or significant deterioration of nationally or
provincially important fisheries habitat (including
water quality), wildlife habitat, rare and/or endan-
gered species, unique landscapes or sites of cul-
tural significance. Feasibility and practicality of
restoration and/or compensation is high.

Loss or significant deterioration of regionally impor-
tant fisheries habitat (including water quality),
wildlife habitat, rare and/or endangered species,
unique landscapes or sites of cultural significance. 
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must be a reliable element of natural warning
if larger development exists.

Minimal potential for any loss of life. The inun-
dation area is typically undeveloped.

Minimal economic losses typically limited to
owners’ property and do not exceed $100,000.
Virtually no potential for future development of
other land uses within the foreseeable future.

Feasibility and practicality of restoration and/or
compensation is high. Includes situations where re-
covery would occur with time without restoration.

No significant loss or deterioration of fisheries habi-
tat, wildlife habitat, rare and/or endangered spe -
cies, unique landscapes or sites of cultural signifi-
cance.

VERY LOW
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S C H E D U L E  2 (Sections 5[a] and 7[1])

Minimum Inspection Frequency and Dam Safety 
Review Requirements

Very High High Low Very Low 
Item Consequence Consequence Consequence Consequence

Site Surveillance a Weekly Weekly Monthly Quarterly

Formal Inspection b Semi-annually Semi-annually Annually Annually
or annually

Instrumentation As per OMS* As per OMS* As per OMS* N/A
manual manual manual

Test Operation of Annually Annually Annually Annually
Outlet Facilities, 
Spillway Gates and 
Other Mechanical 
Components

Emergency Update Update Update N/A
Preparedness Plan communications communications communications

directory directory directory annually
semi-annually semi-annually

Operation Review every 7–10 Review every 10 Review every 10 Review every 10
Maintenance & years years years years
Surveillance Plan

Dam Safety Review c Every 7–10 years d Every 7–10 years d d d

*Operation, Maintenance and Surveillance.
N/A Not available.
aSite surveillance may consist of visual inspections and/or monitoring of automated data acquisition systems. Re-
duced frequencies of visual inspections may be determined by seasonal conditions.
bFormal Inspections are intended as more thorough inspection performed by the appropriate representative of the
owner responsible for safety surveillance.
cA Dam Safety Review involved collection of all available dam records, field inspections, detailed investigation and
possibly laboratory testing. It then proceeds with a check of structural stability and operational safety of the begin-
ning with a reappraisal of basic features and assumptions. The level of detail required in a Dam Safety Review should
be commensurate with the importance and complexity of the dam, as well as the consequences of failure.
dDam owners must conduct an annual review of conditions downstream of their dam and notify and dam safety offi-
cer if the downstream consequence classification level increases. The downstream consequence classification guide
is shown in Schedule 1.



NOTE: This appendix is provided merely as an example of the table of con-

tents of an OMS Manual. There are many other examples and the inclusion

of this example in this report should not be interpreted as an endorsement

of this model of an OMS Manual over other possible models.

NON-STRUCTURAL SAFETY MEASURES

DAM SAFETY PLANS

Based on “Dam Safety Guidelines—Canadian Dam Association—January 1999”

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE PLAN

• General Information

• Operation

• Reservoir operational rules

• Flood forecasting (if available)

• Flood operating procedures

• Emergency operating procedures

• Maintenance

• Historical document

• Performance indicators

• Preventive measures

• Instrumentation Plan (see detail)

• Surveillance

• Standards

• Regular inspections

• Special inspections

• Tests

• Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP) (see detail)
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Canadian Dam Association, Sample Operations, 
Maintenance, and Surveillance Manual
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN (EPP)

• Responsibilities

• Emergency Identification, Evaluation and Classification

• Preventive Actions

• Notification Procedures

• Notification Flowchart

• Inundation Maps and Tables

• Testing and Upgrading the EPP

• Training

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN

• Description and location of instruments and monitoring devices

• Initial datum, design limits, calibration requirements, operating ranges

• “Alarm” levels

• Mode and methodology of readings

• Data recording and storing

• Data interpretation

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (O&M) MANUAL

B.1. General

Dam operation, maintenance and surveillance shall be provided so that an

acceptable level of dam safety is ensured.

A manual (the “O&M Manual”) shall be prepared, documenting operation,

maintenance and surveillance. The O&M manual shall be implemented, fol-

lowed, and updated at appropriate intervals. The manual shall contain suit-

able and sufficient information to allow operators to operate the dam in a

safe manner, maintain it in a safe condition, and monitor its performance

well enough to provide early signs of any distress.

A general description of the dam should be included to indicate such items

as type, size, consequence classification, age, location, and access.

Qualified personnel shall be used for the operation, maintenance and sur-

veillance.

The O&M Manual should state the chain of operational responsibilities and

requirements for training of staff at the various levels.
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As a minimum, the O&M Manual should be reviewed annually to ensure that

all appropriate updates of personnel or organization have been made.

The required duties and qualifications of operators in regard to dam safety

should be defined, listing the appropriate areas of involvement. The descrip-

tion may include details of suitable training programs.

A permanent log book should be maintained, containing information and

records appropriate to the type of dam, such as:

• Weather conditions

• Changes to normal operation, unusual events, conditions or public

activity

• Unusual maintenance activities

• Instructions

• Alarms or annunciation

• Inspections

The log book should not detail activities of normal operation nor records

routinely being maintained elsewhere. Suitable instructions should be in

place for the recording of this operating information, including references to

drawings and technical operation and maintenance manuals.

B.2. Operation

B.2.1. Flood Operating Procedures

During the flood season, a sufficient number or capacity of gates and facili-

ties necessary for discharging flows up to the Inflow Design Flood (IDF) shall

be maintained in operable condition, and procedures for state operation

shall be specified.

Any restrictions for gate operation shall be documented.

The reservoir shall be operated in such a manner that the Inflow Design

Flood can be routed safely. Drawdown or other reservoir operating restric-

tions shall be documented.

Descriptions of all the various parts of the dam that affect the above require-

ments should be provided and where appropriate, manufacturers’ operating

manuals should be readily available.
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Concise operating instructions should be provided for use, during normal

operation as a well as in the case of extreme flood, by qualified dam opera-

tors who are not necessarily familiar with the particular facility or project.

Details of normal operating conditions should be provided to indicate

such items as: inflows and discharges, normal levels, storage volumes,

spillway and tailwater rating curves, spillwater operating parameters, pow-

er supplies and environmental restrictions. Potential emergency condi-

tions should be identified and listed with related recommended operating

parameters and restraints.

The instructions should detail the flow capacities of the structures and relat-

ed water elevations, list the hazard areas and flows at which they are affect-

ed, and provide details about warning systems as well as primary and backup

power systems.

B.2.2. Emergency Operating Procedures

Procedures for reservoir control and discharge in the case of a developing

breach or potential breach, and for any emergency drawdown of the reser-

voir, shall be established.

General procedures and considerations should be outlined, such as any spe-

cial instructions for spillway operation, and instructions on reservoir draw-

down to alleviate the effect of emergencies. These should include any limita-

tions on reservoir surcharge or drawdown, implications of rising flows

downstream, list of erosion-prone areas of river banks, and reservoir slopes

which should be monitored. Operations during an emergency would follow

procedures of the Emergency Preparedness Plan, as described in Section C.

Operation to evacuate the reservoir in the event of damage to the dam, in-

cluding precautions to avoid damage to facilities and any restrictions on the

rate of drawdown should be provided.

B.2.3. Ice and Debris Handling

Where reservoirs can contain significant quantities of ice or debris, proce-

dures shall be established for safely handling ice and/or debris.

The details, functions and required operating activities of log, trash and ice

booms, including trash removal and any ice-growth restrictions on structures
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or gates, should be described in the O&M Manual. The operation of any re-

quired bubble systems for ice prevention and/or steam lances should be 

described.

B.2.4. Flood Forecasting

If available, the source of flood forecasting information shall be identified.

Authorized sources of flood forecasting should be designated, with a list of

other available sources of flood forecast. The Inflow Design Flood, the basis

of its estimation and the capacity of the facilities should be described.

B.3. Maintenance

Maintenance policies, procedures, records and responsibilities shall be devel-

oped and implemented to ensure that the dam, together with applicable

structures and equipment required for flood discharge, is maintained in a

safe and fully operable condition.

Equipment shall be inspected and tested at regular intervals to ensure safe

and reliable operation.

A description of maintenance policies, procedures, records and responsibili-

ties for dams, appurtenant structures and associated equipment (including

instrumentation) essential to dam safety should be available.

Maintenance requirements should also be documented for all miscellaneous

structures such as timber cribs and conduits.

All relevant manufacturers’ and designers’ maintenance manuals should

be available.

Changing conditions in the facility must be evaluated and appropriate ac-

tions taken both in regard to design reviews and necessary construction

changes and/or repairs.

Instrumentation required to verify the continuing safe operation of the dam,

together with any data acquisition and transmission systems, must be main-

tained in good working condition.

Considerations for maintenance of different types of structures and equip-

ment are briefly outlined below.
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Concrete Structures

Uplift pressure and water seepage are the main potential causes of instability,

under normal loadings, of part or all of the structures, as well as the primary

cause of degradation due to leaching of frost action. In addition, the effects

of freeze/thaw at the water line and alkali aggregate reaction (AAR) can have

serious impacts on the safety of the structures.

Annual or long-term maintenance programs for concrete structures should in-

clude, but not be limited to, regular cleaning of drains and drainage systems,

maintenance of sealing systems, pumping equipment, monitoring equipment

and instrumentation required to assure the safety of the structures.

Steel Structures

Maintenance requirements for the structural steel components of items such

as gates, stoplogs, guides, hoist structures, monorails, and conduits, may ap-

ply to the following: alignment, anchor bolts, bolted, riveted and welded

connections, protective coatings, support details, support grouts.

Earthfill Dams

Earthfill structures require maintenance work directed essentially to control-

ling seepage and erosion, in order to prevent deterioration of structures and

development of seepage paths.

Annual or long-term maintenance programs for earthfill structures may in-

clude regular maintenance of instrumentation, rip-rap and crest mainte-

nance and repair, control of vegetation and burrowing animals, slope stabi-

lization, drainage system maintenance, and removal of upstream debris, to

assure the safety of the structure.

Equipment

Maintenance requirements may apply to all mechanical and electrical com-

ponents which are essential to dam safety, including: spillway and conduit

gates, hoists, gate and guide heating systems, stoplog hoisting facilities,

bubbler systems, relevant instrumentation, normal and emergency lighting

and pumps.

A preventative maintenance program should be devised based upon dam

consequence classification, industry standard, manufacturer’s recommenda-

tions and operating history for particular pieces of equipment.
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Reference should be made (with supplementary information where neces-

sary) to manufacturers’ and designers’ operating and maintenance manuals

for required maintenance, spare parts, and appropriate regular tests to con-

firm ongoing functionality.

Communicators and Control

Operating staff should have a description, including a complete overview

with system schematic diagram of all the communication and control equip-

ment. Equipment should be operated continuously and monitored to ensure

integrity. The documentation should include all current test and mainte-

nance practices.

B.4. Surveillance

B.4.1. Standards

Standards shall be established to cover inspections, monitoring of water-

retaining structures, and testing of discharge facilities.

Standards or guidelines should be provided to establish the types of inspec-

tions to be carried out, the purpose of each type of inspection, frequency

of inspections, type of items to be inspected, required documentation,

qualification and training of inspectors and procedures for the correction

of deficiencies.

B.4.2. Regular Inspections

Requirements: Periodic inspections shall be performed to determine the

condition of integral portions of water-retaining structures.

Appropriate investigations shall be undertaken of all potential deficiencies

disclosed by regular inspection.

Instructions and procedures for the dam should provide the following in-

formation:

• Checklists for routine, intermediate and comprehensive inspections

for all structures and equipment

• Frequency, responsibility and requirements for recording and reporting

• Description of additional inspections which may be required including
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1. Review period depends on the consequence classification of the dam:
Consequence category: Very High High Low
Period between reviews: 5 7 10 (years)

underwater inspections and inspections required during initial reser-

voir impounding

• Requirement and frequency of alignment and deformation surveys

The program of inspections, including the frequency of inspections, should

be devised based upon the dam classification, industry standards, manufac-

turers’ recommendations, operating history and condition of particular struc-

tures and equipment.

As a general guideline, “routine” inspections should be performed by project

staff as a regular part of their maintenance activities. Such inspections should

be carried out weekly or monthly as appropriate for the item being inspect-

ed. Reduced frequencies may be selected to suit seasonal restraints. “Interme-

diate” inspections are intended as more formal inspections, generally annual

or semi-annual, performed by the appropriate representative of the owner re-

sponsible for safety surveillance. Comprehensive inspections (Dam Safety Re-

view) should be performed by an independent expert or panel of experts at

regular time intervals.1 The review should include the O&M Plan and the EPP

to determine any modifications thereof.

Procedures, including definition of responsibility, should be in place for eval-

uating data (obtained from visual inspections, instrumentation and design

reviews of current operating conditions such as spillway capacity, freeboard,

drawdown, maximum water levels) to confirm structural and operational

safety and to identify areas requiring deficiency investigations. These proce-

dures should include an “action code” to ensure that appropriate action will

be taken, depending on the severity of the observed deficiency.

B.4.3. Special Inspections

Special inspections shall be performed following potentially damaging events.

Instructions and procedures for the dam should describe special inspections

and other surveillance and procedures required after floods, windstorms,

earthquakes and unusual observations such as cracks, settlements, sinkholes

and slopes failures. The responsibility to undertake these special inspections
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should be assigned to all site staff and the engineer responsible for dam safety.

This wide empowerment is intended to ensure timely inspection after all po-

tentially damaging events.

Requirements for documentation and reporting should be specified with in-

spection checklists and procedures for review by the engineer responsible for

dam safety, following the occurrence of the above events.

B.4.4. Instrumentation

Instrumentation shall be monitored, evaluated and maintained to assist in

the safe operation of the dam.

Included with all descriptions of instruments should be their initial data, de-

sign limits, dates of and requirements for calibration, normal operating

ranges, and “alarm” levels at which point detailed review of the readings is

required. The responsibility should be assigned for routine instrument read-

ings, changes to data, calibration and interpretation of the results.

The mode and methodology of readings should be described, i.e., automated

or manual. If automated, the system should be described including modem

telephone numbers. If manual, there should be documentation of method-

ology, maintenance, calibration and storage of instrumentation reading

equipment.

Exact locations and details of the instrument installations should be provid-

ed, complete with plan views and cross-sectional drawings.

The documentation of instrumentation could be covered in a separate instru-

mentation report, with reference to it in the O&M Manual.

B.4.5. Tests

All operating equipment and facilities necessary to pass extreme floods shall

be inspected and tested annually to ensure that they will function as required

during an extreme flood.

Intake flow control equipment should undergo a balance pressure test annu-

ally before the flood season. Spillway gates should have annual operation

tests to ensure correct operation. The frequency and level of inspection and

testing should be compatible with the consequence category of the dam.
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All test procedures should be specified in the O&M Manual and incorporated

with the inspection checklists. Instructions and procedures should provide 

descriptions of operational and integrity tests for all mechanical and electri-

cal components of water flow control equipment to ensure fully operational

condition.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLAN (EPP)

C.1. General

Potential emergencies at a dam shall be identified and evaluated, with con-

sideration of the consequences of failure, so that appropriate preventative or

remedial actions can be taken.

An Emergency Preparedness Plan (EPP) shall be prepared, tested, issued and

maintained for any dam whose failure could be expected to result in loss of

life as well as for any dam for which advanced warning would reduce up-

stream or downstream damage.

A notification process shall be initiated as specified in the EPP, immediately

upon finding a hazardous condition that could lead to a dam breach, or

upon discovering a potential dam breach or dam breach in progress.

The dam owner2 or operator shall assess whether dam breach warnings

should be issued directly to inhabitants in areas immediately downstream of

a dam, due to the short period of time before the anticipated arrival of a

flood wave.

Where preventative actions are available, these actions shall be initiated, as

appropriate, to prevent failure or to limit damages where failure is inevitable.

An EPP is a formal written plan that identifies the procedures and processes

that the dam operators would follow in the event of an emergency at a dam.

The emergency could be, for example, failure of essential equipment such as

flood gates, slope failure having the potential to cause dam failure, or a com-

plete failure of the dam caused by overtopping, earthquake or piping.

2. As defined in this document, the term “owner” refers to the person or entity respon-
sible for the safety of the dam.
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An EPP allows for planning by municipalities, local police, provincial agen-

cies, telephone and transportation companies and other parties affected in

the event of a dam break flood, and the coordination of efforts between

provincial and municipal levels of government. In the event of an emer-

gency, an effective, comprehensive, well-tested EPP will save lives and has

the potential to reduce property damage.

C.2. Development of an EPP

An EPP shall describe the actions to be taken by the dam owner and opera-

tor in an emergency. The EPP shall assign responsibility for each action to be

taken to an individual and/or a backup.

Input from other agencies and affected parties shall be included in the EPP,

as appropriate.

Copies of the EPP, or summaries of relevant information, shall be provided

to those who have responsibilities under the plan.

The steps in developing an EPP are as follows:

1. Identify those situations or events that would require initiation of an

emergency action; specify the actions to be taken and by whom.

2. Identify all jurisdictions, agencies, and individuals who will be in-

volved in implementing the EPP.

3. Identify primary and auxiliary communications systems, both internal

(between persons at the dam) and external (between dam personnel

and outside agencies).

4. Identify all persons and agencies involved in the notification process,

and draft a notification flowchart which shows whom should be noti-

fied, in what order and what other actions are expected of downstream

agencies. Each provincial and local government agency involved may

have its own general emergency plan. This would normally require

amending to include actions required as a result of dam break flooding.

5. Develop a draft of the EPP.

6. Hold coordination meetings with all parties included in the notifica-

tion list for review and comment on the draft EPP.

7. Make any revisions, obtain any necessary regulatory approval, finalize

and distribute the EPP.
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C.3. Contents of an EPP

The EPP shall include the following procedures and information:

• Emergency identification and evaluation

• Preventative actions (where available)

• Notification procedure

• Notification flowchart

• Communication systems

• Access to site

• Response during periods of darkness

• Response during periods of adverse weather

• Sources of equipment

• Stockpiling supplies and materials

• Emergency power sources

• Inundation maps

• Warning systems (if used)

Emergency Identification and Evaluation

If detected early enough, potential emergencies can be evaluated and preven-

tative or remedial actions taken. The EPP should contain clear procedures for

taking action when a potential emergency is identified. Notification of emer-

gency situations requires that a responsible contact person initiate the reme-

dial action and decide if and when an emergency should be declared and the

EPP executed. Clear guidance should be provided in the EPP on the condi-

tions which require that an emergency be declared.

The Emergency Preparedness Plan should include a discussion of procedures

for timely and reliable identification, evaluation, and classification of exist-

ing or potential emergency conditions. Major elements of these procedures

are:

• Listing of the conditions or events which could lead to or indicate an

existing or potential emergency. Situations involving flood emergen-

cies due to a breach or other structural failure as well as a major flood

without a breach should be included. Breach conditions could occur
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as a result of such occurrences as piping, floods, earthquake, sabotage

or landslide-induced waves.

• Brief description of the means by which potential emergencies will be

identified, including the data and information collection system, mon-

itoring arrangements, surveillance, inspection procedures and other

provisions for early detection of conditions indicating an existing or

potential emergency.

• Procedures, aids, instructions and provisions for interpreting informa-

tion and data to assess the severity and magnitude of any existing or

potential emergency.

• Designation of the person responsible for identifying and evaluating

the emergency. This would normally be the owner or his representa-

tive: however, if the owner does not have the proper technical expert-

ise, responsibility may need to be assigned to another individual. Ap-

propriate alternatives should be designated to ensure that continuous

coverage is provided.

Preventative Action

Where there are provisions for preventative actions available they should be

clearly detailed in the EPP. These could include listings of the availability of

machines, equipment, material and labour that are ready available to the

dam operator in an emergency situation.

Notification Procedures

Notification Procedures must be clear and easy to follow. The EPP should

contain a list of all persons to be notified in the event that an emergency

is declared.

Notification Flowchart

A notification flowchart is a diagram showing the hierarchy of notification

during an emergency. It is a pictorial representation of the notification pro-

cedure. The EPP should contain a notification flowchart clearly summarizing

the notification procedure for each of the emergency conditions considered.

Communications Systems

Full details of internal and external communications systems as they apply

to the EPP should be included.
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Access to the Site

The description of access should focus on primary and secondary routes and

means for reaching the site under various conditions (e.g., foot, boat, heli-

copter, snowmobile).

Response during Periods of Darkness

The EPP should cover the response to potential or actual emergency condi-

tions during periods of darkness including those caused by power failure.

Response during Periods of Adverse Weather

The EPP should address emergency response under adverse weather condi-

tions including extremes of cold, snow or storms.

Sources of Equipment

The location and availability of equipment and contractors that could be

mobilized in case of an emergency should be included.

Stockpiling Supplies and Materials

The location and availability of stockpiled materials and equipment for emer-

gency use should be addressed.

Emergency Power Sources

Details on the location and operation of emergency power sources should be

included.

Inundation Maps

Inundation maps are needed by local authorities to develop an adequate

evacuation plan.

Warning Systems

Warning systems are sometimes used to provide warnings to residents, camp-

grounds and parks that are close to the dam. Full details should be contained

within the EPP.

Appendices

Additional items may be covered in appendices to the EPP. General site plans

may be useful. Drawings showing the potential breach location used in the

inundation study may be included. Tables showing the variation in flood

stage with time at key locations in the flooded area should also be included.
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C.4. Maintenance and Testing of an EPP

The EPP shall be issued to those affected, and all registered copies of the EPP

shall be updated.

The EPP shall be tested.

As updates or amendments to the EPP are produced they are forwarded to

each holder (as listed in the EPP) and acknowledged by the recipient. Tele-

phone numbers and names of contact persons should be updated on a regu-

lar basis, at least annually. It is helpful to place the EPP in a loose-leaf binder

so that outdated pages can be easily removed and replaced with updated in-

formation, to ensure a complete, current and workable plan. A list of plan-

holders should appear in the EPP.

Testing is an integral part of EPP to ensure that both the document and the

training of involved parties are adequate. Tests can range from a limited

table-top exercise to a full-scale simulation of an emergency and can include

multiple failures.

C.5. Training

Training shall be provided to ensure that dam personnel involved in the EPP

are thoroughly familiar with all elements of the EPP, the availability of equip-

ment, and their responsibilities and duties.

Technically qualified personnel should be trained in problem detection and

evaluation and appropriate remedial (emergency and non-emergency) meas-

ures. This training is essential for proper evaluation of developing situations

at all levels of responsibility which, initially, is usually based on observations

on-site. A sufficient number of people should be trained to ensure adequate

coverage at all times.

C.6. Inundation Studies

Requirement: An inundation study shall be carried out based on assumptions

that will indicate all areas that could be flooded for the most severe combi-

nation of reasonably possible conditions.

Various dam failure scenarios are normally studied: these cover rapid fail-

ure times, large breach sizes and conservative antecedent conditions. The
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potentially inundated area should be determined and the following condi-

tions considered:

• Design flood failure

• Fair-weather dam failure

• At full supply level (piping, earthquake)

• During winter conditions where ice jam formation is possible

• Failure induced by failure of an upstream structure

Inundation maps showing the maximum flooded areas should be prepared.

Inundation maps should also be prepared for the reservoir rim and for areas

affected by the backwater effect upstream of the reservoir. Two cases should

be analyzed:

• Extreme flood exceeding the discharge capacity

• Reduction of discharge capacity during the passage of a large flood

(for example, blockage by debris, or malfunction or non-operation

of gates).



SELECTED LEGISLATION

Argentina

• Decree no. 239/99 (Mar. 17, 1999)

Australia

New South Wales:

• Dams Safety Act (1978)

Victoria:

• Water Act (2000)

Queensland:

• Water Resources Act (1989)

• Water Act (2000)

Canada

Alberta:

• Dam and Canal Safety Regulation (1978, as revised in 1998)

• Dam Safety Guidelines (1975)

• Dams Safety Guidelines of the CDA (1995)

British Columbia:

• Dam Safety Regulations B.C. Reg 44/00, (deposited Feb. 11, 2000, is-

sued by the Government of British Columbia in Feb. 2000)

Ontario:

• Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act (issued by the Ministry of Natural

Resources in 1977)

Quebec:

• Dam Safety Act (adopted by the Quebec Parliament on May 23, 2000)
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Finland

• Dam Safety Act (1.6.1984/413)

• Dam Safety Decree (27.7.1984/574)

• Water Act (19.5.1961/264)

• Dam Safety Code of Practice (1985, last revised in 1997)

France

• Law on the Organization of Civil Security, Protection against Forest

Fires, and Prevention of Major Risks (Jul. 22, 1987) [Loi du 22 juillet

1987 relative á l’organisation de la sécurité civile, á la protection de la forêt

contre l’incendie et á la prévention des risques majeurs]

• Water Law (Jan. 3, 1992)

• Circular no. 70/15 on the Inspection and Surveillance of Dams Rele-

vant to Public Safety (Aug. 14, 1983) [Inspection et Surveillance des bar-

rages intéressant la Sécurite publique]

• Circular on the Security of Zones in Proximity to and Downstream

from Dams (Jul. 13, 1999) [Circulaire de 13 juillet 1999 relative à la sécu-

rité des zones situées à proximité ainsi qu’à l’aval des barrages et aménage-

ments hydrauliques, face aux risques liés à l’exploitation des ouvrages]

• Decree Creating the Permanent Technical Committee on Dams (Jun.

13, 1966)

• Intervention Plans for Hydraulic Installations (Decree 399/997, Sept.

15, 1992)

India

• Draft Dam Safety Act (2000)

Latvia

• Hydropower Plant Dam Safety Act (Dec. 2000)

Mexico

• National Water Law

New Zealand

• Resource Management Act (1991) (amended)

• Building Act (1991)

• Guidelines for Resource Consents for Dams and Associated Activities

(Nov. 2000)
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Norway

• Water Resources Act (Jan. 1, 2001)

• Regulations Governing the Classification of Watercourse Structures

(Dec. 11, 2000)

• Regulations Governing the Safety and Supervision of Watercourse

Structures (Dec. 15, 2000)

• Regulations Governing the Qualifications of Those Undertaking the

Planning, Construction, and Operation of Watercourse structures (Dec.

11, 2000)

Portugal

• Decree Law (1990)

• The Portuguese Code of Practice for Observation and Inspection of

Dams

• Standards for Monitoring and Surveillance of Dams

Russian Federation

• Federal Law 21.07.97, N117- OC (adopted by the State Duma on June

23, 1997)

South Africa

• Regulations, Government Gazette Vol. 253 (No. 10366, July 25, 1986)

• National Water Act (no. 36, 1998)

Spain

• Technical Regulation about Reservoir and Dam Safety (1996) [Regla -

mento Tecnico Sobre Seguridad de Presas y Embases]

• Order of the Ministry of Public Works Approving Instructions for the

Project, Construction, and Operation of Large Dams (Mar. 31, 1967)

• Basic Directive on Planning for Civil Protection against the Risk of

Flood (1994) [Directriz Básico de Planificación de Protección Civil Ante el

Riesgo de Inundaciones]

Switzerland

• Federal Law Regarding Supervision of Hydraulic Structures (June 22,

1877, as amended) [Bundesgesetz ueber die Wasserpolizei]

• Executive Decree (Dec. 7, 1998, went into effect Jan. 1, 1999) [Verord-

nung ueber die Sicherheit von Stauanlagen, Stauanlagenverordnung]
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United Kingdom

• Reservoirs Act (1975, entered into force on Dec. 1, 1991)

United States

• National Dam Safety Program Act, (passed in 1972, revised in 1984,

and incorporated as Section 215 of the Water Resources Development

Act of 1996, PL104-303, October 12, 1996 [NDSPA])

• ASDO Summary of State Laws and Regulations on Dam Safety (2000)

1. Arizona—Arizona Revised Statutes, title 45: Waters, chap. 6: Dams

and Reservoirs, art. I: Supervision of Dams, Reservoirs and Projects

(ARS 45:1201-1223); Arizona Rules and Regulations Pertaining to

the Supervision of Dams, chapter 15 (R12-15-151 and 152-15-1201

through 1226)—adopted 1978 and substantially revised in 2000

2. California—California Water Code, division 3, secs. 6000-6501 (last

amended 1995); California Administrative Code, title 23, ch. 2, arts.

1-301 to 5-333 (adopted 1996)

3. Idaho—Idaho Safety of Dams Rules and Regulations (amended July

1998), implementing provisions of Safety of Dams Statutes, title 42

ch. 17 Idaho Code (as amended)

4. Iowa—ch. 455B, division III (Water Quality), pt. (Water Allocation

and Use), first enacted 1949 and last amended 1986; chs. 70–75

Iowa Administrative Code, title V, Flood Plain Development (1975),

amended 1994

5. Kentucky—Kentucky Revised Statutes, ch. 151, Geology and Water

Resources (1996), amended 1990; Kentucky Administrative Code,

ch. 4, title 401, Water Resources

6. Maine—Maine Revised Statutes, title 37-B, Defense, Veterans and

Emergency Management, secs. 1051–1070, ch. 21, Dams and Reser-

voirs and ch. 22, Dam Inspection (1983 and revised 1989 to include

safety components separated from title 38 art. 3-A, Dam Registra-

tion and Abandonment, secs. 815–843); title 37-B revised in 1997

with inclusion of Section 1065(5), Correction of Unsafe Conditions

and 1080, Establishment of Commission); in 1999 Section 1065 up-

dated and added 1071, Notice of Transfer of Ownership; Regula-

tions, ch. 3, Design and Construction Standards for New or Recon-

structed Dams (1990)—laws currently under revision;
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– Maine Dam Registration, Abandonment, and Water Level Act of

1983, title 38, General Provisions Relating to Rivers and Streams,

ch. 5, subchapter 1, Mills and Dams, secs. 611–933 (enacted in 1983

to include safety components, amended in 1987 and changed to

separate safety components in 1989)

7. Michigan—Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, pt.

315, Dam Safety (1994 PA 451 as amended); draft rules promulgated

8. Missouri—Revised Statutes of Missouri (RSMo.), secs. 236.400—

236.500 (enacted 1989, last amended 1993); Code of State Regula-

tions, 10CSR 22-1.010 to 10 CSR 22-4.020

9. Montana—Dam Safety Act, ch. 15 (85-15-101 through 504), last

amended 1993; Department of Natural Resources and Conservation,

Title 36, ch. 25: Safety of Dams (1988)

10. New Hampshire—RSA Chapter 482 (1937), last amended 1998; New

Hampshire Code of Administrative Rules, ch. ENV-WR 100-800 (NH

Water Division, Dept. of Environmental Services), effective 1980

and 1981, last amended 1997

11. Ohio—Ohio Revised Code (ORC), title XV (enacted 1963, last amend-

ed 1990); administrative rules enacted by Division of Water of Depart-

ment of Natural Resources (enacted 1972, revised 1981 and 1999)

12. Pennsylvania—Dam Safety Encroachments Act (DSE Act), enacted

1979, last amended 1985; title 25: Rules and Regulations, pt. I: De-

partment of Environmental Resources, subpart C, Protection of Nat-

ural Resources, article II: Water Resources, ch. 105: Dam Safety and

Waterway Management (the Rules), adopted 1980; rules supple-

mented by subsequent policy statements incorporated into ch. 105;

complete revision adopted in 1991, further revisions planned in

2000 or 2001

13. Puerto Rico—Puerto Rico Law Number 133 of July 15, 1986; Admin-

istrative Regulations of the Dam Safety Program may be obtained

through the Dam Safety Unit of the Puerto Rico Electric Power Au-

thority (PREPA)

14. Utah—Utah Code, secs. 73-5a-101 through 702 (enacted 1990 and

amended 1993); State of Utah Statutes and Administrative Rules for

Dam Safety (1996) contains both statutes and administrative rules
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15. Washington—Revised Code of Washington, chs. 90.03, 43.21A and

86.16 (1994); Washington Administrative Code, chs. 173–175 (1992);

Dam Safety Guidelines (Department of Ecology)

16. West Virginia—West Virginia Dam Control & Safety Act (1973), Code

of West Virginia, chs. 22–14, last amended 1992; Dam Control Regu-

lations, title 47, Series 34 under Division of Environmental Protec-

tion (DEP) regulations (1982)

17. Wisconsin—Regulation of Dams and Bridges Affecting Navigable Wa-

ters (1971), last amended 1984, Wisconsin Statutes, ch. 31; Dam De-

sign and Construction Standards, Wisconsin Administrative Code,

ch. NR 333 (adopted 1985, last amended 1987)



ANCOLD Guidelines on Dam Safety Management (1994)

Dam Safety Guidelines (Canadian Dam Association, January 1999)

Pisaniello, John D., and Jennifer M. McKay, Models of “Appropriate” Practice in

Private Dam Safety Assurance 1 Water Policy 525–530 (1998)
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Additional Information Sources 
Not Appearing in Appendices or Footnotes



Other Titles in the Law, Justice, and Development Series

Legislating for Sustainable Fisheries: A Guide to Implementing the 1993

FAO Compliance Agreement and 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement (2001).

William Edeson, David Freestone, and Elly Gudmundsdottir

The Legal and Regulatory Framework for Environmental Impact Assess-

ments: A Study of Selected Countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (2002). Mo-

hammed A. Bekhechi and Jean-Roger Mercier
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